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Abstract
The supercritical carbon dioxide (SCO 2) power conversion system has been suggested for
use with many of the Generation IV nuclear reactors. The SC0 2 cycle is highly attractive
because of its low operating temperatures and high efficiency associated with working
near the critical point of CO 2. Unfortunately, the appealing features of using CO2 near its
critical point create complications in control. The Transient SCO2 Cycles Code
(TSCYCO) has been developed as a transient simulation control design and cycle scoping
code for the recompression SC0 2 Brayton cycle. It is based off of the SC0 2 Power
Systems (SCPS) code, and incorporates many improvements and modifications. Written
in FORTRAN 90, TSCYCO uses a lumped parameter model and a momentum integral
model approach. The code uses a semi-implicit solution process and implements
Gaussian elimination to solve the system of equations. Transient behavior of the printed
circuit heat exchangers is determined via the previously developed code HXMOD.
Turbomachinery performance is modeled using the Real Gas Radial Compressor (RGRC)
code with a scaling scheme for off-design conditions.
Currently, TSCYCO has the capability of modeling several transients, including: loss of
external load (LOEL), power load change, and cycle low-temperature change.
Simulations show that TSCYCO can be run at quasi-steady state for an indefinite period
of time. In the case of a 10% LOEL, the axial turbine experiences choke as a result of
shaft overspeed. Turbine choke can be avoided if one bypasses more flow during LOEL.
Moreover, one can incorporate more accurate axial turbine performance models to
account for shaft speed variation. TSCYCO experiences instabilities when operated too
closely to the critical point of CO 2. This could be remedied with a more robust Runge-
Kutta solution method.
Thesis Supervisor: Pavel Hejzlar
Title: Research Scientist, Nuclear Science and Engineering
Thesis Supervisor: Michael Driscoll
Title: Professor Emeritus of Nuclear Science and Engineering
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1 Introduction
This chapter provides background information on the research performed, as well as an
overview of topics to be discussed. The supercritical CO 2 (SCO 2) Brayton cycle is
different from other power conversion systems (PCS). Its nonlinear fluid properties near
the critical point allow for efficient compression. However, it is these nonlinear
properties that complicate cycle control. Research has been performed by several authors
to determine cycle behavior with SCO 2 as a working fluid. The current work improves
on previous work performed.
1.1 Background
The Generation IV (Gen IV) effort aims to replace the current Generation III reactors
with designs that meet several goals, including proliferation resistance and decreased
electricity cost. Most of these Gen IV nuclear reactor concepts tend to have higher
operating temperatures than the current reactors today. If one increases the cycle high-
temperature, it is possible to increase the cycle efficiency, since the Carnot efficiency is
dependent on the ratio between cycle low-temperature and cycle high-temperature. It is
difficult to decrease cycle low-temperature, since it is restrained by ambient conditions.
Moreover, operating at low cycle temperatures limits the deployment of a cycle to certain
regions. At the other extreme, if one increases cycle high-temperature, caution should be
taken with thermal limits of materials.
Utilization of high temperatures is a distinguishing feature of the Gen IV reactors.
However, cycle efficiencies are not improved if the high-temperatures are not
accommodated appropriately. The efficiency increase of Rankine cycle used with current
reactors is limited due to relatively low efficiency gain with temperature at higher core
outlet temperatures of Gen IV reactors, and also requires going to high pressures (>30
MPa) to take advantage of higher operating temperatures. It is, therefore, advantageous
to pursue a more accommodating PCS, such as the closed Brayton cycle.
The SCO2 Brayton cycle has long been proposed for use in converting thermal energy to
electricity. The physical properties of CO 2 near its critical point (30.9780 C, 7.3778 MPa)
are advantageous in increasing the efficiency of an indirect Brayton cycle. Near the
critical point, in the pseudo-critical region, the density of CO2 increases significantly
compared to ideal gas behavior. In the compressor component of an indirect Brayton
cycle, this density increase is advantageous, because the compressor performs less work
on denser fluids. This results in a net cycle efficiency increase, since:
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Figure 1.1 provides a plot of temperature versus CO 2 density for various pressures of
interest. The numerical labels shown adjacent to each curve will be discussed at a later
time.
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Figure 1.1. CO2 Density (from Carstens2)
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Figure 1.2. CO2 Isobaric Heat Capacity (from Carstens2)
As can be seen in Figure 1.1, CO 2 density changes quickly near the critical point. In the
case of isobaric specific heat capacity, property changes are more severe near the critical
point, as seen in Figure 1.2. These large property variations can create problems in the
design of turbomachinery and heat exchangers. Moreover, compressor performance is
highly dependent on fluid inlet density. Large density variations can cause undesired
system perturbations. When the specific heat capacity of SCO 2 changes significantly in a
heat exchanger, temperature pinch points are likely. In the precooler, where CO 2
properties are close to the critical point, the specific heat capacity of the fluid becomes
very high. To cool the CO 2 sufficiently, and thus obtain the desired compressor inlet
temperature, the cold-side H20 mass flow rate needs to be carefully controlled. A pinch
point can occur inside a heat exchanger due to the large disparity of specific heat capacity
between the cold and hot streams.
1.2 SCO 2 Brayton Recompression Cycle
Significant work has been performed on SCO2 indirect Brayton cycles to accommodate
this undesirable behavior. The SCO 2 recompression cycle utilizes two recuperators and
mass flow split between these recuperators to avoid a pinch point and further alleviate
specific heat capacity concerns.
1.2.1 Recompression Cycle Layout
To understand how the SCO 2 recompression cycle works, observe Figure 1.3. If we start
at the turbine (point 6), SCO2 fluid has just been heated in the intermediate heat
exchanger (IHX, point 5). After expanding in the turbine, the fluid goes to the hot-side
high temperature recuperator (HTR, point 7), where it transfers heat to fluid coming out
of the parallel compressors. Upon exit from the HTR, the fluid enters the hot-side of the
low temperature recuperator (LTR, point 8), where it transfers heat to fluid coming out of
the main compressor. After leaving the LTR, there is a flow split, where a portion of the
fluid goes to the recompression compressor (point 3), and the other portion goes to the
pre-cooler (point 1). Fluid that enters the pre-cooler (point 1) is cooled further by an
external heat sink, and cooled closer to its critical point. Fluid that is split towards the
recompression compressor (point 3) is at a higher temperature because it did not go
through the pre-cooler. Fluid pressure is increased in this component before merging
with the cooler fluid (between points 3 and 4). Fluid that leaves the pre-cooler (point 1)
goes into the main compressor where its pressure is raised, then enters the cold-side LTR
(point 3), this fluid is heated, then exits and merges with flow from the recompression
compressor (between points 3 and 4). With flow merged, the fluid now goes into the
cold-side HTR, where it is heated further before going to the cold-side IHX (point 5). At
this point, the fluid enters the turbine again and the cycle repeats.
Figure 1.3 SCO, Brayton Recompression Cycle
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Figure 1.4. SCO 2 Recompression Cycle Entropy versus Temperature Diagram (from Carstens 2)
Figure 1.4 gives the T-S diagram representation of the recompression cycle. Note the
highly recuperative feature of this cycle. Heat transport in the recuperators is
approximately twice that added in the IHX. Moreover, IHX heat addition occurs over a
relatively narrow range (-I 50 0 C). Also note the proximity of CO2 conditions to the
critical point near the main compressor inlet (point 1) in Figure 1.4. As can be seen, the
two phase dome is approached, but not crossed. Near this critical point, CO 2 density and
specific heat capacity changes rapidly, as seen in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2. Point 1 in
these figures corresponds to the main compressor inlet conditions. One can also observe
CO 2 density and specific heat capacity at different points in the cycle by matching cycle
points in Figure 1.4 with Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.5. PCS Cycle Efficiency Versus Turbine Inlet Temperature (from Dostal4 )
Dostal4 performed a systematic, detailed major component and system design evaluation
and multiple-parameter optimization on a family of supercritical CO2 Brayton power
cycles to determine the most cost and thermal efficient, compact, and simple cycle. He
then compares the performance of these systems to other PCS designs, as seen in Figure
1.5. As can be seen, the SCO 2 recompression cycle is the most attractive option for
turbine inlet temperature ranges above ~500C. To match the efficiency of the SCO2
recompression cycle at 5500 C, the helium Brayton cycle must operate at 7500 C.
Materials issues arise from operating at this higher temperature. This performance
comparison does not include other advantages of the CO 2 cycle, including the simpler
and more compact system.
1.2.2 Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers
The compactness of SCO 2 recompression cycles is due in large part to the development
of the printed circuit heat exchanger. As previously mentioned, heat addition to the cycle
occurs over a relatively narrow temperature range (-1500 C). This means that the
recompression cycle requires highly efficient recuperators, where twice as much heat is
recuperated versus added by the reactor4 . If one uses shell-and-tube heat exchangers,
then very large heat exchanger volumes would be required to recuperate the needed heat,
resulting in increased capital costs and a larger PCS footprint.
The HEATRICTM printed circuit heat exchangers are very compact, making them
favorable for SCO 2 cycle designs versus shell-and-tube heat exchangers. The PCHEs are
comprised of thin 1.5 mm metal plates stacked on top of one another and diffusion
bonded. Each plate has parallel straight or zigzag channels about 2 mm in diameter and
hemispherical in shape. The RHS of Figure 1.6 provides an axial cross-sectional view of
two plates diffusion bonded together. The hot and cold fluids entering the PCHE are
counter-current, as seen on the LHS of Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6. PCHE Flow Path and Chemically Etched Channels (LHS from Langewisch)
When fully assembled, the PCHE is about six times smaller than a shell-and-tube heat
exchanger of the same capacity. Moreover, diffusion bonded metal plates have strengths
comparable to the parent metall3. This means that the PCHE can accommodate the high
pressures seen in the SCO 2 recompression cycle. Finally, the small PCHE channels mean
that there are low fluid inventories. This results in higher responsiveness for control
applications.
1.2.3 Turbomachinery
The compactness of the SCO2 PCS is credited not only to the PCHEs, but also to the size
of the turbomachinery. In general, radial dimensions of turbomachinery scale with
volumetric flow rate. In comparison with ideal gas cycles, the CO2 is very dense near the
critical point. For main compressor inlet conditions in the recompression cycle, this
means that the volumetric flow rate is very low. The main compressor size is, thus, very
small relative to other power cycle compressors.
The turbine operates in a regime far from the critical region, where CO2 behaves like an ideal
gas. Therefore, its design is similar to that of other power cycles. This ideal gas behavior
alleviates computational modeling of the turbine. However, in the case of the main
compressor, the real gas properties must be accounted for to accurately model the
component.
1.3 Previous Work
Significant work on the SC0 2 Brayton cycle has been performed recently to determine the
most promising layout and control schemes for coupling to advanced nuclear reactor designs.
Optimization codes have been developed to determine the most promising layout. The
dynamic behavior of the Brayton cycle has been scrutinized. Experimental loops are
currently under construction as well.
1.3.1 Steady State Analysis
Dostal wrote the code CYCLES to perform "a systematic, detailed major component and
system design evaluation and multiple-parameter optimization under practical constraints on
a family of supercritical CO 2 Brayton power cycles for application to advanced nuclear
reactors4." His analysis of SCO 2 cycles placed an emphasis on efficiency and cost, and
yielded the recompression cycle as the most promising choice. His results were plotted
previously in Figure 1.5. Dostal's thesis also discusses implementation of controls to
accommodate part-load operation and loss of external load transients. Legault subsequently
made further improvements to produce CYCLES I133. The current work uses the most recent
version names CYCLES III by Ludington15
1.3.2 Transient Analysis
Several authors have added to Dostal's efforts by developing codes to model the transient
behavior of SCO 2 Brayton cycles. Moisseytsev of Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), for
example, created the Plant Dynamics Code for the S-CO 2 cycle. This code solves the time-
dependent energy, mass, and momentum conservation equations for SC0 2 and the
turbomachinery shaft dynamics equation. Further information on the details of the solution
method implemented in this code is unknown, as it may be proprietary to ANL. However,
results from this code are published and known to the academic community' 920
At MIT, Carstens developed a code called Gas Plant Analyzer and System Simulator/CO2
(GAS-PASS/C0 2) that models the SCO2 recompression cycle. The code is based on a
previous code developed by Vilim at ANL. The original code, named GAS-PASS/He,
models transient behavior for an ideal gas cycle. GAS-PASS is a simulation control design
and system scoping tool for gas cycles coupled to a nuclear reactor 1' 2. The code is meant to
be used for rapid assessment and appropriate placement of cycle components based on their
response in an integrated plant.
The code uses a one-dimensional lumped parameter approach and assumes perfect mixing in
any specified control volume. Mass and energy are conserved, and a quasi-static momentum
conservation equation is used. Momentum equation simplification creates a numerically stiff
system, in that plant phenomena that occur on different time scales are not combined.
GAS-PASS/CO2 is modular and flexible. It allows any number or order of system
components because a defined component can be introduced throughout the plant 2. The
code is written in FORTRAN 90, and uses a general Newtonian root-finding algorithm (a
modified Powell-Hybrid method), designed for non-linear systems of equations, to
compute all variable values implicitly. For a transient scenario, the code solves the
system by using conservation equations. However, significant simplifications were
introduced, such as the perfect mixing assumption and the quasi-static momentum
equation. The method is fully implicit, where iterations are continued until the system of
equations is within tolerance of the system root. Guesses for system solutions are
computed via the Jacobian matrix.
Kao developed the code Super-critical CO2 Power System (SCPS), which utilizes the
momentum integral model approach and a semi-implicit scheme. This code will be
discussed in more detail in Section 2.2. Of particular note is that SCPS models the
simple SC0 2 Brayton cycle as opposed to the recompression cycle. This cycle is
explained further here, and will be used as a reference for later discussion.
Hejzlar et al.9 researched a simple SC0 2 cycle layout, which was suited for medium
power, compact, load-following applications. The PCS is designed to operate in the
range of 5 to 30 MWe, is more compact than recompression cycle, has high long-term
reliability and performance, and shows potential for good controllability.
Figure 1.7 SCO, Brayton Loop Simple Cycle
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The SCO2 simple cycle is illustrated in Figure 1.7. At point 3, the reactor coolant
transfers heat to the CO2 fluid via the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX). The CO2 fluid
then travels to the turbine (point 4) where it expands to a lower pressure. After
expanding through the turbine, the CO 2 fluid goes through the recuperator (point 5) to
transfer heat to the cold-side fluid that comes from the compressor outlet (point 1). The
CO 2 fluid then nears its critical point as its temperature is lowered in the precooler (point
6). After going through the precooler, the fluid pressure is raised by the compressor
(point 1). The fluid then passes through the cold-side of the recuperator (point 2) before
it goes through the IHX (point 3) and the cycle begins again.
1.3.3 Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger Models
The PCHE computer models implemented by Carstens' and Kao's codes come from
work previously performed by Langewisch 13 . Remember that the SCO 2 Brayton cycle is
highly recuperative, which requires highly efficient heat exchangers. If shell-and-tube
heat exchangers are used, then the size of the PCS increases substantially. Thus, the
PCHE is used for its compactness among other reasons. The use of CO 2 as a working
fluid also presents modeling complications because of cycle operating conditions near the
critical point.
For the precooler in the recompression and simple cycles in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.7,
cycle behavior is significantly affected by main compressor inlet temperatures. If the
CO 2 fluid approaches its critical point within the precooler, then its specific heat capacity
increases significantly, as seen in Figure 1.2. The computer model must be able to
accurately model PCHE performance. The precooler component, when placed in an
integrated system, has a significant effect on cycle behavior since it is upstream of the
main compressor.
Traditional methods for shell-and-tube heat exchangers, such as the Log Mean
Temperature Difference (LMTD) method, cannot be used to determine outlet
temperatures of a PCHE using CO 2 as a working fluid. LMTD treats a heat exchanger as
a black box and gives the user fluid outlet conditions with no consideration for what is
happening inside. Therefore, if a pinch point occurs, the axial location where it occurs is
unknown. The PCHE using CO 2 working fluid must be nodalized and modeled along the
fluid flow path. Langewisch developed the MATLAB code HXMOD to determine
PCHE steady state and transient behavior for the real gas CO 213. More details on the
solution method will be discussed in Section 2.7.
1.3.4 Turbomachinery Models
The real gas behavior of CO 2 presents challenges not only in PCHE models, but in
turbomachinery models as well. For the recompression cycle main compressor in
particular, operation near the critical point creates difficulties in design and component
simulation.
A mean line compressor design code was developed by NASA in the early 1970s called
Centrifugal Compressor Design (CCD). Also developed by NASA was the meanline
code called Centrifugal Compressor Off-Design (CCOD), which predicted off-design
performance of centrifugal compressors. These codes were designed for use with ideal
gases, which is not the case with CO2 in the simple and recompression Brayton cycles.
Gong9 performed significant modification to these codes to allow for modeling of real
gases like CO 2 near and above its critical point. Many modifications to CCD and CCOD
involved developing a set of polynomials for determining fluid properties for SCO2.
The axial compressor turbomachinery maps developed by Gong were used by Carstens in
GAS-PASS/CO2. A set of performance maps was used to determine compressor
turbomachinery response to off-design conditions. Performance maps gave curves for
specific shaft speeds. Thus, during operation, interpolation between curves was
necessary to accurately model compressor behavior. Carstens suggests a cubic spline and
linear interpolation method for this situation. Moreover, he also provides correlations to
account for fluid property variations2 . It is shown in his thesis that Carstens' method is
capable of capturing all the major physics effects for turbomachinery performance.
Another simpler scaling method of determining turbomachinery performance is proposed
by Carstens in Appendix D of his thesis2 . This method allows for back of the envelope
calculations and initial testing of other dynamic modeling codes. Instead of using a set of
performance maps, only one performance map is used. Variation in turbomachinery
performance is dependent on several variables, including mass flow rate, density, and
shaft speed. Kao's code SCPS implements this method for modeling turbomachinery
behavior. This scaling method is also used in this work, and it will be discussed further
in Section 2.6.
SCPS uses generic centrifugal compressor maps, partly because more accurate
performance maps became available late in project development. The current work
utilizes polynomials based on compressor curves developed by the Real Gas Radial
Compressor (RGRC) code. RGRC is recently developed by Ludington, and is
significantly different from the modified CCD and CCOD codes developed by Gong. It
was determined by Ludington that there were disagreements between CCD and CCOD
when run for CO 2. In particular, performance maps developed by CCOD did not agree in
some cases with results produced by CCD. Ludington wrote a new code in a more user-
friendly FORTRAN 90 format, where he eliminated the earlier problems observed in
CCD and CCOD and expanded the capability to design radial compressor with more than
1 stage (up to 3 stages).
Turbine behavior for a real gas is not modeled in detail. For the temperature range of
interest, CO 2 behaves as an ideal gas at the turbine inlet. Thus, turbine design codes for
an ideal gas are sufficient.
1.3.5 Experimental Loops
As can be seen, much work has been performed to accurately model the SCO2 Brayton
cycle and its components that make it unique from other power conversion systems. The
validation and verification of these models is performed by benchmarking against
experimental results. Sohn of Seoul National University is currently developing the
COSMOS loop to study the SCO 2 recompression cycle Brayton loop, as seen in Figure
1.8. It uses a lead-cooled reactor as the reference plant25.
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Figure 1.8. COSMOS Loop (from Sohn 5 )
The heater and depressuriser are the reactor and turbine models, respectively. It should
be noted that this loop utilizes shell-and-tube heat exchangers for the recuperators,
precooler, and IHX. Moreover, a separate loop has been built to test precooler efficiency.
At Sandia National Laboratories, the first phase of the Sandia Brayton Loop (SBL) has
been installed and is operating. Its design follows that of the SCPS simple cycle in
Figure 1.7. The system design is based on the Capstone micro-turbine power plant31
Heat addition is accomplished via an electric heater, which is capable of providing about
80 kWt and 1000 K outlet temperatures. The loop uses a "30 kWe Capstone C-30 gas-
micro-turbine generator that normally operates at 1144 K turbine inlet temperature with
shaft speed of 96,000 rpm 31." Tests have been made using several gases as working fluid
- including CO2 - but not in its supercritical regime. Recent experiments performed in
support of SCO 2 Brayton cycle work include compressor behavior near the critical point
of CO2. This comparison is the lead component in a program to assemble a new test loop
simulating a supercritical CO2 power cycle. A schematic of the SBL is provided in
Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9. Sandia Brayton Loop (from Wright31 )
1.4 Project Objectives and Contributions
As found by Dostal4, the SCO 2 Brayton recompression cycle offers efficiencies and costs
that are competitive with other power conversion systems like the Rankine steam cycle
and He Brayton cycle. Moisseytsev' 9,20 and Carstens 1,2 have investigated the dynamic
behavior of this integrated layout for various transients. Carstens' code2 utilizes a fully
implicit general Newtonian root-finding algorithm and many simplifying assumptions
(e.g. quasi-static momentum conservation and perfect mixing). The fully-implicit
solution method can be computationally expensive and increase simulation run-time.
Moreover, simplifying assumptions may cause non-physical solutions.
Kao's SCPS9 code makes less assumptions and models fluid properties more accurately
within component control volumes. The momentum integral (MI) model is used to solve
the conservation equations for the integrated system. A semi-implicit scheme is
implemented to determine system behavior. SCPS code models and assumptions make it
more appealing for use in determining SCO 2 Brayton cycle dynamic behavior.
However, SCPS models the SCO 2 simple cycle layout and not the recompression cycle
layout. It is, therefore, the goal of this work to use SCPS models to develop a new code
based around the recompression cycle layout. This new code is based on the SCPS code,
and modifies SCPS directly into a recompression cycle layout. SCPS was recently
completed at the time this work was started. Thus, there are additional changes made to
the code, which will be documented in this report. Significant modifications led to the
development of the final product named Transient Supercritical Cycle Code (TSCYCO).
The major contributions of this work are listed below:
1. Simplification of the reactor model used for heat addition to the PCS. SCPS uses
a detailed light water reactor (LWR) model, which accounts for reactivity of the
control rods, fuel rod dimensions, etc. This level of detail is unneeded, since the
focus of the work is the indirect Brayton cycle. Moreover, applications will be
primarily to non-LWRs. The simplification of the reactor model to a "black box"
heat source, as implemented in TSCYCO, is discussed.
2. Modification of the reactor model from an LWR to a sodium-cooled fast reactor
(SFR). Motivation for making this change stems from the choice of the sodium-
cooled fast reactor for GNEP research efforts. Moreover, the sodium-cooled fast
reactor is one of the proposed Gen IV concepts. Heat transfer correlations and
SCPS code changes are discussed.
3. Development and derivations of the models used for the recompression cycle.
The conservation equations used to model the simple cycle are different from the
recompression cycle. The development of the recompression cycle model is
discussed in-depth in this report, and implemented in TSCYCO. The
development of these models represents a significant fraction of the effort in this
work. Working with SCPS revealed several problems that were fixed. One of
these problems included decoupled angular and hydraulic momentum
conservation equations. Moreover, the momentum conservation equation was
decoupled from the energy and mass conservation equations. The models
implemented in TSCYCO remedy these problems and are discussed further in
Section 2.3.2.7.
4. SCPS turbomachinery models are overly simplified and result in some unphysical
behavior. The implementation of turbomachinery performance into the system
momentum conservation equations has some issues, which TSCYCO fixes.
Moreover, SCPS models the turbine as a valve that expands the fluid. This model
may not capture the true dynamic behavior of the integrated system. Normalized
axial turbine maps are implemented into TSCYCO to capture the true
turbomachinery behavior.
5. Because of the parallel compressor feature of the recompression cycle, more
controls are needed in comparison to the simple cycle. These controls include the
cycle flow split valve and recompression compressor throttle. Realistic valve
models are implemented into TSCYCO. These valve models are also
implemented in the upstream turbine throttle. A dynamic model of the inventory
control tank is added to TSCYCO as well. This feature was not included in
SCPS.
6. Plant controllers are modified and use the widely known proportional integral
derivative (PID) scheme. SCPS implements a lead/lag compensation controller,
which is not widely known. Furthermore, there is no discussion on the
background of this controller or how to tune it in the SCPS report. Therefore, the
more common PID controller is used in TSCYCO, and it is documented in this
report. The tuning of the TSCYCO controllers to give the desired system
response are documented here as well.
1.5 Report Organization
The report is organized into five chapters and two appendices as follows:
Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction on SC0 2 Brayton cycles and previous work
performed. Steady state and transient behavior literature is reviewed regarding the
integrated system and system components.
Chapter 2 provides all the models used to simulate the recompression cycle in
detail. The chapter is broken into many key parts.
* The SCPS code and its features are reviewed.
* The modeling approach for cycle components is discussed. Implementation
of the momentum integral model in the conservation equations is covered.
The coupling and semi-implicit schemes implemented are explained, and
they are followed by examples utilizing the simple cycle, recompression
cycle, and primary loop.
* Calculation of CO 2 fluid properties is briefly covered.
* The turbomachinery models used in TSCYCO are presented, and they allow
for calculation of turbomachinery pressure rise, efficiency, and power.
* The solution method developed by Langewisch 3 for PCHE steady state and
transient analysis is examined.
* A description of TSCYCO code structure integrates all theory previously
discussed. This section clearly presents all the subroutines used in
TSCYCO to calculate the steady state and transient solutions for the
recompression cycle. Relevant equations and theory are also referenced
within this subsection.
Chapter 3 briefly looks at the components implemented into the TSCYCO
recompression cycle to control its behavior. Valve models used to control the flow
split and turbine pressure head are discussed. The dynamic inventory control tank
model is covered. This chapter also gives background regarding the PID controller,
its implementation into TSCYCO, and tuning techniques.
Chapter 4 presents some simulation results from TSCYCO. Simulation conditions
and controller set points are covered. Explanation is given for unexpected cycle
behavior.
Chapter 5 summarizes this work and makes recommendations for future work.
Two appendices are provided to supplement the main body of the report and also to
aid code users:
* Appendix A: TSCYCO Primer, serves as a guide for new code users. The
chapter explains how to use TSCYCO by going through an example and
explaining concepts along the way.
* Appendix B: Notable Differences Between TSCYCO and SCPS, discusses
the simplification of the reactor model to a black box heat source. The heat
transfer correlations to change from an LWR to an SFR are discussed as
well.
1.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a brief overview of the SCO 2 Brayton cycle, and its applications to
Gen IV reactors. Advantages and disadvantages are discussed. The recompression and
simple cycle layouts are briefly covered, and the PCHE and turbomachinery components
are discussed. Previous work on the steady state cycle, dynamic cycle, and experimental
loops are summarized, and provide the background for further work in this report. The
rest of the report discusses the motivation for continued work on dynamic simulation of
the recompression cycle. The major contributions and contents of the report are briefly
overviewed.
2 Simulation Code and Methods
2.1 Chapter Introduction
In this chapter, the simulation code, Transient Supercritical Cycle Code (TSCYCO), is
examined in detail. This chapter will provide the reader with the ideas and theory needed
to model the complex SCO 2 recompression cycle. The solution method implemented in
TSCYCO is different from that of other authors. The chapter is divided into seven
sections.
1. The first section provides a brief overview of the SCPS code, which TSCYCO is
based upon. It will introduce the reader to the basic solution method and the
objective of the work.
2. The second section provides an overview of the numerical model. The
assumptions of the TSCYCO code are stated, and models are derived for arbitrary
control volumes. Derived models come from the general conservation equations.
Angular momentum conservation equations relevant to the energy conversion
cycle are reviewed as well.
3. The third section applies the theory discussed in the second section. The purpose
of this section is to enhance the readers understanding of the theory. Moreover,
the actual equations implemented in the recompression cycle layout are discussed
here.
4. The fourth section provides a brief overview of the NIST RefProp code. The
reader will learn about key features of the properties code, and implementations
taken by code developers to accommodate property convergence.
5. The fifth section discusses the turbomachinery models used in the TSCYCO code.
Normalized polynomials (supplied by the user) model the compressor and turbine
response during simulations. Turbomachinery efficiency and power are discussed
here as well.
6. The sixth subsection discusses the solution method implemented in modeling the
printed circuit heat exchangers. Work in this section was completed in the past by
Langewisch' 3 . The iteration scheme for the steady state PCHE model is covered.
The semi-implicit scheme to determine the fluid enthalpy distribution is reviewed
as well.
7. The seventh subsection integrates all the theory discussed into the TSCYCO code.
The subroutines that implement the theory are reviewed. The code layout is
briefly covered as well.
By the end of this chapter, the reader should attain an appreciation for the methods used
to solve this real fluid cycle.
2.2 Supercritical CO 2 Power System Simulation Code
Shih-Ping Kao at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology developed the code called
"Supercritical CO 2 Power System" (SCPS) 9. His code was modified and expanded for
this work. Readers interested in learning more about the original version of this
particular code can read references 9'12
SCPS is a transient simulation control design and cycle scoping code for the simple CO 2
Brayton cycle coupled to a light water nuclear reactor. It was developed specifically to
determine the dynamic performance and sensitivities and limitations of the simple layout
supercritical CO 2 (S-CO 2) Brayton cycle power conversion systems for the range of 5 to
30 MWe. The code was written in FORTRAN 90, and utilized the object-oriented
programming style (OOPS). The OOPS programming style allowed for many
advantages, including:
* Use of derived classes, where programming efforts can be reduced
* Modularization of the classes, which allows for more efficient code development
while maintaining code structure
* Data transparency, which allows for team code development should the need
arise.
* Component testing, which allows for individual testing of modules before the
entire system is run.
* Multi-threading and parallel processing becomes available with the OOPS,
allowing the code to take advantage of newer CPU technology.
SCPS uses a lumped parameter approach and utilizes the momentum integral model.
This means that the fluid is assumed to be incompressible, but thermally expandable in a
single control volume. However, the fluid is assumed compressible over the integral
control volume. The model is valid for moderate transients e.g. operational transients not
associated with significant accumulation of coolant in the compared volumes or rapid
transients where pressure wave propagation is important. A single mass flow rate is
assumed along the channel flow path so that the energy and momentum conservation
equations are decoupled.
Using the above model, the plant components are modeled through direct derivation of
the mass and energy conservation equations. Turbomachinery behavior is determined by
user-defined performance maps. Heat exchanger response is determined by a previously
developed code that utilizes the Newton-Raphson method for steady state calculations
and a semi-implicit method for transient response. Heat transfer correlations and
pressure drops take into consideration the fluid type, the flow regime, and current
conditions. Fluid properties are calculated using NIST RefProp 8.0, which utilizes
equations of state.
Once plant components were modeled and transient component response determined, the
plant system response was calculated. Energy and mass conservations for each
component were represented in a semi-implicit finite-difference manner. The system of
equations was then simultaneously solved using Gaussian elimination.
The system operating conditions are defined by the user. Operating conditions were
maintained within prescribed tolerance through use of component controllers. As an
example, for an arbitrary simulation the compressor inlet temperature was maintained at
32°C. This was performed at quasi-steady state or transient conditions. Low-
temperature control was accomplished by varying the water mass flow rate in the cold-
side precooler. Thus, a controller modulated the valve position that increased or
decreased the water flow.
As can be seen, the SCPS code fluid and component modeling made its application for
the recompression cycle very appealing. The purpose of this chapter is to review the
theory used in modeling of the power conversion system of TSCYCO. Additional
changes were made to the TSCYCO code, based on the author's judgment that some
features in SCPS were unnecessary or inadequate for modeling of physical phenomena:
1. The primary loop model was that for a light water reactor and was fairly detailed.
The reactor core power was calculated by a six-group point-kinetics model and a
seven-group decay power model. Heat transfer through the fuel was calculated by
a lumped fuel/cladding model. Reactor power was controlled by insertion and
removal of control rods.
The focus of this thesis is on the secondary loop, thus detailed modeling of the
primary loop is unnecessary. In fact, having a detailed primary loop complicates
manners, since the current research involves coupling the gas Brayton cycle to
any nuclear reactor, not just a light water reactor as in SCPS. Changes made to
the primary thermal-hydraulics, as well as controllers is discussed.
2. SCPS uses a simplified model of the turbine for plant transient analysis. The
model is similar to that used in RELAP, and the turbine is modeled as a valve,
which drops the fluid pressure. This model provides a good rough estimate for
the behavior of the turbine. However, the model may not provide the true turbine
response during a transient. Axial turbine performance curves are added to
TSCYCO for more accurate modeling.
3. The SCPS code models the simple cycle layout for the Brayton cycle. That is, the
recompression cycle is not modeled.
These are just some of the observations concerning the SCPS code that were improved or
modified. The work is non-trivial, and the new layout of the TSCYCO code with
modifications is reviewed subsequently.
2.3 Modeling Approach
The momentum integral model, as it applies to the SCO2 recompression cycle, is
discussed in this chapter. Assumptions, the solution process, and fundamental equations
will be reviewed as well. In-depth examples for the simple and recompression cycle
layouts will be provided for clarity.
2.3.1 Assumptions
TSCYCO is a transient simulation control design and cycle scoping code originally
developed for the simple CO2 Brayton cycle coupled to a light water nuclear reactor.
There are many assumptions made in code development, and the user should take these
into consideration for any future transient simulations. These assumptions are listed
below, and will be examined in further detail later in this chapter.
1. Within any of the control volumes, the fluid is assumed incompressible, but
thermally expandable. This means that the fluid density is not a function of
pressure, but enthalpy. Such an assumption means that local variations in mass
flux in the control volume flow path are not accounted for. Moreover, there is
loss of information in the time that it takes for a sonic wave to propagate through
the channel. The code is not appropriate for transients where there is significant
loss in fluid e.g. LOCA.
2. The momentum equations are decoupled from the mass and energy equations.
This decoupling is a direct consequence of the incompressible fluid assumption.
The momentum equation is decoupled from the other conservation equations in
situations where there aren't large perturbations to the system (e.g. pressure
perturbation).
3. A single system pressure is assumed for the hot- and cold-side of the system. The
two system pressures, one represented by the main compressor discharge pressure
and the other represented by the turbine discharge pressure, are modeled as state
variables in the conservation of energy, mass, and momentum.
4. A linear enthalpy profile is assumed inside each control volume.
5. Specific volume of CO 2 is assumed to vary linearly with enthalpy.
6. Heat exchangers are nodalized, and each individual component in the loop is
lumped with its respective upstream piping. Components in the recompression
cycle perform an action on the fluid over a small distance, and no work occurs
over the majority of the length of the control volume.
7. Fluid kinetic energy and gravity effects are ignored, as they are small relative to
fluid internal and work energies.
8. The system is adiabatic to the environment. Heat lost to the environment from a
properly insulated cycle is small relative to that transferred within the cycle.
9. Turbomachinery performance is estimated from normalized polynomials of
performance maps calculated from other codes. Off-design performance is
determined via scaling methods (using fluid density and shaft speed) that the
turbomachinery performance is dependent upon. This method has been proven
adequate by previous work2, and will be used in the code.
10. Cycle operating points are determined based on the CYCLES steady-state code,
which gives fluid state points everywhere in the cycle to optimize the efficiency 4.
11. Heat exchanger subroutines calculate heat transfer coefficients using the
Gnielinski correlation.
12. A correction factor is used to account for the zigzag channels of the printed circuit
heat exchanger designs. This correction factor was determined based on previous
work by Hejzlar9.
2.3.2 Control Volume Energy, Mass, and Momentum Model
In this section, the concept of the momentum integral model is further explored 2 7. The
incompressible fluid model is applied to a single control volume. Once models have
been derived, Brayton cycle components are combined and represented by a system of
energy, mass, and momentum equations. These equations are currently implemented in
Kao's simple Brayton cycle model 9. However, Carstens' recompression cycle
computational model does not utilize the momentum integral model and has several other
simplifications that caused convergence issues when running particular scenarios 9. The
momentum integral model will be implemented into the recompression cycle.
2.3.2.1 Momentum Integral (MI) Model
In characterizing the fluid behavior in a flow channel, the general transient equations are
very difficult to solve because of the coupling of the energy and momentum equations.
In addition, the equations are non-linear. If one could make an assumption that decouples
these equations, the problem would be simplified. In solving the conservation equations,
a couple of approximations are made:
1. In two-phase flow, the fluid and vapor velocities are the same (no slip).
2. Fluid property variations in the axial direction are neglected.
With these assumptions, the mass, momentum, and energy equations become:
:Pm + 0 (2.1)
at az
G,m 8 Gm ap fGmGm p
8t 8z PM) 8z 2DePm (2.2)
8hm 8hm q"Ph 8p Gm ap fGmlGm 1 (2.3)Pm +G - + + (2.3)8t 8z Az  at Pm lz 2DePm
These equations allow the spatial and time solutions of mass flux, pressure, and enthalpy
along a channel. To solve these equations, one needs boundary conditions. To solve the
momentum equation, one needs the mass flux and pressure values at the inlet and outlet
of the flow channel. To solve the energy equation and determine the enthalpy
distribution, one needs the inlet enthalpy and heat flux distribution.
One also needs equations for the mixture density Pm and the friction factor f. The
equation of state for the mixture density is a function of mixture enthalpy and pressure.
Pm = f (hm, p) (2.4)
The friction factor is a function of mass flux and heat flux, in addition to the mixture
enthalpy and pressure. The friction factor is a function of heat flux because the heat flux
affects relevant fluid properties such as viscosity.
f = f(hm, p, Gm,q") (2.5)
Using the no slip assumption and neglecting axial variation in fluid properties, the
sectionalized, compressible fluid (SC) model divides the flow channel into many
segments so that the conservation equations can be solved. However, the numerical
solution requires that the time step of integration be less than the time interval for a sonic
wave propagation across a flow channel segment. This restraint typically leads to a very
computationally expensive numerical solution.
The restraint for time step of integration from sonic effects could be relaxed if the fluid
was assumed incompressible. Such an assumption is the basis for the momentum integral
(MI) model. If the fluid is incompressible, then its density is no longer a function of
pressure. The fluid is still a function of enthalpy, which means that it is thermally
expandable.
Pm = f(hm, p*) (2.6)
where p* denotes that the system pressure is constant within the control volume. It can
also be assumed that terms from pressure changes and wall friction forces can be
neglected in the energy equation. Therefore, the energy equation becomes:
p h ahm q"P (2.7)P + Gm - (2.7)Sat mz A-
As a result, the energy equation becomes decoupled from the momentum equation, and
the transient problem becomes simpler. Another consequence of assuming
incompressible flow is that the pressure gradient within the flow channel does not affect
the mass flux of the fluid along the channel. Local mass flux variations are ignored. For
an isothermal incompressible fluid, inlet mass flux is the same as the mass flux along the
channel, and fluid properties are determined only by the inlet and outlet pressures. For
the present assumptions, only the axially averaged mass velocity can be obtained from
the integration of the momentum equation.
For a flow channel of length L, integration of the momentum equation along the flow
path gives:
Sat Gdz = - P=' - jfG 2Dm dz - p. gdz (2.8)d0 PM = -=0 2De Pr o0 t \~ z=0 2Dp
One can define the average mass flux along the channel as:
-1"Gm= L Gm (z)dz
0
Rearranging, the momentum equation, the average mass flux in the channel is:
dG GrG z=L L fG IG Lm m _ Ap - dz- Pmgdz (2.9)
t P m z=o 2DeP 
Thus, the momentum integral model allows one to determine the average mass flux (or
mass flow rate) within a flow channel. The limitation of the momentum integral model,
as previously mentioned, is less stringent than that for the sectionalized compressible
fluid model. The time-step of integration does not depend on the sonic velocity:
Az
At <A - (2.10)
The consequence of the incompressible fluid assumption is that one loses information
within the time that it takes for sonic waves to propagate through the channel. The
momentum integral model is appropriate for fast transients. However, the model is not
appropriate for reactor transients where there is a significant loss of coolant.
2.3.2.2 Control Volume Definition
For the TSCYCO code the control volumes are defined as in Figure 2.1. For a control
volume i, inlet parameters, such as mass flow rate ri , enthalpy H, and pressure P, are
denoted with the subscript i-i. Similarly, outlet parameters are denoted with subscript i.
Fluids from external sources are denoted by subscript s. State variables for the control
volume are chosen to be enthalpy H and pressure P, because the total mass and energy
contents are functions of H and P only12
Cell i-1 ,I Cell i I Cell i+1
thi 1   hi
Hi-1 Hi
Pi-1 rh sm, Hs, Ps Pi
Figure 2.1. Control Volume Definition for the SCO2 PCS
2.3.2.3 Energy and Mass Conservation Model Derivation
With this definition, we can define the energy and mass conservation equations for the
control volume i as:
dEiSdE= (rhH), _1 -(rhH), + (mH), -W, +Q, (2.11)
dM
= r_ - hm, + r, (2.12)
where the subscript s denotes input from another external source. Energy Ei and mass Mi
are defined as:
E, - p(H,P)HdV - P V, (2.13)
M - p(H, P)dV (2.14)
V
It has been determined by Strohmayer' 2 that when the energy conservation equation is
combined with the mass conservation equation, a useful relation can be obtained. The
resulting relation is independent of enthalpy reference point even when the equation is
solved with other approximations. For example, if the mass equation is solved
approximately, then error introduced into the energy equation will be reduced by
cancellations 12
Multiply the mass conservation equation by average enthalpy H , and then subtract from
Equation 2.11 to obtain:
dE, - dM (2.15)
dt dt
where H = + H
2
Remember that one consequence of the momentum integral model is that the mass flow
rate is uniform within a flow channel. Therefore:
thi_ = r,
hm, << r
Then Equation 2.15 becomes:
dE - dM
-H r  (H, - H,)+ri, (H, - H)- W, + Q, (2.16)dt dt
For this control volume, the state variables are chosen to be the mixture enthalpy Hm and
pressure P. The reason for this choice is because the total mass and energy contents are a
function of Hm and P only. Moreover, in the event that there is two phase flow within a
control volume or a flow with large property derivatives, such as SCO2 near the critical
point, the mixture enthalpy Hm is continuous. Therefore, Equation 2.16 should be
expressed in terms of these state variables. To do so, functional relationships for Mi, Ei,
and Hi in terms of Hm and P must be found. Meyer 18 suggests a method where the
control volume mass Mi and energy Ei are defined in terms of volume-averaged mixture
density p and volume-averaged mixture enthalpy h .
M i = ,i V (2.17)
Ei =h V, -PV, (2.18)
where the volume-averaged mixture density and enthalpy are
p =  Jp(H, P)dV (2.19)
V
-1h =I fp(H,P)HdV , respectively (2.20)
Vi V
h and P can be analytically solved if the functional relationship with enthalpy and
pressure are known. Assume that transients in the PCS are slow enough so that there is a
linear relationship between these state variables and the enthalpy.
In the flow path dz of control volume i, enthalpy Hi-1 corresponds to point zi-1 and
enthalpy Hi corresponds to zi. Perform a linear transformation on Equations 2.19 and
2.20 to obtain:
1 h
- 11h 1 HJp(H,P)HdH (2.21)SHi - Hi_1 hi_ 1
Pi = 1 Jp(H,P)dH (2.22)
H - Hi-_l h
For SCO 2, assume that specific volume of the fluid varies linearly with enthalpy. This
assumption is very accurate, as seen in Figure 2.2. The assumption holds true even near
the CO2 critical region.
v = v_, + mH (2.23)
Viwhere m -V i_1where = -
Hi-H,_1
400. 0 0 0
Figure 2.2. CO2 Enthalpy versus Specific Volume (taken from Heizlar9 )
Solve Equation 2.23 for H, and substitute into the integral term of Equation 2.21, while
also noting that p = 1/v.
-1 H
hi - H, v(p,= H) dv -1 (H, ) v(H, P) - v dv
vi - vi-I vi, v(H, P) m
1
(v, - v, )2
1
(v(H,P)- v,_- XH, - H_ 1)dv
v(H,P)
vHi - vH,_1 - v,_1H i + v,_I H,
-
1 dv
H i - HI,_ vi Hi 
- 
vi 1 H,
Vi -Vi_1 (V i - Vi_1 )
(n(v 1
Similarly, the volume-averaged mass in Equation 2.22 can be expressed as:
S vi
Vi - Vi_ 1 vi
1 __ _
dv - i_
v(H,,P) v, -v,_
(2.24)
(2.25)
Since Mi and Ei are functions of the inlet enthalpy Hi-1, outlet enthalpy Hi, inlet pressure
Pi-1, and outlet pressure Pi, Equations 2.11 and 2.12 can be expressed as:
dE, d- E' dH 
dH_1 _ dt aH dt
OE dP>t
O P, dt11
(OE/' dP=+ P, = i(HI
aP dt
-H,)+rh,(H, -H)-W +Q (2.26)
dH_, (M
dt aH,
dH,
dt
IM, dP, (aM
P_,_ dt aP),
dPt
dt
ri, + ri, (2.27)
Definitions for all terms in Equations 2.26 and 2.27 are listed in Table 2.1. The first six
terms in Table 2.1 come from expansion of the left side terms of Equation 2.26 in terms
of h, and pi in Equations 2.17 and 2.18 so that:
dE - dM d
dt dt dt
1pV,)- d -
-PV.
After this is performed, the right side of Equation 2.28 can be rewritten in terms of Hi- 1,
Hi, and Pi, as seen in Table 2.1.
The last 5 terms of Table 2.1 are derived by differentiating Equations 2.21 and 2.22 with
respect to Hi-1, Hi, and Pi. As an example,
ap d-
-l i - Pi8H dH,
1 H ]
-
p(H, P)dH
Hi - H 1 ,_ I
H i
(Hi - Hi_, )p - Jp(H, P)dH(1)
H,_I
(H, - H _1 )2
Pi -Pi
Hi - HI_1
(2.29)
(M i
(2.28)
Table 2.1. Terms and Partial Derivatives for Equations 2.26 and 2.27
Terms and Partial Derivatives Expression
__ ahi Hr ap
I-H-
P J, P P
8M 8 a( ap
VM ap
h H(pH), - h
H )i Hi - Hi-I
ehi hi - (pH)I-I
8HI_ H, - HI_1
ap p -)p
aH), HI - H,_1
p p - Pi-
9Hi-1 , H i - HI_1
c h ph
P Pj f(P - P)
where f = h, or pi
It should be noted that Equations 2.26 and 2.27 exhibit a kind of "numerical" diffusion
behavior, where any changes that occur at inlet i-1 propagate immediately to the exit i.
To avoid this numerical diffusion behavior, the donor cell differencing method is
introduced. This method assumes that changes at the inlet propagate uniformly between
the inlet and exit 12 . The first two terms on the left side of Equation 2.26 become:
(dE i ' N dH 
-1dH_11 dt
,~ dH) dt PiHi, -HPi-H-Hi - Hi-I -H A - p,_1 dHii -HPi-1 dHH -H_ 1 ] dt
where Equation 2.30 is obtained by adding the respective terms in Table 2.1.
Similarly, the first two terms on the left-hand side of Equation 2.27 can be expressed as:
dH,
dt ( HM i dtCM M, dH ,
OH ) 8H,_) dt
dM t ,) dH
aH alH,_ dt
Pi -- 1 ] dHi
H, - H,_1) dt
Place Equation 2.30 into Equation 2.26. The semi-implicit finite difference
representation of Equation 2.26 is as follows:
lAHn+I + r n+i + =(E' * E'+ La )i,i- j Ol,) OPa
Ath(Hn , + AH 1 )- Atrh(H + AH +1 )+ Atih (H, - H)- AtiW + AtQ
OE H
aH )ij_1
SOE'
OH,
+( dE '
dHi ,
Apn+l = pn+l - pn
AllHn+1 = Hn+l - H
Equation 2.32 can then be written as:
- AthAHn+ + _ OE *L H ),11 + Atrh AH" n+f + aE'i P+l- -1 + I AP, n+op),
Atth(H 1_, - Hn )+ Atrh, (H, -H)- AtW + AtQ
OEH dH,
OH ) dt
dE
dHSOHE'),
[E' dE,' d__[) + 1 dH8H , dH,_ dt
(2.30)
aham)
OH)[
where
(2.31)
(2.32)
-II
(2.33)
2.3.2.4 Energy and Mass Conservation Matrix Elements
Energy and mass conservation models have been derived for a fluid going through a
single control volume. For a system of control volumes that interact with one another,
the differential equations can be represented in a matrix form. The change in the state
variables at each time step can be represented by the following matrix equation
JASn+ = d" (2.34)
The matrix equation is represented semi-implicitly as:
JAS +l = d" + XAS " '  (2.35)
Performing some algebra, one obtains:
(J- x)Asn' = d
J+ASn+l = d" (2.36)
where
J += Jacobian matrix. For example, the coefficients of the state variable Hm on the left-
hand side of Equation 2.33 are the elements of the Jacobian matrix.
AS"'' is the state variable vector
d" is the vector consisting of the right hand side of the energy and mass conservation
equations, such as the RHS for Equation 2.33
Matrix elements will be shown on specific examples of simple and recompression cycles
in Sections 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.2.1 as they depend on system topology.
2.3.2.5 Momentum Conservation Model Derivation
It is reiterated that because of the momentum integral model of incompressible fluid, the
momentum conservation equation can be solved separately from the energy and mass
conservation equations. This assumption is valid as long as system transients are fairly
slow.
For a point within a flow path, the momentum conservation equation can be written as:
a ri 1 a (vrhi2 2 rhh__
- --- 1 -- fSA A z2pA z f ZDhA 2 -pgcoso (2.37)at A A az 2pA az 2pDh A2
Integrate Equation 2.37 over the flow path dz to obtain:
+ s 2pA2 =-AP - ff
Z 2 ZA z
l dz- pg cos Odz
2pDhA
(2.38)
With the momentum integral model, Equation 2.38 can be simplified by assuming a
single mass flow rate (ri) in the channel.
(1)(1dz 
-
2pDhA 2 Jpg cos Odz
z
(2.39)
Note that:
fAdz LAA
for a particular flow path, so that Equation 2.39 becomes:
a(rh) L (r 2) (rA)(th) LSAv = -AP - f2DhA2
at A 2pA2 2pDhA2 pg cosOdzz
(2.40)
Apply this equation of over an entire loop to obtain:
(2.41)a= JTRBO
AlZd
where:
the subscript i represents a single flow channel, and these flow channels are
summed together to represent the entire flow loop
J is the net characteristic head provided by all turbomachinery in the flow loop
A represents the pressure drop due to friction, f 22 pDh A2
B represents the pressure drop to form losses, Av = K
2pA2  2pA2
One should note that for the current work, the entire flow path is horizontal so there are
negligible gravity effects on pressure.
-f dz
Zld
+ Av- = -AP -
ft A 2pA2
Semi-implicit finite difference representation of the differential equation yields the
following result:
L ----- n Jo + Ajo - A"n + AAn + B n + AB), (2.42)
Equation 2.42 can be rewritten as follows.
Am- - At AJo -TR A + AB = AtJ - A ± B"
L) AJ AA" AB"
Ah" - - At -__ _ -+ 1A JB An + Bn
hA A Am AI
Arh " l = At [ o -(A ± B)] (2.43)
F A Am Amh Am]
As can be seen, the frictional and form pressure losses are functions of the mass flow
rate. The respective derivative terms are:
dA f rh)L
drh pDhA2
dB (K )
drii pA2
The characteristic head is also a function of the mass flow rate. However, the derivation
for this term will not be provided in this subsection. It will be shown in a later section so
that the reader can understand how the performance maps are used and applied to the
momentum equation.
The numerical solution of the momentum equation in Equation 2.43 shows that Arh can
be solved for semi-implicitly in transient and dynamic scenarios
2.3.2.6 Angular Momentum Conservation Model
For the Brayton power conversion system, thermal energy is converted to electrical
energy via a shaft and generator. Working fluid imparts energy to a turbine, and thermal
energy is converted to mechanical energy by turning the shaft. An electrical generator
converts this mechanical energy to electrical energy via electromagnetic induction. The
generator forces electrical charge to move through an external circuit. The amount of
electrical charge that is moved and net generator power depends on the shaft speed.
According to Pope24, the shaft speed is determined by the following equation:
r, =I --i c f Co + r (2.44)
where ti is the torque of the ith component, Ii is its moment of inertia, do/dt is the rate of
change of angular velocity of the shaft, fi is the friction factor, and 'c is the torque on the
shaft from the turbomachinery. The sign convention for angular velocity and torque is
denoted so that the direction of rotation that the shaft spins during normal rotation is
positive. Thus, the turbine exerts a positive torque, while the compressor and generator
apply negative torque. The general equation is shown in Equation 2.44 to enhance reader
understanding. The application of this equation to the simple and recompression cycles
will be further explained in Sections 2.4.1.2.2 and 2.4.2.2.2.
For the simple and recompression cycles, all turbomachinery are connected to the same
shaft. One can also assume that frictional losses are negligible. Therefore, Equation 2.44
can be rewritten as:
dc
IC, = ,r (2.45)
The semi-implicit finite difference representation of the angular momentum equation is:
,At = (r + Ar) (2.46)
Performing similar steps to those used to solve the momentum conservation equation, the
angular momentum conservation solution at each time step is:
Aco"+ = At j (2.47)
The net generator power depends on the energy extracted and imparted to the CO 2
working fluid. When the working fluid imparts more energy to the turbine, then there is
more torque added to the shaft. As shaft speed increases, so does the generator power.
However, when the compressor imparts more energy to raise the pressure of the CO 2
fluid, then there is negative torque (relative to the direction the shaft is spinning), and the
generator power decreases. The torque that a turbomachine imparts to the shaft is
dependent on the work done on or by the working fluid, the current rotational speed of
the shaft, and the turbomachine efficiency.
TRBO - o (2.48)
C) 7 TRBo
The product of the net torque, which includes shaft torque and turbomachinery torque,
and the shaft rotational speed gives the power output to the generator.
Qgen = netc (2.49)
2.3.2.7 Conservation Equation Coupling
The turbomachinery characteristic head in the momentum conservation equation is a
function of mass flow rate, shaft speed, and inlet density. The angular momentum
equation determines the new shaft speed based on turbomachinery power and torque.
This means that the hydraulic and angular momentum conservation equations are
coupled. The solutions for hydraulic and angular momentum conservation previously
described are general cases and not valid in the particular case of turbomachinery
attached to a rotating shaft. The hydraulic and angular momentum conservation
equations are coupled and must be simultaneously solved.
The semi-implicit terms in the momentum and angular momentum conservation
equations in Equations 2.42 and 2.46 are rewritten in terms of the change in mass flow
rate and rotational speed as follows:
AJ = Ami + Ao (2.50)Am Aco
AAAA = Ari (2.51)
Ar2
AB = AM (2.52)
Am
Ar = Az- + Aco (2.53)Arh Aco
Solve Equations 2.42 and 2.46 for the change in mass flow rate and shaft speed, to obtain
the new coupled solutions for the momentum and angular momentum conservation
equations. Equations 2.54 and 2.55 are both dependent on the change in mass flow rate
and shaft speed. The simultaneous solution can be obtained by Gaussian elimination.
Am , A
(2.54)
A ,7" Aln ) + A I - At = At , (2.55)
It has been determined during code development that unphysical solutions can arise
during fast transients. A new scheme has been proposed that provides some level of
coupling between the hydraulic and angular momentum conservation equations to the
mass conservation equations. The hydraulic momentum for a flow loop is solved in
sections so that control volume pressures calculated by the mass conservation equations
are accounted for. Thus, there is more coupling, since the solution of the momentum
conservation equations depends more on the solution of the mass and energy
conservation equations. Equation 2.54 is rewritten as:
AtJO - (A" + B" ) TRBO -
.A, (An2+Pin out
2.4 Numerical Model Examples
At this point, the energy and mass conservation equations have been derived for single
and multiple interacting control volumes. The momentum equation has been derived for
an entire flow path. The successive sections will apply these equations to systems of
interest. The first example shows the application of the conservation equations to the
simple cycle layout modeled in the SCPS code. The second example utilizes the
conservation equations for the more complex recompression cycle layout in TSCYCO.
In-depth explanation and examples will aid the reader in understanding previously
discussed concepts, and also provide knowledge useful to adapt the code to future system
layouts.
2.4.1 Simple SCO 2 Brayton Cycle
2.4.1.1 Energy and Mass Conservation Model
Observing Figure 1.7, it can be seen that there are 6 components that the SCO 2 fluid
passes through in the simple cycle layout. The working fluid passes through the
intermediate heat exchanger cold-side, turbine, recuperator hot-side. precooler hot-side,
compressor, and recuperator cold-side. There is a high-pressure node associated with
components downstream of the compressor. There is a low-pressure node associated
with components downstream of the turbine. Thus, there are eight equations that make
up the system of equations to be solved, which are described in matrix and vector form as
follows.
J+AS+" ' = dn (2.57)
where:
J = Jacobian matrix
ASn+ is the state variable vector with
AL n+ l = [~A~, AH -Cs AIHX - AHTRB , AH RP-HS , AHl PRE-HS, CAM P ]T
d" is the vector consisting of the right hand side of Equations 2.26 and 2.27.
Elements of d are found in Table 2.2. The first six rows are the energy conservation
equations for each state point in Figure 1.7. The last two rows describe the mass
conservation equations for the high and low pressure legs of the SCPS loop. Table 2.3
and Table 2.4 give all terms involved in the Jacobian matrix. Using Equation 2.26 and
2.26, one can obtain values for the state variable vector ASn+ 1 through Gaussian
elimination.
Table 2.2. d Element Matrix for Secondary Loop
dn, Equation
dl At(cM, (H-I,PR-OUT 
- Hi,(MI-OUT )± W"lt' - OWALL-HDR MCI'
d 2  t(hRP- (Hi-1,CMP-OUT - Hi,RCP-CS-OUT )+ RCP-CS - QWALL-HDR RCIP-CS)
d3  AtdthIHX-CS H-l,RCP-CS-OUT - HiIHX- OU ) lIHX(S - WALL-HDR IHX-CS
d= d4 At(h7RB (Hi-I,IHX-(CS-OUT 
- HiRB WRB - QWALL-HDR TRB
d, At(fiRCP-HS (Hi-I,TB 
- Hi,RCP-HS)- RCP-HS 
- OWALL-HDR RCP-HS
d6 AtrPRE-HS (Hi-I,Rc-H - i,PRE-HS PRE-HS - QWALL-HDRPRE-HS
d, 
- At(tiZTR,,B - %MCP + in
d8 AtvIZB - CMP +ts)
Table 2.3. Jacobian Matrix for the Simple C0 2 Brayton Cycle
J, J12 J13 J14
J21 J22 J23
J31 J32 33
J+ 4 1  J42 J43 J44
J51 J52 J53
J61 J62 63
J71 J72 J73 74 J75 76
J 8 1 J82 J8 3 J84 J85 J 86
One should note that the energy and mass conservation derivations are general, and are
modified for this example. The general energy and mass conservation equations are
provided in Equations 2.26 and 2.27. As listed in the Assumptions sub-section, a single
system pressure is assumed for the hot- and cold-side system. For most of the control
volumes in the simple cycle, such as the heat exchangers, since the entire control volume
is characterized by a single pressure, the change in pressure at the inlet is the same as that
at the outlet at each time step. Equation 2.26 then becomes:
a(dE') dH )(O ,+ d,_[OF' (EdP = h,(Hi- - H )+ rh H -H) W+(2.58)
dH,1 ) dt iaH) dt OP _ P dt
aMCMP dH, 4M ( CP-C dHRCP-CS IHX-CS dHIHx-cs MRB dHIRB +
aH dt a) t H a  dt
OMCMP dPTRB +(OMCMP + (MRCP-C (OMRCP-CS (MIHx CS IHX-CS +rRB dPcMP
P _1) dt + P ) P ±P P SP P dt
rk (H,_ - H,) + ,
One should note that in the case of turbomachinery, where fluid is compressed or
expanded, the pressure at the inlet is rarely the same as that of the outlet. Thus, Equation
2.26 cannot be simplified for compressor and turbine control volumes. The mass
conservation equations represent an entire node of the system. As an example, the cold-
side node is characterized as components from the compressor outlet to the turbine inlet.
aMP dH, + MRCP-CS dHRCP-CS MIHX-CS +dH H CMTRB dH,
OH j, dt OH OM OH dt OH dt
aM ) d KM ,,) d Cs )RaM,,,C ( aM,~ I C (OM-c (M  ] , (2.59)MCIP dPT +MIP +MRCP-CS MRCP-CS + IHX-CS + IHX-CS + TRB dPCAP
OP,_ dt P ap ap ap ap ap dt
rhi, (H,_, -H,) + th,
As can be seen, there is a single node pressure assumed for the cold-side node, which is
dependent on the exit pressure of the compressor. One can see that the change in mass at
the compressor inlet is dependent on the hot-side node pressure, or the turbine
downstream pressure.
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2.4.1.2 Hydraulic and Angular Momentum Conservation Model
2.4.1.2.1 Hydraulic Momentum Conservation
For the simple SCO2 Brayton cycle, Equation 2.42 becomes:
L)A+ JcM + AJ + J R",, + AJ" +AA +B + AB (2.60)
where the variables A and B are the frictional and form pressure losses, respectively.
The characteristic performance map is a function of normalized volumetric flow rate (or
mass flow rate), rotor speed, and fluid density ratios. More detail will be provided in the
Turbomachinery subsection.
Jx = F(th/ th r e /wrJ,P/Pref) (2.61)
2.4.1.2.2 Angular Momentum Conservation
The SCO 2 simple Brayton cycle is a single-shaft, variable-speed turbine/compressor. The
dynamic behavior of the shaft can be found from the angular momentum conservation
equation. During normal operation, friction in the shaft is neglected, and there is no
torque applied by the control system. All turbomachinery is attached to the same shaft.
Thus, all turbomachinery have the same rotational speed. Therefore, for the simple SCO 2
Brayton cycle layout, Equation 2.46 becomes:
(IGEN+I +1 dw )d e°
GEN RB CMP d=-MP CMP r TRB TRB GEN A GEN - WND - WND(2.62)dt
where Ishaft = IGEN + ITRB + ICMP = rotational moment of inertia of the shaft
o = shaft angular speed
TTRB = turbine torque
TCMP = compressor torque
TGEN = generator torque
TWND = windage-loss torque
The turbine and compressor torques are functions of the characteristic head and pressure
head provided by the attached turbomachinery. Turbomachinery, and thus the shaft
behavior, is represented by characteristic functions expressed in terms of normalized
shaft speed o, volumetric flow rate (or mass flow rate rh , and fluid density p ratios:
Tx = F(rlh /l ref , C / Wref , P / Pre) (2.63)
2.4.1.2.3 Hydraulic, Angular Momentum and Mass Conservation Coupling
Remember in Section 2.3.2.7 that the hydraulic momentum, angular momentum, and mass
conservation equations are coupled for the Brayton cycle. The turbomachinery characteristic
head is a function of the mass flow rate and the shaft speed. Solving the momentum equation
for sections of the flow loop helps to couple the momentum and mass equations. All of these
factors must be taken into consideration. The general momentum equations have been solved
previously. Only the system of equations pertinent to the simple cycle will be shown here.
The system of equations is represented in matrix form as:
J+ ASn+ = d (2.64)
where:
J = Jacobian matrix
AS " '' is the state variable vector with
AS '  [Arku, Ah=A 7,, Adw ]
d" is the vector consisting of the right hand side of Equations 60 and 62.
The 2x2 Jacobian matrix is described in Table 2.5. The location of each element can be
determined from its subscripts, e.g. cell J12 is located at the intersection of row I and column
2. The d vector is also shown in Table 2.6, with similar vector representation in the
subscripts.
Table 2.5. Jacobian Matrix for the Simple Cycle Hydraulic and Angular Momentum Conservation
Equations
Jmn Equation Jmn Equation Jmn Equation
J11  - + J13 - A-- J31 At r
LP L ArhCMp LP MP CMP LP
t[ J23 -At TRAJ22 A - + J- t Aor J 3 2  -At ArR
J33 AI, A Arc(M A TTRB + A GN ArWND
33 A Aco Aco Aco Aco
Table 2.6. Simple Cycle Hydraulic and Angular Momentum d vector
Element Equation
dQ At(PolRB Pu '1 a,'P Afic,LP-Side form,LI'-side (CMI
d2 t(out,CM1' - Pou,TRB - fric,HP-Side - Afirm,HP-Side JTRB)
d 3 At(- T(M, + GTERB - T LN - rWND )
It should be noted that changes in pressure head and torque with respect to mass flow rate
and shaft speed are not shown here. The derivation of these terms will be discussed in a later
section after the reader understands how turbomachinery behavior is modeled in the
TSCYCO code.
2.4.2 SCO 2 Recompression Cycle
2.4.2.1 Energy and Mass Conservation Model
In observing Figure 1.3, one can see that the recompression cycle is much more complex than
the simple cycle. The extra complications are listed below:
* There are more components in the recompression cycle. An additional recuperator is
present to optimize cycle efficiency and avoid a pinch point. There is also the
additional recompression compressor.
* There is an additional flow path associated with the presence of the recompression
compressor. This additional flow path adds difficulty in solving the energy, mass,
and momentum equations for the recompression cycle.
* In any cycle where there are parallel compressors, the cycle is inherently unstable,
and extra controls must be added. Two valves are added downstream of the main and
recompression compressors, so that the flow split can be controlled adequately.
There is a flow split valve downstream of the main compressor to maintain the
optimal flow split to the precooler. Previous research shows that during steady state
and transient simulations, the recompression compressor provides exit pressures
higher than those of the main compressor 2. In order to match exit pressures, and
prevent flow stoppage in the main compressor, a throttle valve is added downstream
of the recompression compressor.
Three additional energy conservation equations are added to account for the low-temperature
recuperator hot- and cold-side flow paths and the recompression compressor. These
components will be accounted for appropriately in the mass conservation equations as well.
All valves modeled in the system will be accounted for in the mass conservation equations,
since there is some mass storage associated with these control volumes. With the additional
components associated with the recompression cycle, there will be a total of nine energy
conservation equations and three mass conservation equations. They are represented in semi-
implicit finite difference form in the matrix equation below:
J+ ASn+ = d (2.65)
where:
J+ = Jacobian matrix
ASn+ is the state variable vector with
ASn+ = [AHMC AILTR-CS, A HTR -CS 'AIHX -CS I TRB -HT7R-HS-'
...AHLTR-HS ' AHPRE-HS RCM MCP P RCM PTRB ]T
d" is the vector consisting of the right hand side of Equations 2.26 and 2.27.
Elements of d" are in Table 2.7. The first nine rows are the energy conservation equations for
each state point. The last three rows describe the mass conservation equations for the control
volume pressures of the recompression cycle loop. Table 2.8 through Table 2.10 give terms
involved in the Jacobian matrix. ri definitions for the last three rows of Table 2.7 can be
found in Figure 2.3. Reasons for ri definitions are explained in Section 2.4.2.2.3.
Table 2.7. d Element Matrix for Secondary Loop Recompression Cycle
d, Equation
d] At(rh(P (Hi-1,PRE-OJT - Hi,MCP-u ) + ' - QWALL-HDR 'MCP
d 2  LAt i R-CS (Hi-1,MCP-OUT - H-,LIR-s-OJT ) QLTR-CS - QWALL-HDR L7R-CS
LR-s (Hi-,l - H ,HTR--C)S-OUT
d3  RCM (H 1,L-oi - H,HTR-CS-OUT + R-CS WALL-HDR HTR -CS
d 4  At(mIHX-CS (Hi-1HR-cs-ouT - Hi,IHX-CS-OUT )+ IHX-CS - QWALL-HDR IHX-CS
d = d At(hTR Hl1HX-<so - H T, - ,jT , - QWALL-HDR TRB
d6 At(iZH 7R-HS (Hi- ,TRB - Hi,HTR-HS)- HTR-HS 
- OWALL-HDR HTR-HS
d, At th -HS ( H - ,H-,s - H,, ,- LTR-HS - QWALL-HI)R LTR-HS
d 8  At( hPRI-HS (Hi-1,L7R-HS - Hi,PRE-HS)- PRE-HS - OWALL-HDR PRE-HS
d9 At(hRCM (Hi- ITR-HS-UT 
- H,RCM-OT )+ ORCM - OWALL-HDR RCM
dio At(h 3 - rth + th)
dil At(k,1 +h 4 - M 2 + hs)
d12 At(m2 - j13 - I4 + ts )
Table 2.8. Jacobian Matrix for Recom ression Cycle
J11 J12  J13  J14
J21 J 2 2  J 2 3
J31 J32  J33  J34  J 3 5
J4 1  J4 2  J 4 3
J 51  J52  J 53  J 54
J6 1  J62  J63
J71 J 7 2  J 7 3
J81 J 8 2  J 8 3
J91 J 9 2  J93  J 9 4
Jiol J102 J10 3  J104 JI05
Jill J112 Jl113  114  J115 Jl16
J121 J122 J123 J124 J125 J126
Table 2.9. Elements of the Jacobian Matrix for the Recompression Cycle, Part 1
Equation
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Figure 2.3. Recompression Cycle Mass Flow Rate Definitions
The control volumes chosen to solve the mass conservation equations allow for better
coupling of the mass and hydraulic momentum conservation equations. In any case, the
following relations must be satisfied during simulation:
rh2 = rhl + rh4 (2.66)
h 5, = 1f 3 + h4  (2.67)
During fast transients, such as an LOEL, these relations may not be satisfied, as the fluid
is compressible within the control volumes. However, the fluid is incompressible, as
consistent with the assumption of the momentum integral model used to solve the
momentum conservation equation for the fluid in the flow path.
It should also be noted that in Figure 2.3, the pressure nodes to be solved for in the mass
conservation equations in Equation 2.65 are colored accordingly. The pressure node
downstream of the main compressor and upstream of the flow merge is blue. The
pressure node downstream of the recompression compressor and upstream of the turbine
is red. The pressure node downstream of the turbine and upstream of the compressors is
green.
2.4.2.2 Hydraulic and Angular Momentum Conservation Models
2.4.2.2.1 Hydraulic Conservation Model
The layout of the recompression cycle makes it more difficult to solve the momentum
equation. There are two parallel flow paths, and their behaviors are dependent on each
other, so the momentum equations are coupled. Thus, the recompression cycle layout
requires that momentum equations be solved simultaneously. However, one must also be
able to effectively couple the momentum equation to the mass conservation equations
For a point in a flow path within the recompression cycle, the momentum conservation
equation is shown previously in Equation 2.38.
In the recompression cycle, the mass flow rate within a loop varies because the flow path
contains a flow split and flow merge. Upstream of the compressors, the flow split will
change based on the off-design performance of each compressor. Downstream of the
compressors, main and recompression compressor performance will change as needed to
balance pressures at the flow merge. One must be able to capture the physical
phenomena while coupling the momentum equations to the mass conservation equations.
The flow loop will be split into four partitions, as seen in Figure 2.3 and further explained
here.
d"= P 
- Pxi - AP rrc,, rmdt exit,ACP ext,Rc ror
d2 = P 
- P 
- APr + J
dt ext,,RCM exitm ,RBrn
dmh3dt3 = Pe , - Pxit(P - APtrfiric + J(yP
dt ext,TRB exMCP
dt exiti,TRB Pexit,MCP -A P irc,form +I Adt
(2.68)
(2.69)
(2.70)
(2.71)
where Equation 2.67 is always satisfied. To satisfy Equation 2.67, one must
simultaneously solve Equations 2.70 and 2.71. Note that there is a flow split in Figure
2.3. that one must account for to solve Equations 2.70 and 2.71. One can assume a single
mass flow rate over portions of this flow path, so the momentum conservation equation
becomes:
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For main compressor and recompression compressor flow paths of downstream of the
turbine, the momentum equation becomes:
SPLT (L\ dii MCP -Exi L d_ )K(r( ) ML Ki 2)
A -d 3  AFri +K 2 +APo,dr SPLT A dt 2
i=TRBExit dt =SPLT A dt 2pDA22 (2.74)
S f , +  + K orm +
S2pDhA' 2pA2
SPLT (L dh5+ RCM-Exit L drh (h) L (2
ZFI AJ + I =If 2 + APFnic +K 2 +APFormi=TRB-Eit A dt k=SPLT Ak dt 2pDhA2 2pA(
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k 2pDhA 2pA2  RCM RCM
where J is the characteristic head of each turbomachine. Further discussion about this
term will be provided in the turbomachinery subsection. Mass flow rates for other flow
paths in the loop are solved as discussed in Section 2.3.2.5.
2.4.2.2.2 Angular Momentum Conservation Model
Like the SCO2 simple cycle, the recompression cycle is a single-shaft, variable-speed
turbine/compressor, and the system dynamic model can be found from the angular
momentum conservation equation:
Ishaft dt TRB MCP -RC(,M GEN -WND (2.76)
where Ishaft = rotational moment of inertia of the shaft
o = shaft angular speed
TTRB = turbine (TRB) torque
TMCP = main compressor (MCP) torque
TRCM = recompression compressor (RCM) torque
TGEN = generator (GEN) torque
TWND = windage-loss torque
Equation 2.76 can be written semi-implicitly as follows:
Ishaft dt = - c z - ATc(P + TTR + Ar 77 - r(c - ARcM (2.77)
- rcGEN -A GEN - WND WND
2.4.2.2.3 Hydraulic, Angular Momentum and Mass Conservation Coupling
Solving the hydraulic and angular momentum conservation equations while coupling to
mass conservation will be similar to that for the simple cycle. The main difference is that
there are more flow loops. The equations are represented in a semi-implicit finite
difference manner, as in Equations 2.54 and 2.55, and the system of equations is solved
simultaneously with Gaussian elimination. The system of equations to be solved is
described in matrix and vector form as follows:
J+ AS n+ = dn (2.78)
where:
J' = Jacobian matrix
AS "+1 is the state variable vector with
AS+ = [Ath ,, Arh2 , ,3 o4]
d" is the vector consisting of the right hand side of Equations 2.68 through 2.71.
The 5x5 Jacobian matrix is described in Table 2.12. The location of each element can be
determined from its subscripts, e.g. cell J 12 is located at the intersection of row I and
column 2. The d vector is shown in Table 2.11. The change in pressure head and torque
with respect to mass flow rate and shaft speed is not discussed here. These terms are
covered in a later section when turbomachinery behavior is discussed.
Table 2.11. Recompression Cycle Hydraulic and Angular Momentum Conservation d Vector
d, Equation
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d 4  At(out,71RB - Pout,RC(AIM Afri~c-LP fPorm-LIP + JRM )
d5 At(- TMCP- R + B - GE - WND
Table 2.12. Elements of Jacobian Matrix for Recompression Cycle Momentum Conservation Model
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2.4.3 Primary Loop
During analysis and modification of the SCPS code, it has been determined that there are
several differences between what is presented in theory and what is written into the code.
These differences will be noted in this section. Changes to the primary loop to obtain
precise uniformity with the discussed theory are not performed, as it is unnecessary and
this as-implemented version still models the system well.
2.4.3.1 Differences Between Primary and Secondary Loops
Three notable differences between solution methods for the primary and secondary loops
are as follows:
1) The primary loop is modeled using only the energy conservation equation. The
coolant(water or sodium) in the primary loop is assumed to be incompressible,
and there are negligible pressure differences over the entire flow path. A constant
pressure is defined by the user, and this pressure is used to determine fluid
properties along the flow path.
2) Primary loop mass flow rate is constant. It is treated as a boundary condition to
the problem. In the future, it would be useful to include an actual model for the
pump, to obtain more realism in the code. However, for the present work, having
a constant mass flow rate is adequate.
3) Primary loop hot and cold legs are included in the solution method. The
secondary loop model lumps components with their respective upstream piping to
significantly decrease simulation time for the code. In the case of the primary
loop, which contains fewer components, volume lumping would not significantly
decrease simulation time.
2.4.3.2 Energy Conservation Model
The solution method for the primary loop is slightly different from the secondary loop for
the reasons previously mentioned. There are four control volumes to solve for: reactor,
hot leg, intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), and cold leg. The secondary loop solves for
the components (e.g. turbine and compressor) lumped with their respective upstream
piping.
For a general control volume i, the energy conservation equation can be expressed as:
d(mH),d P V, = rh, (H,_, - H, )+ , (2.79)dt
where mi is the mass of the mixture in control volume i, Ir, is the mass flow rate of the
mixture in control volume i, Hi-l is the inlet enthalpy, Hi is the outlet enthalpy, and Q, is
the rate of heat transfer to control volume i.
The mass flow rate in the primary loop is constant for all scenarios, so the mass of the
control volume will be constant. Therefore, the mass can be factored out from the energy
derivative term on the left-hand side of Equation 2.79. For our system of equations,
which are for a closed loop, we will need to express the energy conservation in a way to
avoid linear dependence. This can be done by expressing Equation 2.79 semi-implicitly.
m dH = i (H,_1 + AH,)- th, (H + AH,) + Q (2.80)dt
As previously mentioned, the mass flow rate rh, is a boundary condition, and remains
constant for the entire simulation. It is a variable independent of the control volume in the
primary loop. The mass flow rate can also be rewritten as:
m = m-' (2.81)
where mi is the mass of the mixture in control volume i, and ti is the transport time for a
mixture to travel through a control volume i. Using this definition for mass flow rate,
Equation 2.80 can be rewritten as:
mdHi =m -(H,_ + AH,_1 )- (H, + AH,)+ Q, (2.82)
dt ti  ti
Divide Equation 2.82 by mi and multiply by time step At to obtain:
AH=At (Hi + AH,)_ At (H, + AH)+ At O  (2.83)
ti ti mi
Collect AHi and AHi- variables to the left side of Equation 2.83 to obtain:
AtAt At QtAH_ + 1I+ AH, = (H-, - H , ) + A t -  (2.84)
ti ti ti m
2.4.3.3 Primary Loop System of Equations
The derivation previously described was for a control volume where there was heat
transfer, such as that of the reactor or the IHX. Discussed here are the system of
equations used to describe fluid properties during a transient for each time step At.
While energy conservation equation models and assumptions are different for the primary
and secondary loops, the system of equations to be solved follows the same general form
as that of the secondary loop:
J AS " = da " (2.85)
J = Jacobian matrix consisting of the left-hand side of Equation 2.84.
AS "+ is the state variable vector with
AS 1 [A Rxout ,AH IHX in AHIHX out AHRx-in m
d" is the vector consisting of the right-hand side of Equation 2.84.
Elements of dn can be found in Table 2.13. The Jacobian matrix, which represents the
left-hand side of Equation 2.84, can be found in Table 2.14.
Table 2.13. d Element Matrix for Primary Loop
d, Equation
d A H x-in  -H -  +
d 2  At H -"ut -HIHX 
-in
Hot Leg
d At H IHx-in - HiNHX--ou QIHx
tHX mIHX
tCold Leg
Table 2.14. Jacobian Matrix for the Primary Loop
At At
At At1+ -
tHot Loop Hot Loop
At At
tIHX tIHX
At At
tCold Loop tCold Loop
2.5 Fluid Properties
For a majority of calculations in the code, fluid properties are required. For example,
pressure drop calculations require that the variables density and viscosity are known. To
determine the true power of the turbomachine, one must know the entropy of the inlet
fluid, which is a function of enthalpy and pressure. For these calculations, TSCYCO uses
the real fluid property code NIST RefProp.
where:
rim
primary
2.5.1 NIST RefProp
NIST RefProp can accurately calculate many fluid properties for a wide range of fluids.
It is based on the most accurate fluid and mixture models available. It implements three
models for thermodynamic properties of fluids: equation of state explicit in Helmholtz
energy, modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state, and extended corresponding
states (ECS) model. Viscosity and thermal conductivity are modeled with either fluid-
specific correlations or an ECS method14.
Other authors have modeled CO2 fluid properties through pseudo-perfect gas models,
which utilize compressibility factors. However, to utilize the models, one must know the
required compressibility factors beforehand. Because generalized compressibility factor
tables are only approximate for specific real gases, they are typically not as accurate as
NIST RefProp models. Thus, the TSCYCO code use NIST RefProp.
One notable feature of RefProp is that it allows the user to obtain a desired value through
various input properties. For instance, one can calculate the viscosity for a certain value
of entropy and temperature. Alternatively, the viscosity can be calculated using enthalpy
and pressure. RefProp accomplishes this with an equation of state in temperature and
pressure. Numerical convergence iterations are performed for input properties different
from temperature and pressure. Thus, there is much flexibility associated with using
RefProp 2.
RefProp also lets the user choose the equation of state. As previously mentioned, one can
use the Benedict-Webb-Rubin (BWR) model or the Span and Wagner Helmholtz model
(FEQ) to calculate fluid thermodynamic properties. The CO2 fluids file co2fld, states
that the FEQ model is more accurate in the critical region of CO2, while the BWR model
is recommended for general use. Carstens' has analyzed deviation in CO 2 density with
each model, and it has been determined that differences in values are no more than 2%
near the critical point. The range of applicability of the BWR model is 300 to 440 K,
while the FEQ model goes as high as 1100 K. Since the deviation between the two
models is not large, and the FEQ model has a larger temperature range of applicability,
the FEQ model will be used for CO 2 fluid property calculations.
2.5.2 Preventing Unphysical Fluid Properties in NIST RefProp
It has been determined by Kao that NIST Refprop sometimes gives unphysical fluid
properties. The fluid density, for example, may be calculated as negative for reasonable
input values of enthalpy and pressure. This irregularity may be caused by discontinuities
in the fluid equation of state. An unusual scheme is used to maintain physical (greater
than zero) values for fluid densities. For a control volume, the volume-averaged enthalpy
and mass have been derived in Equations 2.24 and 2.25. Modification of the volume-
averaged enthalpy and mass to account for Refprop irregularities is provided below:
- ABS(H, - H,_) vH,_ -viHi vhi + In (2.86)
V 1 1 V - 1 i ) vil
ABS Inr v
, = ABS (2.87)
V i - V- 1
where inlet and outlet specific volumes and enthalpies could switch locations in their
respective equations. For example, the code determines the volume-averaged enthalpy
and mass in pseudocode as:
IF ( h in >= h out ) THEN
sp vol _out=l/rho in
sp vol in=l/rho out
h out2=h in
h in2=h out
END IF
Though there is not ample explanation here, the methodology for maintaining positive
physical values has been tested and gives the same results without variable manipulation.
Moreover, the problem of unphysical values is avoided during code simulation runs.
2.6 Turbomachinery Performance Model
Up to this point, numerical models have been derived, so that one can solve the energy
and mass conservation equations for a particular control volume. Generic models have
been derived, which solve the momentum conservation equation for the momentum
integral. Solutions have been applied to relevant cycle layouts, and under different
assumptions to enhance reader understanding and appreciation. New focus is put on the
components of the cycle: the turbomachinery and the heat exchangers. The following
sections will discuss the models used and solution methods implemented for these
components. Consideration will be given to how these components affect the
conservation equations as well.
2.6.1 Compressor Model
2.6.1.1 Pressure Head
The compressor performs work on the fluid, and increases its pressure. By increasing its
pressure, the compressor drives the flow of the fluid through the system. In determining
system response to transients, it is necessary to accurately model compressor behavior.
This means, for the recompression cycle, that radial compressor performance curves are
needed. Ludington 15 has performed substantial work on developing radial compressor
performance curves for SCO2. The main compressor consists of a single stage. A multi-
stage recompression compressor is required because of compressor operation and
achievable work input to the CO 2 fluid. The recompression compressor efficiency will be
poor if only one stage is used.
Main and recompression compressor maps are provided in Figure 2.4 through Figure 2.7.
Of interesting note is the shape of the main compressor performance curves in Figure 2.4.
The main compressor performance varies linearly with mass flow rate versus the more
common trend of the recompression compressor in Figure 2.6. It should also be noted
that the recompression compressor surge limit is restricting. For the 100% shaft speed
case, the surge limit is reached at 70% of the reference mass flow rate. Further
information on compressor development can be found in the specified references2,9,
15
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The compressor performance is expected to follow a i/pin relationship, which is indeed
the case, as seen in Figure 2.4.
During code simulations, operating conditions will not fall perfectly on any of the curves.
For example, normalized mass flow rates and shaft speeds will not be exactly 90% or
100%. To determine the off-design compressor performance, interpolation between
curves is needed. This means a library of maps must be supplied to the code. Moreover,
significant computation time will be used to determine turbomachinery performance.
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An alternative solution has been suggested by Carstens, where a single polynomial curve
is used to represent the behavior of the turbomachine over a wide range of mass flow
rates and shaft speeds. Movement along the polynomial curve depends on current
normalized mass flow rates and shaft speeds. While this solution is not as accurate as
using a library of compressor maps, the polynomials provide a simple means for
simulating dynamic turbomachinery behavior and decreasing simulation run time.
For the main and recompression compressors used in the TSCYCO code, the centrifugal
main compressor map shown in Figure 2.8 is used. The normalized pressure ratio is a
function of the variable 7. y is a function of the compressor mass flow rate ri , inlet
density p, and shaft speed 0o. The actual pressure ratio of the compressor is dependent on
the normalized map pressure ratio, and the inlet density and shaft speed.
11) Pref orer
.7 = r r(2.88)
m es p C
Pr,map = ao + alY + a 2  + a 3y3 + a4 4 (2.89)
Pr Pr,ref K Pr,map (2.90)
Therefore, to determine the radial compressor performance using the given polynomial,
one combines Equations 2.88, 2.89, and 2.90.
Pr = Prrf pP (1.171 - 0.026 - 0.224Y2 + 0.099y 3 -0.0204 ) (2.91)
2.6.1.2 Efficiency
Normalized compressor efficiencies are also based on a polynomial dependent on the
variable y. y is defined in the same manner as that for the compressor pressure ratio
curves. One can determine the normalized efficiency of the compressor based on current
mass flow rates, inlet densities, and shaft speeds.
77map,norm = CO 2  - y66y2 )/ 3 +, 4 4 (2.92)
m,,p,norm = 0.755 + 0.8677 -1.03 172 + 0.518y 3 - 0. 109 4 (2.93)
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2.6.1.3 Power
Adiabatic compressor power is calculated using the definition for turbomachine
isentropic efficiency. The isentropic efficiency is defined as:
7 = _ actual (2.94)
Wmax 0=0
where Wmax (I00 is the maximum work associated with an adiabatic reversible (isentropic)
process. If we look at CO 2 fluid traveling through the compressor component, the energy
balance for the steady state process is:
0 =W + rh(h,, - hou )
W(.= rh(h,u - hi)
For a compressor, which puts energy into the fluid, the isentropic efficiency 26 is:
ideal work required rih(hou,,,en - h (2.95))
actual work required th(hou, - hin)
Therefore, the actual work input into the fluid is:
W rh(houtsen - h,, ) (2.96)
77c
housen =f(Pou,, s,)Sin
It should be noted that for the main compressor, different assumptions can be made to
calculate the compressor power because of the high density of CO2 near its critical point.
Because of large CO 2 fluid densities at the inlet of the main compressor, the compressor
can be treated like a pump, and the work input to the fluid can be calculated as:
W APh (2.97)
Equation 2.97 is used for SCPS. However, Equation 2.96 is used in TSCYCO because of
its generality and applicability to both the main and recompression compressor regardless
of variation in inlet fluid densities.
2.6.2 Turbine Model
2.6.2.1 Pressure Head
The turbine converts thermal energy into mechanical energy. Fluid in the gas Brayton
cycle does work on the turbine, and the fluid expands in the process. Work done by the
fluid is given to the turbine, which turns the shaft to convert thermal energy to
mechanical energy. The fluid properties near the turbine are different from those near the
main compressor. The fluid inlet properties at the turbine are at a high temperature
relative to the CO 2 critical temperature (30.9780 C), which means that CO 2 essentially
behaves as an ideal gas. This ideal gas behavior simplifies modeling of an axial turbine
greatly.
Representing all of the turbine performance maps by a single polynomial, however, is
quite complex. Turbine performance varies depending on mass flow rate and shaft speed.
Some issues include:
* Overlapping of turbine pressure ratios at different shaft speeds
* No uniform behavior of the turbine at different shaft speeds
* High pressure ratios near choke mass flow rates create difficulty in fitting a
polynomial curve
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As can be seen in Figure 2.12, low shaft speed performance does not follow the same
behavior as high shaft speed performance. At 20% shaft speed, the pressure ratio
increases slowly, even at higher mass flow rates. Choke is approached at much higher
mass flow rates than when the turbine is operating at 120% shaft speed. Overlap can be
seen with higher shaft speeds and higher mass flow rates, such as the 110% and 120%
shaft speed curves.
Similar behavior is seen for the faster shaft speed curves. Therefore, to obtain a
polynomial, the faster shaft speed curves (70% to 120%) are used. A polynomial fit is
made to the 100% shaft speed curve, and it is assumed that the turbine operates only
within 70% to 120% shaft speeds. The large positive change in turbine pressure ratio
with mass flow rate near choke creates difficulty in making a polynomial fit. To obtain a
better fit, the last data points near choke are discarded. It is unlikely that these points will
ever be reached, as the simulation code will fail since the radial compressors are never
able to match the axial turbine pressure ratio at high mass flow rates. The final
normalized turbine performance map is plotted in Figure 2.13.
The polynomial fit for the turbine performance map is based upon the variable ?, which
is dependent on the fluid inlet temperatures and pressures. For the polynomial fit to the
100% shaft speed axial turbine map, we have:
1= t[" P (2.98)
-ref Tre Pin
r = P,re(-24.115+91.4162-112.9592 +46.659A 3) (2.99)
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2.6.2.2 Efficiency
The normalized turbine efficiency map is also based on y. For this
turbine curve, the isentropic efficiency is calculated as follows:
particular axial
mp.orm = 0.9362 + 0.0518 I
ref ref
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2.6.2.3 Power
For fluid moving through the turbine component at steady state, the energy conservation
equation is:
0 = -WT + r(h, 
- hou
, )
WT = th(h, - hou,)
Using the previous definition for isentropic efficiency, where the turbine takes energy
from the fluid, the turbine isentropic efficiency and power is:
actual work required rh(hi, -hou
, )
ideal work required rh(hi - hour,s
W, = 7 rh(hin - h1 ,
(2.101)
(2.102)
(2.100)
I
I -, ---, , .........~
[
2.6.3 Turbomachinery Effect on Hydraulic and Angular Momentum
Conservation
Preceding sections have revealed the dependence of turbomachinery performance on
several variables: mass flow rate, density, and shaft speed. Turbomachinery will increase
or decrease fluid pressure based on the change in these variables. The momentum
equation is a function of the mass flow rate, which is driven by changes in pressure and
pressure head. The angular momentum equation is a function of shaft speed, which is
driven by changes in torque. Therefore, the turbomachinery performance curves, the
momentum conservation equations, and angular momentum conservation equations are
coupled.
The general coupled solutions of the hydraulic and angular momentum conservation
equations are shown in Equations 2.54, 2.55, and 2.56. The change in mass flow rate is a
function of the turbomachinery head, denoted J. The change in head with respect to mass
flow rate, dJ/d riz, and shaft speed, dJ/da, cannot be directly determined. As previously
shown, the pressure head is a function of the pressure ratio. The pressure ratio is a
function of the variable y. y is a function of the normalized mass flow rate and shaft
speed.
J = F(p )
Pr = F(y)
y = F(rh , w, )
Therefore, a change of variables is needed to determine the change in compressor and
turbine head with respect to mass flow rate and shaft speed. dJ/d i and dJ/do can then
be rewritten as:
dJCMP dJM P dPr,('M) dPr,map dy
-= ----- (2.103)
dh dp, dPr,map dy dh
dJTPB dJ1 ?B dPr,7?B dP,,,ap dy
= -r (2.104)
drh dPr dpr,map dy drh
c dgcur dPrcu
. P (2.105)
dc dp, dco
dJ, dJRB dpr,7nR
. .- (2.106)
dw dp dw
If one takes the derivatives with the respective variables, then the change in head with
respect to mass flow rate can be found by computing the product of these derivatives.
The change in torque with respect to mass flow rate and shaft speed can be found
similarly. The compressor efficiency and power is defined in Equations 93, 94, and 96.
The turbine efficiency and power is defined in Equations 100, 101, and 102. Remember
that for a turbomachine, the torque is a function of the turbomachine power, efficiency,
and shaft speed, as seen in Equation 2.48. The compressor and turbine torques can be
rewritten as:
rh(hou,sen - hin )
CMP= 2 (2.107)
TTRB (2.108)
(O
Remember that the turbomachine efficiency is a function of the variable gamma, which is
a function of mass flow rate and shaft speed. Therefore, the change in torque with
respect to mass flow rate and shaft speed requires implementation of the product rule.
The change in torque with respect to mass flow rate and shaft speed is listed below and in
Table 2.15. A large portion of the relevant differentiated variables are listed here.
However, some terms are missing, and it is left to the reader to carry out the remainder of
the simple calculus.
dzcMP (hout,isen - hi,)n d d
di h + r~)  - rl C2 (2.109)
drTR= (h,n -hou,s) d ( 2 ) 2 + q irj (2.110)
dCM = rh(hout,ise -h, i d,1 + - (2.111)dco- d2 c d( 72
dr R - hous d 2 1 d ( (2.112)
do - 'hShin dw O dw )
It should be noted that the last 4 rows of Table 2.15 give the change in generator and
windage loss torque with respect to mass flow rate and shaft speed. These terms are not
functions of mass flow rate. They are functions only of the shaft speed.
Table 2.15. Change in Head and Torque With Respect to Mass Flow Rate and Shaft Speed
Derivative Equation
dJCMP@drC P 
Pin,CMP
dPr,('MP
dpr ,map Pr,ref PrefO
dpr,map a, + 2a 2 + 3a 3 2 + 4a47 3
dy
dy 1 Pref ref
drn 'href P C
d2
dPrMP P p 02dPrCMP Prf p 1 [r ap 2(W )2w dPr map dy
d) rr Pre rf r d) dy do
dy ri Prf red
do reI , p 2
Pin,7RB 2 1
Pr,TRB P r,ITB
dr,map,TRB a 1 + 2a 2y + 3az3y + 4a 4 3
dy
dqc 1(c,rfr y +2827 + 433y2 +4y4 3  1 Pre re
drh m re p 0
dq rree (, 7y + 2C27 + 383 )2 +447 ) T, PreI
dr2 'mref Trerf Pin
dq-,(7cy2 y+3e.y 6 4E"i 1 Pref OreN- _ (cref/(e + 2C27 + 393y + 4g4 2
dw rmef P O
dqi1  Zero
dco
drndrG"N Zero
dth
d r ,I) Zero
dri
d T(;jN 2 A;EN (demand gen) 0
dw CO )2
dWND 2 Aw,, (wind loss)
dw (Or
2.7 Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers
The PCHEs comprise a majority of the components in the simple and recompression
cycles. In the simple cycle, there is the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), recuperator,
and precooler. In the recompression cycle, there is an additional recuperator PCHE to
avoid a pinch point. Thus, the PCHEs in the recompression cycle include the IHX, high-
temperature recuperator, low-temperature recuperator, and precooler.
The HEATRICTM printed circuit heat exchangers are very compact, making them
favorable for SCO 2 cycle designs versus shell and tube heat exchangers. The PCHEs are
comprised of thin 1.5 mm metal plates stacked on top of one another and diffusion
bonded. Each plate has a straight or zigzag channel, which is 2 mm in diameter and
semicircular in cross section. The hot and cold fluids entering the PCHE are counter-
current. However, one can specify the channel type and arrangement based on heat
transfer and pressure drop constraints.
Modeling of the PCHE for steady state and transient simulation is taken entirely from
work performed by Langewisch 13 . The TSCYCO code uses his subroutines, and, thus, it
will be reviewed here for completeness. Some minor changes are made to the code, to
account for different working fluids in the event that a different reactor is used e.g. liquid
metal fast breeder reactor.
2.7.1 PCHE SS Model
2.7.1.1 Model Development
The PCHE SS model determines the total heat transferred within the PCHE given the hot-
and cold-side mass flow rate, enthalpies, and pressures. The PCHE SS subroutine
provides the initial conditions for the PCHE transient subroutine. Provided in Figure
2.15 is the nodalization scheme of a single hot and cold channel pair (unit cell) in the
PCHE. The single arrows represent the direction of mass flow, while the double arrows
represent the direction of heat flow.
The assumptions for the model are as follows:
* There is zero pressure drop through the PCHE. The hot- and cold-side inlet
pressures are the fluid pressures throughout the node.
* The total mass flow rate is divided uniformly among the nodes.
* The total heat transferred in the PCHE is the product of the heat transferred in
each node times the number of nodes.
* Potential and kinetic energy changes are negligible.
* The PCHE is adiabatic to the environment
* Heat generation from viscous dissipation is negligible.
* The fluid inside the heat exchanger is incompressible.
Model Nodalization Scheme (from Langewisch'3 )
The energy balances to a node j in the hot and cold nodes are:
rhh (Hh - HhI ) Qhj (2.113)
he (HCj - He,- )= Qc,. (2.114)
Neglecting axial conduction through the wall, the heat transferred from the hot node to
the cold node is:
Q, = PhAzho(Th - T,) (2.115)
where Ph is the hot-side heated perimeter, Az is the node length, Th and T, are the
averages of the node inlet and outlet temperatures, and htot is:
ho = - + hCh (2.116)
hh k2P h )
where hh and hc are the hot- and cold-side heat transfer coefficients, cL is the conductance
length, k is the thermal conductivity, and P is the pitch diameter. The hot- and cold-side
heat transfer coefficients can be determined from the Gnielinski correlation for turbulent
flow:
| I"'1 I'Figure 2.15. PCHE
fc (Re-1000)Pr k
h-= 8 2 f 1
1+ 12.7(Pr3 - 1)lJ eq
L+ K. (2.117)
where K is a correction factor to account for wall heating effects and is defined as
K = pr for Pr >1.5,
K = T for 0.5 < Pr < 1.5.
Fw
(2.118)
(2.119)
The subscript w in Eqs. 2.6 A and B imply the fluid properties are evaluated at the wall
temperature. The Moody friction factor,f, is defined as
(2.120)11.8 log Re- 1.5
and the hydraulic diameter, deq, is defined as
(2.121)dc
2(;T 
,2 + d c)
where dc is the channel diameter. Note that Eq. 2.5 holds only for straight channels; a
multiplication factor of 2.3 is applied for zigzag channels9.
and
2.7.1.2 Coding Methodology
The steady-state calculations are performed in a sequential manner, going from the hot-
side inlet to the cold-side inlet. Enthalpies are determined from the given inlet
temperatures and pressures. A uniform heat transfer distribution is assumed from the
given total PCHE power. The following steps are then performed:
1) The hot- and cold-side node enthalpies, Hhj and Hej, are determined from
Equations 2.113 and 2.114 using the estimated Qj, where Hhj-i and Hcj-1 are
known from the previous node calculation.
2) Inlet and outlet temperatures are calculated using RefProp, and used to calculated
the hot- and cold-side temperatures Th and T.
3) Fluid properties are calculated from the average node temperatures, and used to
calculate the hot- and cold-side node heat transfer coefficients.
4) The heat transfer coefficient is used to determine the total heat transferred in the
jth node.
5) This value is used to update the previous estimate of Qj and the process is
repeated until the calculated heat transfer rate is within 0.5% of that which was
assumed.
Because initial calculations require that a cold-side outlet temperature is known, the cold-
side inlet temperature may not be the same as the given value. Therefore, the entire
process is repeated, adjusting the cold-side outlet temperature until inlet temperatures fall
within a convergence band. The new estimate for the cold-side outlet temperature is
obtained using a Newton-Raphson method.
2.7.2 PCHE Transient Model
2.7.2.1 Model Development
The transient model uses the same nodalization scheme as the steady state model. The
transient model uses a semi-implicit numerical scheme to determine the enthalpy
distribution across the heat exchanger. The time-dependent energy conservation
equations are as follows:
8H(pAcAz)h h (Hhj-1 - Hh,)- h, (2.122)
(pA,' = he (HcJ - HC ,)i c, (2.123)at '
where p is the density, A, is the cross-sectional flow area, Az is the node length, Hh,j is
the average enthalpy of node j, and Q is the heat transfer to node j. Applying a semi-
implicit (where semi-implicit means the heat transfer between the fluids and the wall is
known from the previous time-step), forward difference approximation gives:
H'i+'' -H(pAcL)h h,j h,j rh H -Q (2.124)At - I h - ) h hj
i+1 H
(pAcL), c,j A c = th (H - Hj )+ Q (2.125)
For transient conditions, Qhj Qcj, and the transient wall heat conduction equation needs
to be included:
pC A L W j = QJ Q (2.126)At hj ci
where
Q = h(PhL(T' - T,) (2.127)
and
Q' = h'PL(T' -T' ) (2.128)
Remember that the wall temperature is the structure temperature half way through the
wall. The hot- and cold-side heat transfer coefficients are given by
hi = + L (2.129)
and
I c
h = + L . (2.130)
The convection coefficients hh and hc are determined from the Gnielinski correlation7 in
Equation 2.117. Assuming all properties at time-step i are known, expanding the
averaged enthalpies in Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 and isolating unknown terms yields
(pAcAz - 2thhAt)h ± + (pAcAz + 2rh hAt)hj = (2pACAz) - 2AtQ (2.131)
(pAcAz + 2rhcAt) H +(pAcAz - 2thAt) = (2pAcAz) H + 2AtQj (2.132)
\J~~~CL-\L ~ -TLICIICJ-1 + (p~lCAL -2rhCCt~ cl~j
Because the hot- and cold-inlet enthalpies (Hc-i, and Hh-in) are assumed to be known at
any given time, Equations 2.113 and 2.114 take on a different form for the first and last
nodes. By defining
Ah(c), (pA, Az + 2 rhh(c)At)h(c),J (2.133)
Bh(c)j - (pAc Az - 2hh (c) At)h(c),j  (2.134)
C,, -(2pAcAz)h,j Hj -2AtQ (2.135)
DC, - (2pAcAz), 1 H 1 + 2AtQ , (2.136)
we can sum Equations 2.131 and 2.132 for each node to form a system of matrix-vector
equations as
Ah,1  0 0 0 0 Hhl i+1 h,1 - Bh,l Hhl
, , Chl h-in
Bh,2 2Ah,2 0 0 0 h,2  Ch,2
. . 0 . (2.137)
0 0 . .. O
0 0 0 Bh,N h,N h,N Ch,N
Ac,1 B, 0 0 0 HLI', Dc
0 . . 0 0
0 0 . ". 0 i =  . (2.138)
0 0 0 OAcNI BN-I H1N-1 DcN
0 0 0 0 A, H- Bc,N H 1-i
Notice by assuming the hot- and cold-side heat transfer rates (Qhj and Qcj) are known
from the previous time-step, the two systems of energy conservation equations are
decoupled. This assumption simplifies the computation efforts, but is still subject to the
Courant limit of using a small enough time-step to guarantee stability.
2.7.2.2 Coding Methodology
Transient calculations employ a time-marching technique. The conditions from the
previous time-step i are used to compute the new i+l conditions. Initial conditions are
provided by the steady state code HXMODSS. The i+1 conditions are obtained via
Gaussian elimination. The coding diagram for the steady state and transient codes is
provided in Figure 2.16.
Input: T.i,,, Tl, PCHE geometry.
N,,, and Q ,wi
Compute Heo,. Tour
?Qj.o= = wio. p 1i ,,Hex ,
rices -I Compute Hhj--1. H,, 1 H-
Compute Node averaged
enthalpies and temperatures
Compute fluid properties with
NIST subroutines
Compute heat trmasfer coefficients
Compute Q,
Si
E> OXfK)1e
No r Yes
Compute new node length
S= (I - )
Figure 2.16. HXMOD SS and Transient Coding Structure (from Heizlar9)
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2.8 TSCYCO Simulation Code Layout
Extensive explanation of numerical models and plant components has been provided.
The following sections pull all the theory together, and discuss implementation of the
models in an integrated system. The subroutines, modules, and equations used by
TSCYCO are explained here. To help in understanding of the code, the subroutines are
introduced by their use within initialization schemes and transient calculations.
2.8.1 Initialization of Recompression Cycle Steady State Operating
Conditions
Before dynamic simulation can begin, the transient subroutines require initial values
(time t=0O) from the steady state operating subroutines. Currently, initial values are
obtained from the cycle optimization code CYCLES III by Ludington"5 CYCLES III
provides all data needed for the simple and recompression cycles, ranging from turbine
inlet temperature to component inlet and outlet enthalpies and pressures to PCHE
dimensions. Data is entered via text files, which is further explained in Appendix A:
TSCYCO Quickstart Guide. The main idea behind obtaining steady state operating
conditions for the recompression cycle (or any cycle) is to obtain a solution that satisfies
the steady state momentum equation. The sum of pressure drops across all flow paths of
the fluid must be zero.
Starting with user-defined inlet enthalpy and pressure conditions, all turbomachinery in
the cycle, such as the compressors and turbine, is initialized. Once initialized, the
turbomachinery performance and outlet pressures are held constant for the remainder of
the steady state calculations. Pressure drives mass flow rates, and turbomachinery is
highly-sensitive to varying mass flow rates. Therefore, it would be very difficult to
obtain steady state conditions when turbomachinery behavior is constantly varying.
Variables of interest, such as the head, efficiency, power, torque, and outlet properties are
calculated.
Once turbomachinery performance and outlet conditions have been calculated, the code
marches downstream of the main compressor, and initializes all of the other components.
Downstream of the main compressor is the LTR-CS header. Main compressor outlet
enthalpy and pressure values are passed into the LTR-CS header, where heat transfer and
pressure losses are calculated to determine a header outlet enthalpy and pressure. These
outlet enthalpy and pressure values are the inlet values for the LTR-CS PCHE. The
HXMOD_SS subroutines are called to size the heat exchanger needed to meet user-
defined power demands. This process of determining outlet enthalpy and pressure values
is progressively repeated for each component in the cycle until all components have been
initialized. At this point, the loop pressure drop is calculated. Afterwards, a normalized
pressure loss error is computed to determine if convergence has been reached. The
pressure loss error is defined as:
JcueI, + JR- , - APP,sidet1B,sideerrorA = (132)
APloop
It is the ratio of the fraction of the compressor head against pressure drop across all non-
turbomachinery components. A schematic is provided in Figure 2.17 to give the reader a
better idea of the solution process and subroutines involved in initializing the steady state
operating conditions for the cycle. Subroutines for each component are listed on the
right-hand side of the diagram.
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Figure 2.17. TSCYCO Schematic of SS Operating Condition Method
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The pressure loss error is a relic of the original SCPS code, and is not currently used in
the TSCYCO code. The original use was to achieve a pressure drop convergence, when
the turbine was modeled as a valve and not as an actual turbomachine. The pressure drop
error is maintained in the TSCYCO code so that information can be printed to the screen
so that the code user can identify problems with the modeled system. Such problems can
come from input error or different heat transfer and pressure drop correlations calculated
by the user and the code. Initialization iterations are performed a certain number of
times, to ensure that component inlet and outlet conditions match with other components.
The code then proceeds to the transient simulation subroutines.
As seen in Figure 2.17, initialization of the cycle for steady state consists of a number of
object classes:
* PCS (power conversion system) class
* Compressor class
* Turbine class
* PCHE class
* Header class
* Valve class
* Inventory tank class
The PCS class is the umbrella subroutine, and utilizes all of the other component classes.
To obtain the simulation initial conditions, certain initialization subroutines from the
component classes are called. The PCS class iteratively calls these subroutines to obtain
convergence in component inlet and outlet conditions. As seen in Figure 2.17,
init PCS initializes all plant components through certain subroutines. The connection
of these classes, and the functions of their subroutines are discussed here.
INIT COMPRESSOR - PCS calls this subroutine to initialize all variables
associated with the main and recompression compressors.
a. COMPRESSOR_IN_PROPERTY - After obtaining input data for the
compressors through text files, component inlet properties, such as inlet
temperature, density, and thermal capacity, are calculated using NIST
RefProp, as discussed in Section 2.5.1.
b. INIT COMPRESSOR HEAD - The compressor class obtains a
normalized turbomachinery performance polynomial from an input file,
and determines the compressor head and outlet pressure based on inlet
conditions. Compressor head is calculated using the theory discussed in
Section 2.6.1.1.
c. COMPRESSOR_EFFICIENCY - Compressor efficiency is calculated after
obtaining a normalized turbomachinery efficiency polynomial from an
input file. The compressor efficiency is dependent on the mass flow rate,
inlet density, and shaft speed. Compressor efficiency is calculated using
the theory discussed in Section 2.6.1.2.
d. INIT_COMPRESSOR_POWER - Compressor power is calculated using
the isentropic efficiency, which is obtained from the input file. The power
of the compressor is dependent on the work input into the fluid to increase
its pressure, and the isentropic efficiency of the turbomachine. Outlet
enthalpy is computed here using steady state energy conservation.
Compressor power is computed using the theory discussed in Section
2.6.1.3.
e. INIT_COMPRESSOR_TORQUE - The compressor torque is the energy
imparted to the shaft from the compressor during operation. The
compressor imparts energy in the direction opposite the shaft operating
direction. Compressor torque is dependent on turbomachinery power,
shaft speed, and isentropic efficiency. Turbomachinery torque is
computed using the theory discussed in Section 2.3.2.6.
f. COMPRESSOR OUT PROPERTY - Fluid outlet conditions are calculated
based on the new enthalpy and pressure of going through the component.
Properties such as fluid temperature, density, thermal capacity, thermal
conductivity, and fluid viscosity, are calculated using NIST RefProp.
g. COMPRESSOR NODE PROPERTY - Several variables of interest to the
momentum integral model are calculated here, including the volume-
averaged enthalpy, volume-averaged mass, and their changes with respect
to inlet and outlet enthalpies and pressures of the compressor. This
subroutine plays a large role in solving the time-dependent conservation
equations. Node property equations used are discussed in Section 2.3.2.3.
* INIT TURBINE - The turbine contains subroutines that perform similar
functions to those of the compressor. The components are each turbomachines,
and hence, require similar calculations, even though their functions are different.
* INIT VALVE - The valve class induces a pressure drop and is used in a variety
of control schemes within the plant layout. Some subroutines in the valve class
are similar in name and function to the compressor class. These subroutines are
not discussed here to avoid redundancy. Other subroutines not previously
discussed will be listed below:
a. XS IVV - The subroutine named "XSIVV" determines the form loss
coefficient, K, of a valve, which is dependent on the relative valve
position. The subroutine was developed by Hejzlar. Hyperbolic
polynomials used to determine the form loss coefficient will be discussed
at a later time.
b. VALVE PRESS LOSS - The pressure drop across the valve is calculated.
The pressure drop across the valve is the result of fluid form losses, and is
dependent on mass flow rate, inlet fluid density, and conduit cross-
sectional area.
* INIT_HEADER - The headers connect all components in the cycle, and fluid
property changes across these objects must be accounted for.
a. HEADER AVG PROPERTY - It is assumed that the header is in thermal
equilibrium with the fluid at steady state. Therefore, there is no heat
transfer to the piping, and the fluid outlet enthalpy equals the inlet
enthalpy. The fluid properties in the header are evaluated based on inlet
conditions. Fluid properties calculated include temperature, density,
thermal conductivity, viscosity, and thermal capacity.
b. Header Wall Heat Transfer - The heat transfer coefficient is
calculated, and is dependent on many fluid properties, including the
Reynolds number, Prandtl number, thermal conductivity, and cross-
sectional flow area. The Gnielinski correlation is used to determine heat
transfer for non-metallic fluid flow. The Lyon-Martinelli correlation26 is
used for metallic fluids.
c. INIT_ WALL (temperature) - Header wall temperature is initialized. It is
initially set to the inlet temperature of the fluid.
d. HEADER_PRESSLOSS - The fluid pressure drop across the header from
frictional and form losses is computed. Friction factors are dependent on
mass flow rates, fluid density, viscosity, header roughness, and length.
Form losses are obtained from an input text file. Friction and form
pressure drops are discussed previously in Section 2.3.2.5.
e. HEADER INOUTPROPERTY - Fluid inlet and outlet temperatures and
densities are determined from the previously calculated inlet and outlet
enthalpies and pressures.
f. It should be noted that node properties are not calculated for header
components because they are lumped with their downstream component.
* NEW_PCHEXSS - The PCHEs in the cycle are initialized here. All the PCHEs in
the recompression cycle are initialized by calling this subroutine. The
initialization scheme follows that discussed in Section 2.7.1. NEW PCHEXSS
calls subroutines that perform similar functions to those already listed. These
functions are slightly different because of the nodalization of the PCHE control
volumes.
a. Update Properties calculates the exit temperature of each PCHE
node, the average node temperature, density, thermal capacity, viscosity,
and thermal conductivity.
b. PCHEHX HEAT TRANSFER - Heat transfer coefficients are calculated
for each node, using the same calculation method as the
Header_Wall_Heat_Transf er subroutine that was previously
discussed.
c. UpdateFluidProperties 
- Calculates the fluid thermal capacity,
viscosity, and thermal conductivity in each node based on an average
enthalpy and pressure.
* INIT PCS DP2 - After all components have been initialized, pressure drops are
summed over the entire loop to determine whether there is enough head provided
for the fluid to flow. Output data is printed to the screen to inform the user. The
subroutines called perform the same functions, with some minor differences.
a. PCS DP, HTR DP, LTR DP, PRE DP -These subroutines
determine the frictional and form pressure losses for each component in
the cycle. Pressure losses are dependent on friction factors, mass flow
rates, fluid densities, cross-sectional flow area, form loss coefficients, etc.
The PCHE subroutines HTR DP, LTR DP, and PRE DP callthe
subroutine PCHEHX PRESS LOSS.
b. MCP Press Loss,RCM Press Loss, TRB Press Loss-
Pressure losses downstream of each of the turbomachines is calculated
here.
* add Bypass - The location of the flow bypass is determined in this subroutine.
The location is determined from a user-defined input file
* PCS EFFICIENCY - The efficiency of the cycle is determined, which is
dependent on turbomachinery work and heat input.
* add Inventory - The inventory tank is added, and initial fluid conditions in
the tank are obtained from a user-defined input file. More discussion on
inventory tank theory and modeling will be discussed in Section 3.1.2.
All subroutines relevant to the initialization process of the power conversion system are
presented here. The turbomachinery is initialized first, and remains unchanged
throughout the initialization process. All other components, including the PCHEs and
headers are re-initialized to obtain matching inlet and outlet fluid operating conditions.
After several iterations, the code obtains the steady state initial conditions for the
transient subroutines.
2.8.2 SCO 2 Recompression Cycle Transient Simulation Subroutines
After several iterations through the TSCYCO steady state initialization process are
performed, values are passed into the subroutines used for transient simulation. These
subroutines use the steady-state values as a starting point for running the simulation.
System behavior is then calculated at each time-step in a progressive fashion until
simulation end-time is reached.
Of particular interest is how the code couples turbomachinery response, heat exchanger
response, and the energy, mass, and momentum equations together. A schematic diagram
of the code calculation sequence is shown in Figure 2.18.
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System Simulations
1. The subroutine PCSTRANS.F90 is the main subroutine that calls all other
subroutines to determine system response. When determining dynamic behavior
of the system, boundary conditions are updated first. Cycle boundary conditions
include IHX hot-side fluid inlet temperatures and precooler cold-side fluid
temperatures.
2. The new mass flow rate for the current time-step is calculated first, since it affects
many properties of the cycle, e.g. heat transfer, pressure drop, mass and energy
balance. Therefore, the momentum conservation equations are solved to obtain
the new mass flow rate, as previously shown in Section 2.3.2.5. As previously
discussed in Section 0, for the recompression cycle, there are two coupled flow
loops: one flow loop goes through the main compressor and the other flow loop
goes through the recompression compressor. The subroutines named
LoopMomentum, RUN_MOMDYN, and PCSDP implement the theory.
3. Once new loop mass flow rates are obtained, it is possible to determine the
turbomachinery response and pressure head for the next time step. Of course, the
turbomachinery response is dependent on the rotational speed of the common
shaft, so the shaft response must be calculated as well. Turbomachinery response
follows the theory discussed in Section 2.6.
There are two subroutines used to determine transient behavior of the cycle
compressors and turbine: TRANS COMPRESSOR and TRANS TURBINE. These
subroutines call turbomachinery response subroutines previously discussed in the
steady state subsection 2.8.1.
4. With calculation of new mass flow rates and pressures, heat exchanger transient
responses are determined to compute the corresponding new heat transfer rates,
outlet enthalpies, and pressure drops. The calculations to determine transient
response are discussed in Section 2.7.2. The subroutine that determines the new
enthalpy distribution of the fluid in the heat exchanger is called
QPCHEHXTrans.
5. After PCHE response is determined, a check is performed on all system
components to ensure the maximum integration time step for the momentum
equation, the Courant time, is not exceeded. Discussion of the Courant time is
provided in Section 2.4.1.2.
6. Inventory tank response, which will be discussed more in-depth in a later chapter,
is determined next. The inventory tank adds and removes mass from the system,
and is controlled using valves. It is included in the diagram for completeness.
7. The response of the entire system is accounted for through the coupled
conservation of energy and mass equations. As previously mentioned, the energy
and mass conservation equations determine the outlet enthalpy and pressure of
components and turbomachinery, respectively. Outlet enthalpies are calculated
for each system component. Pressures are calculated for a series of components
and not individually. Discussion of theory for the system of equations is covered
previously in Sections 2.3.2.4, 2.4.1.1, and 2.4.2.1.All the equations are coupled
and solved for through Gaussian elimination. The subroutine responsible for
performing all of these calculations is S Y S DYNAM IC S.
8. Control valve response is determined afterwards. The system control valves will
be discussed in the next section, and include the flow split control valve, the
recompression compressor throttle valve, and the turbine upstream throttle valve.
It is placed here to throttle recompression compressor pressures to match system
pressures. The subroutine TRANS VALVE performs this calculation.
9. When a solution has been reached, the header response is calculated and fluid
properties updated for the next time step. Pressure drops due to friction and form
losses are computed, and new fluid properties are computed using NIST RefProp.
The subroutine titled HEADER TRANS performs this function.
10. After all calculations for system response have been performed, the cycle
efficiency is determined for the time step. The entire process is repeated until the
end simulation time has been reached.
The process of determining system response is highly involved and requires the
integration of numerous subroutines and physical phenomena. It should be noted that
discussion of the plant computer is not included here. It will be discussed later.
Discussion is presented here to aid in the understanding by individuals involved in future
code development. Readers who intend on using the code can refer to Appendix A:
TSCYCO Quickstart Guide for a guide on manipulating input data, running the code, and
interpreting results. It should also be noted that several other differences between
TSCYCO and SCPS are not discussed in this chapter. These differences are documented
in Appendix B - Notable Differences Between TSCYCO and SCPS.
2.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided the reader with an overview and in-depth explanation of the
Supercritical CO 2 Power Systems (SCPS) solution process. The original code developed
by Kao is reviewed, as well as the momentum integral model used to solve the
conservation equations. The Transient Supercritical Cycle Code (TSCYCO) uses a
similar solution process, and the remainder of the chapter reviews theory implemented in
the code. The conservation equations are used to model a control volume, as well as the
semi-implicit scheme to solve the system of equations, are reviewed. All code
assumptions are listed, as well as models used for the components. Turbomachinery
performance is modeled using normalized polynomials. Off-design performance is
determined via scaling methods. PCHE steady state and transient behavior is calculated
through iteration and semi-implicit methods, respectively. The overall structure of
TSCYCO and the functions of its subroutines, are discussed as well.
At this point, the reader should have a detailed understanding of the TSCYCO solution
process and the limitations of the code. Benchmarking and further code tests will be
provided in the following sections. The components used to control cycle behavior, such
as the control valves and inventory tanks, will be discussed as well.
2. lONomenclature for Chapter 2
A - Area (m2)
C, - Specific heat capacity (J/kg-K)
c - Conductance length (m)
d - Energy and mass conservation vector
E - Energy (J)
f - Moody Friction Factor (unitless)
G - Mass Flux (kg/m2-s)
G - Average Mass Flux (kg/m 2-s)
g - Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
H,h - Specific enthalpy (J/kg)
h - Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K)
H - Average specific enthalpy between inlet and outlet of a control volume
(J/kg)
h - Volume-averaged specific enthalpy (J/kg-m3)
I - Shaft moment of inertia (kg m2)
J - Jacobian matrix
J - Turbomachinery characteristic head (Pa)
J - Jacobian matrix represented semi-implicitly
K - Form loss coefficient (unitless)
K - Correction factor to account for wall heating effects (unitless)
k - Thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
L - Length along a flow path in the z-direction (m)
M - Mass (kg)
r - Mass flow rate (kg/s)
P - Perimeter (m)
P - Pitch (m)
Pr - Prandtl number
p - Pressure (Pa)
Pr - Pressure ratio (unitless)
Q - Rate of heat energy transfer (J/s)
q" - Heat flux (W/m2)
Re - Reynolds number
S - State variable vector
T - Temperature (K)
T - Average temperature (K)
t - Time (s)
V - Volume (m3)
v - Velocity (m/s)
z - Axial length in the z direction (m)
Greek Letters
a - Polynomial coefficients of the turbomachinery performance curves
At - Time-step (s)
Az - Differential length in the z-direction (m)
1 - Efficiency (unitless)
6 - Polynomial coefficients of the turbomachinery efficiency curves
y - Variable used for determining turbomachinery performance
v - Specific volume (m3/kg)
co - Rotational Speed (rpm)
p - Density (kg/m 3)
p - Volume averaged density (kg/m 3)
I - Torque (N-m)
Superscripts
n,i
n+l,i 
-
Subscripts
C -
CMP -
CS -
e,eq -
FLW SPT
Form -
Fric -
GEN -
h -
h -
HDR -
HS -
HTR -
IHX -
i -
i-i -
isen -
L -
LTR-
m -
MCP-
MRG -
PRE -
RCM -
ref -
Rx -
Donor-cell modified variable
Value from current iteration
Value for new iteration
Compressor
Compressor
Cold-side
Equivalent (e.g. equivalent diameter)
Flow-split Valve
Form
Friction
Generator
Heated (e.g. heated perimeter)
Hydraulic (e.g. hydraulic diameter)
Header
Hot-side
High-temperature recuperator
Intermediate Heat Exchanger
reference to a particular control volume, or the outlet of a control volume
Inlet of a control volume
Isentropic
Length (e.g. conductance length)
Low-temperature recuperator
Mixture
Main compressor
Merge
Precooler
Recompression compressor
Reference
Reactor
s - Arbitrary external source
SPLT - Split
T - Turbine
TOT - Total
TRB - Turbine
w - Wall
x,y,z - Coordinate system specification (e.g. Az denotes area perpendicular to the
z direction
3 Cycle Control
This chapter discusses the control system currently incorporated in TSCYCO. The
control models incorporated in TSCYCO are significantly different from SCPS and
deserve further discussion. The control system is simple, but still accomplishes the
desired functions for PCS operation.
This chapter is subdivided into three sections:
1. Section one reviews the theory behind valve behavior and controls implemented
into the SC0 2 recompression cycle. The parallel compressor scheme complicates
matters and requires extra valves. Various bypass locations are installed and
suggested for accommodating LOEL and shaft overspeed. Low-temperature
control is covered, and inventory control theory and dynamic models discussed.
2. Section two will review proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers as they
apply to TSCYCO. This section briefly reviews PID theory, variable sampling, a
PID tuning example, and complications with PID controllers. PI controllers
existing in TSCYCO and their control block diagrams are examined.
3. Section three will integrate the cycle controls and control theory discussed in the
first two sections into TSCYCO. Subroutines and code structure are explained
here.
By the end of the chapter, the reader should understand the controls and control theory
used in the TSCYCO recompression cycle simulation. Code developers will gain more
insight on TSCYCO code structure. The next chapter will focus on simulation results.
3.1 Plant Control
To effectively control the SC0 2 recompression cycle at full and partial-load operation, a
variety of controls are needed. At steady state, valves are needed to control the flow split
between parallel compressors. For fast and slow transients, utilization of bypass valves
and inventory control can be used. These control schemes, as well as others, will be
discussed here.
3.1.1 Valves
A typical plant or power conversion system will utilize valves for cycle control. All
valves perform the same function, which is to reduce or stop flow. Some valves work
best in fully open or closed positions. Others serve the purpose of flow control or
throttling flow to a desired pressure16 . The valves open and close based on signals from a
controller, such as a PID controller. The valve model incorporated into TSCYCO is
based on previous work by Hejzlar9.
3.1.1.1 Theory
The pressure drop across a valve is dependent on its form loss, mass flow rate, flow area,
and fluid incoming density. Density is a state variable, and the flow area is a user-
defined condition. Mass flow rate is determined via the theory in the previous chapter.
.2
AP = K
2pA2
Typically, the form loss coefficient is
as seen in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Form Loss Coefficient as a Function of Relative Stem Position
The relative stem position value of 1.0 denotes the valve as completely open, whereas a
value of zero denotes the valve as fully closed. Generation of this hyperbolic function
requires knowledge of 3 data points on the curve. For three data points xl, x2, and x3.
there are three form loss coefficients K(xi), K(x 2), K(x 3). In the case where K(x 2) <
K(xi) and X3=1 (fully open), the form loss coefficient K is calculated as a function of x
and three coefficients HI, H2, and H3:
H H
K = 2 + H3
x x
where
H1 = K(x3 )+ A,x 2 -A2x ,
H 2 = A 2 (x +1)- A,(x 2 + 1)
H3 = A1 - A2
x2K(x,)- K(x 3 )
S(x 1 - lXx - x 2)
A2 K(x 2 )-K(x3)
S(X 2 - lX - X2
(3.1)
and
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
3.1.1.2 Recompression Cycle Controls
These valves are located in several locations in the recompression cycle, as shown in
Figure 3.2. The parallel compressor scheme creates complications in controlling the
cycle. Even in cases when there are two identical compressors operating in parallel at
steady state, it is common to have one compressor slowly take more of the flow split and
eventually cause surge in the other compressor. It is, therefore, appropriate to add a flow
split valve to the recompression cycle, which is denoted valve #1 in Figure 3.2 and
located downstream of the main compressor. The flow split valve maintains the optimum
flow split for the cycle to avoid a pinch point while maintaining optimal efficiency. The
optimum flow split was determined by a separate steady-state code CYCLES.
Carstens2 has determined that the recompression compressor usually gives an exit
pressure higher than the main compressor exit pressure. In the case where there is a large
pressure difference between the two incoming streams at the flow merge in Figure 3.2, it
is possible that flow reversal can occur in one line and cause system failure. In this case,
the recompression exit pressure is higher than the main compressor exit pressure, so flow
reversal can occur in the main compressor line and the component itself. Thus, a throttle
is installed downstream of the recompression compressor to match system pressures.
This throttle is denoted as valve #2 in Figure 3.2. It should be noted that in TSCYCO,
throttle pressure drops are not determined by Equation 3.1. The throttle is denoted as
"ideal" in that it achieves whatever pressure drop is necessary to match system pressures.
This modification was made because of difficulties in matching system pressures with a
realistic valve model.
Valve #3 is the turbine throttle and located upstream of the turbine. It is used to control
the turbine power and is useful for steady state and transient scenarios. Remember that
the turbine work is calculated by Equation 2.102. By opening and closing, the valve is
able to reduce the turbine inlet pressure and pressure ratio available for the turbine to
perform work. Turbine performance is dependent on the mass flow rate, inlet fluid
temperature, and inlet fluid pressure. By closing, the turbine throttle induces a flow
resistance as well, and reduces the pressure available for the turbine. In transient
scenarios, the turbine throttle can make adjustments in the event that the heat source
controller changes its power output to match the demand. If, for instance, there is a 10%
demand decrease, then the power output decreases its output by 10%. To meet the
demand more quickly, the turbine throttle can close and reduce the turbine power by
reducing the mass flow rate and pressure ratio available to do work.
Hejzlar et al. 9 have determined that the turbine throttle, when implemented alongside
bypass control, is very effective in controlling shaft overspeed in the event of a loss of
external load (LOEL).
Figure 3.2. Recompression Cycle Valve Controls
3.1.1.3 Loss of External Load
During an LOEL event, the generator becomes decoupled from the electrical power grid.
This removes the negative generator torque from the shaft, and causes the shaft to
experience a large positive angular acceleration, as seen in Equation 2.76. The initial
positive angular acceleration is dependent on the moment of inertia of the shaft and all
components attached (e.g. turbine and compressor). A large overspeed can cause the
turbine to fail or the compressor to choke. Nuclear power systems which utilize a
Rankine cycle have sophisticated, fast-acting, and reliable bypass valves to prevent shaft
overspeed during an LOEL transient. Brayton cycle turbomachinery is smaller than that
of Rankine cycle turbomachinery, and, thus, has a smaller moment of inertia and
experiences faster shaft acceleration. The SCO 2 Brayton cycle has even smaller
turbomachinery than that of a He Brayton cycle. Therefore, there are even more
challenges to overcome in controlling LOL transients for a SCO 2 Brayton cycle24
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3.1.1.4 Bypass Valve
In the TSCYCO code, shaft overspeed is controlled through use of a bypass valve, which
redirects flow around the turbine. In doing so, less useful work is performed by the
turbine and there is less positive torque on the shaft. Thus, there is less turbine work
relative to compressor work. The compressor continues to exert a negative torque on the
shaft and slows it down. Valves #4 and #5 in Figure 3.2 redirect flow around the turbine.
Flow is induced by the pressure gradient between the high-pressure (downstream of the
compressors) and the low-pressure (downstream of the turbine) legs. Valve #4 bypasses
the high-temperature recuperator, intermediate heat exchanger, and the turbine. One
advantage with the bypass valve in this location is that at steady state, there is a minimal
temperature difference and thermal shock. Remember that the PCHEs have high
effectiveness. Therefore, the PCHE cold-side inlet and hot-side outlet temperatures will
be close.
Valve #5 bypasses the intermediate heat exchanger and the turbine. By installing the
bypass in this location, one experiences more thermal shock than created by valve #4.
That is, the temperature difference between the high-pressure and low-pressure streams
for valve #5 is greater than for valve #4. One advantage of this bypass location is that the
IHX directly feels the effect of the bypass by receiving less flow. This bypass, however,
also creates flow reversal concerns in fast bypass operation 2.
It should be noted that one common Rankine cycle bypass control has not yet been added
to TSCYCO because of time constraints. This is the turbine bypass valve, denoted as
valve #6 in Figure 3.2. Flow exiting the cold-side IHX simply bypasses the turbine into
the HTR hot-side inlet. This bypass control is expected to produce the largest thermal
stresses due to higher temperature difference than the above two bypass valves, but still
much lower than in the case of the helium Brayton cycle because of much smaller
temperature drop across the SCO 2 turbine. Moreover, implementation of this bypass can
cause undesirable behavior in reactors that are self-controlled to a large degree by
temperature feedback. Such a bypass can prevent essential information from being
rapidly transmitted to the reactor .
Bypass control should be used in conjunction with the turbine throttle in controlling fast
transients. When too much flow is bypassed, the compressors can receive too much flow
and choke can occur. The turbine throttle, which controls the turbine power, also reduces
the system flow rate.
3.1.2 Inventory Control
Bypass valves provide a means for meeting fast transient demands. In the event of
slower transients, however, there are more efficient means of meeting part-load
operation. One method is by using inventory control.
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3.1.2.1 Background
Inventory control provides a means of maintaining cycle efficiency while operating at
part load. The process utilizes inventory tanks to store working fluid for power
reductions, and releases working fluid into the cycle during power increases.
During power reductions, when working fluid is removed from the typical ideal gas
Brayton power cycle and stored in the inventory tank, the system pressure is reduced.
This leads to a reduction in fluid density and mass flow rate. The reduced mass flow
rates allow keeping of the same temperature differences between the high and low
temperature ends of the cycle, so that maximum achievable efficiency (Carnot efficiency)
doesn't change. Even though there is a reduction in pressure, it will be in the same ratio
in the high-pressure (HP) and low-pressure (LP) sides. Therefore, the cycle pressure
ratio stays the same. Moreover, fluid velocities remain fairly constant, so
turbomachinery efficiencies change little for constant shaft speeds.
The range of operating power for inventory control is dependent on the size of the tank.
For large power systems, a large inventory tank is needed so that enough working fluid
can be removed to control power output. The inventory tank uses pressure differentials
to circulate working fluid from one point to another. In a power load increase, where
mass is removed from the tank to a lower pressure region, it is possible that the inventory
tank can not add the needed mass to meet the increased power demand. If the tank is too
small for the PCS, most of the inventory tank mass could be discharged until an
equilibrium pressure is reached between the node and the PCS. Thus, an even larger tank
is needed. This is one disadvantage of using inventory tanks, since the footprint of the
PCS increases. However, the SCO 2 cycle is highly non-ideal, hence the effectiveness of
inventory control will be less than for ideal Brayton cycle.
Some examples of locations for inventory control are shown in Figure 3.3. In the case of
inventory tank #1, gas is removed from high pressure leg at the compressor outlet and
stored in the tank #1. When power loads increase, the gas is returned in the low pressure
leg of the cycle at the precooler inlet. Option 2 utilizes inventory tank #2. This inventory
tank operates at different pressures than that of inventory tank #1. Inventory tank #1
contains gases at an intermediate pressure between the high- and low-pressure legs of the
cycle, so that flow could be controlled by the pressure gradient. Inventory tank #2
contains gases with higher pressures than those of the high-pressure leg. Therefore, gas
removed from the high-pressure leg must pass through a compressor before entering
inventory tank #2. When power loads increase, gas is returned to the high-pressure leg.
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Figure 3.3. Inventory Control for the SCO 2 Simple Cycle
The location of each inventory tank is important. For a He gas turbine cycle, it has been
shown by Yan32 that the behavior of the system for power increases changes based on
which inventory tank is used, as seen in Figure 3.4. The figure shows the plant response
when inventory gas is reintroduced into the system to increase power from the current
operating level of 50% to 100%. In the case of inventory tank #1, there is a decrease in
power when gas is returned to the cycle. This is most likely the result of increased mass
flow rates to the compressor before the turbine. In the case where there are large mass
flow rates into the system from inventory tank #1, an unstable condition could be
achieved, and if the shaft loses speed too quickly, then the plant may not be able to pick
up power at all. In the case of inventory tank #2, there is an increase in power when gas
is returned to the cycle. In fact, the rate of power output increase is faster than what is
demanded. This is the result of increased mass flow rates to the turbine before the
compressor.
To balance the initial plant response of either tank, both tanks may be used. Inventory
tank #2 may be needed to counteract the initial power decrease seen in inventory tank #1,
and vice versa.
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3.1.2.2 Dynamic Modeling
Inventory tank behavior can be modeled by use of the conservation equations. For the
control volume shown in Figure 3.5, at any time t, the inventory tank has mass MT,
enthalpy hT, and pressure PT. When the left valve is opened, gas comes in with mass
flow rate thin, inlet enthalpy hin, and inlet pressure pin. When the left valve is closed and
right valve is opened, gas leaves the tank at a mass flow rate thout, outlet enthalpy hT, and
outlet pressure PT.
Figure 3.5. Inventory Tank Dynamic Modeling
For this particular control volume, the mass and energy conservations are as follows:
dM r
dt hi -in out
d(MThT) dPTdt = rM h,i - hou, h + Vdt
P, = f(h,., p,)
(3.10)
(3.11)
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Noting that the tank pressure is a function of tank density and enthalpy, the energy
conservation equation can be rewritten as:
h + M d h= r,,h,, - houhT + V + dP d (3.12)
dt dt dhdT dpt P h dt
When combining the mass conservation with the energy conservation equation, one
obtains:
dh dPT dhT dPT dPThTthi + M T = rM,,hi + Vdl r + dP dt
dt dh dt dp dt
dM, dpdp =dpT mi, - thout
= V = m -_ - o
dt dt dt V,
Noting the relation between the change in tank density with time and mass conservation
equations, one obtains the change in tank enthalpy at the new time step with some
algebraic gymnastics:
rhnhin 
- thih, +M 
- h out dP
+
M
,  M, dphAh,. = At (3.13)
1 , dP,1-
M, dhl
As can be seen, the new tank enthalpies, masses, and densities can be obtained from the
mass and energy conservation equations. It is now possible to determine the tank
pressure and temperature at the new conditions:
Pr + AP, = f (h, + Ah, PT + AT) (3.14)
T + AT, = f (hT + AhT, ,P + AP )
It should be noted that inventory tank dynamic behavior has been modeled in TSCYCO.
However, proper tuning and integration into the entire PCS is yet to be tested. This is left
for future work.
3.1.3 Cycle Low-temperature Control
The high efficiency gains of the SCO 2 Brayton cycle come largely from the efficient
compression of the highly dense CO 2 near its critical point. If one moves away from this
region, the compressor performs more work to compress a less dense fluid. Therefore,
cycle efficiency decreases. To maintain high efficiencies, compressor inlet conditions
must be kept close to the critical point. Moreover, variations of compressor inlet
temperature would result in undesirable changes of pressure ratio due to large sensitivity
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of compressor inlet density to temperature change in the vicinity of the critical point.
Therefore, main compressor inlet temperature needs to be kept constant. One method of
doing this is by controlling the main compressor inlet temperature via the upstream
precooler. The precooler cold-side mass flow rate can be controlled by a valve, and
adding or removing the heat necessary to obtain the desired main compressor inlet
temperature. In the event that the main compressor inlet temperature is higher than
design conditions, the precooler water mass flow rate can be increased to increase heat
removal and decrease hot-side outlet temperatures, and vice versa.
When operating close to the critical point, it is important that the appropriate cycle low-
temperature design point be obtained. In the event that CO 2 conditions fall below the
critical point and into the two-phase dome, turbomachinery failure could occur.
Moisseytsev 20 recommends use of a precooler bypass with water flow rate control. This
precooler bypass is denoted valve #7 in Figure 3.2. He showed the benefits of the
precooler bypass in a transient where the system power decreased linearly from full to
50% power and then increases back to full power. In the case where only water flow rate
control is used, main compressor inlet temperature and pressure decrease below critical
conditions and enter the two-phase dome. When both flow control and precooler bypass
are used, main compressor inlet temperature remains fairly constant, while inlet pressure
goes below the critical pressure. Because a constant main compressor inlet temperature
is maintained, the two-phase dome is avoided.
The precooler bypass mechanism has not been incorporated into TSCYCO due to time
restraints. This will be left for future work.
3.1.4 Low-Temperature and Inventory Control
Findings by Carstens2 suggest that low-temperature control should be used with
inventory control during part-load operation. Compared to He Brayton cycles, using
inventory control with supercritical CO 2 presents additional challenges because of non-
linear fluid properties. At the compressor inlet, where the temperature of the CO2 fluid is
very close to the critical temperature, small decreases in pressure can result in large
changes in density: observe the isothermal lines in Figure 3.6. For the 310 isotherm, one
can see that near the critical point, the density drops from 551.37 kg/m 3 to 375.61 kg/m 3
for a 20 kPa pressure drop from 7.39 MPa to 7.37 Mpa. As the temperature is increased
and moves away from the critical temperature, the large density change with pressure
change is alleviated.
Large density changes near the compressor inlet create at least two concerns:
1) Compressor performance changes significantly, which will create pressure spikes
in the system
2) Radial compressor failure may ensue.
For the turbomachinery performance models used in TSCYCO, a large decrease in
density will significantly affect the main compressor performance. When the density
decreases by a large amount, the ability of the compressor to raise the pressure decreases.
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As a result, mass flow to the main compressor will decrease, while flow to the
recompression compressor increases to balance outlet pressures. The change in mass
flow rate to each compressor creates concerns, since there is the possibility that stall will
occur in the main compressor and/or choke may occur in the recompression compressor.
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Figure 3.6. Inventory Control Region of Concern (from Carstens2)
Simulations by Carstens2 recommend that for part-load operation, low-temperature
control is used to increase the compressor inlet temperature isobarically, so that an
isotherm can be reached where fluid density is not as sensitive to changing pressure.
34°C is determined to be the optimal inlet temperature to reach before using inventory
control to decrease system pressure.
The path followed by the fluid for low-temperature/inventory control is shown in Figure
3.6. From point A to point B, the inlet temperature of the main compressor is raised from
32°C to 34'C. On this isotherm, the density is less sensitive to pressure changes. From
point B to point C, inventory control is used to reduce system pressure for part-load
operation. Thus, the previously mentioned concerns with inventory control are
alleviated, and the two-phase dome region is avoided as well.
3.1.5 Section Summary
This section has discussed all components used to control the SCO 2 recompression cycle.
Explanation has been given on the relevance of each control method, its place in the
SCO2 Brayton cycle, and the dynamic models implemented in TSCYCO. A brief
literature review has been given and future work has been recommended as well.
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3.2 Controllers
The components previously discussed control of the cycle as needed to obtain desired
operating conditions. These controls, however, require some type of controller so that the
needed changes can be made. In the case of the recompression cycle, the controller must
send a signal to the flow split valve to open or close based on the flow split error. A PI
controller sends a signal to the precooler valve to open if the main compressor inlet
temperature is too high and close if it is too low. Basic theory implemented into
TSCYCO is included here. There are many references available for more
information 22 ,3 30
3.2.1 PID Control Theory
A controller works by measuring the value of a process variable (PV) against the value of
the set point (SP), or the desired value. The difference of these values is the error in the
desired measurement: e(t) = SP(t) - PV(t). The output of the controller varies depending
on the magnitude of the error. In industry, controllers are tuned so that this error is
reduced with time. The response of the behavior depends largely on the type of
controller used.
One particular type of controller, the PID controller, is simple, widely applied, and has
been in use for over 50 years. The name of the PID controller comes from its
components: the proportional, integral, and derivative terms.
Output(t)= Pou,t + Io,, + Do,t (3.15)
3.2.1.1 Proportional Component
The proportional component of the controller is denoted Pout in Equation 3.15. It consists
of the product between a user-specified proportional gain Kp and the error between the
measured value and the setpoint e(t):
Po,, = Kpe(t) (3.16)
The proportional output is responsible for the initial change in controller output for a step
change in the error. This term has a large impact on reducing the error between the
measured value and the set point. However, there is typically an offset associated with
using only proportional control. That is, there is always some error between the
measured value and set point for time t=oo after a step change has occurred. In Figure
3.7, an input x(t) is made to the system, and the controller response is plotted as o(t).
This offset can be eliminated by incorporating the integral component of the PID
controller.
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Figure 3.7. Proportional Controller Response
3.2.1.2 Integral Component
The integral component, as the name implies, integrates the error for some time-step with
boundary conditions from time t=O to t.
Iou, = K, e(r)di (3.17)
where Ki is the integral gain and e(x) is the error from the past time contributing to the
integral response. As previously mentioned, the integral component corrects the offset
error associated with using only the proportional controller (e.g. a P controller). Addition
of the integral component to the controller output accelerates response to the desired set
point. However, there is an overshoot associated with addition of the integral component,
where the error is opposite in magnitude from its original value, as seen in Figure 3.8. If
tuned incorrectly, unstable oscillations could occur.
A--Overshoot
A • A * Input
o AA A O(t)
Time t
Figure 3.8. Proportional-Integral Controller
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3.2.1.3 Derivative Component
The derivative component, as the name implies, changes controller output based on the
rate of change of the error. It is the product of the derivative gain KD and the derivative
of the error with respect to time de/dt:
DoU, = KD de(t) (3.18)
dt
This component is useful for preventing large errors from occurring. In the case of shaft
overspeed, for example, it is important to slow down the shaft quickly so that
turbomachinery components do not become damaged. However, adding the derivative
component to the controller causes a larger settling time, where it takes longer to reach
the desired set point. Moreover, the controller becomes more sensitive to measurement
noise, and it can become unstable in this regard. Thus, one should take care to add some
threshold or filter to eliminate noise in the event that the derivative component of a
controller is used. For any step changes to a process variable, the error change is infinite.
This step change can create very undesirable behavior in the derivative component.
For most applications, one can use a PI (proportional-integral) controller to obtain
reasonable response and eliminate the complications associated with the derivative
component.
3.2.1.4 Ideal versus Standard PID Controller
All theory presented at this point has been for the ideal parallel controller in Equation
3.15. This ideal form is not what is actually used in industry. The standard form of the
PID controller, which is used in industry, includes the product of the proportional gain to
the integral and derivative outputs.
Output(t) = K, e(t) + e(r)dr +TD deQ) (3.19)
K
where K, = L and KD = KPTD. Ti is the integral time and TD is the derivative time.
The integral time adjusts the integral control action, while the derivative time is the time
interval by which the rate action advances the effect of the proportional control action22
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3.2.1.5 Implementation of PID Controller into TSCYCO
The standard form of the PID controller is implemented into the TSCYCO code. The
discrete representation of the proportional, integral, and derivative components is shown
below.
P l",, = Kpe n  (3.20)
Io, = I n,1 + Ke"(t -t -' ) (3.21)
D
, 
= K n e - (3.22)
t -t
Output" = Po, +K I, n, + K D,, (3.23)
The standard PID control equations can be tuned for constant time steps. However, PID
controller response will not be the same for variable time steps. For example, if the time
step is short, there is more control per unit time. In control theory, this is known as
variable sampling. In TSCYCO, one is able to adjust the simulation to the desired time
step. It is undesirable to have controllers that are dependent on the time step. In
particular, tuning a controller requires a significant amount of time. If the time step
changes, so does the controller response.
Carstens 2 has determined that adding a time element to the overall PID equation mitigates
variable sampling effects. This modification is added into TSCYCO as well.
Output" = C, + KI, + KDo, -t" t-i) (3.24)
3.2.2 PID Tuning
Proper tuning of the controller is crucial to obtaining the desired response. There are
many methods available, such as Ziegler-Nichols and Cohen-Coon 2 . Current tuning of
TSCYCO controllers uses the manual methodology implemented by Carstens2. This
manual tuning methodology is further explained in an example where the main
compressor inlet temperature at 31.91 C steady state sees a I C temperature step change
in the precooler cold-side incoming water mass flow rate. Controller output provides a
signal to a valve that opens and closes to control the water flow rate.
In manual tuning, one sets lout and Dout to zero, and tunes the proportional output Pout
first. To tune the proportional output, one increases the proportional gain until an
oscillation occurs. The overdamped response of the controller (before the oscillation
occurs) is the ideal proportional output setting.
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Figure 3.9. Tuning Proportional Response ITSCYCO Resultsl
Figure 3.9 shows the variation in main compressor inlet temperature for a lPC step
change in the incoming precooler water mass flow rate. The recompression cycle is
allowed to run for 10 seconds at steady state until the temperature change occurs. For the
case with no controller (Kp=0.0), the inlet temperature has an initial large change, and
then it begins to reach some horizontal asymptote. No action occurs from the controller
to bring the main compressor inlet temperature back to steady state operating conditions.
When the proportional gain is set to 10, the controller attempts to bring the compressor
inlet temperature back to reference. The offset effect of using only proportional control
is seen here, where there is -0.8 0 C temperature difference in the settling and reference
temperatures. For Kp= 18, there is a smaller initial peak 10 seconds into the simulation
when the step change occurs. The controller moves the valve to obtain the reference
temperature in this case. The Kp=30 case presents a slight overshoot in obtaining
reference temperature after the step change. Higher proportional gains will result in large
and undesirable oscillations. Thus, the Kp= 18 value will be used for further tuning of the
integral component, since this case has no oscillations when reaching the reference
temperature.
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Figure 3.10. Tuning Integral Response ITSCYCO Resultsl
The addition of the integral component causes overshoot and oscillations, as seen in
Figure 3.10. One adds this component to achieve reference conditions more quickly and
eliminate offset error associated with using only proportional control. Figure 3.10
provides the Kp=18.0 and Ki=0.0 case for comparison. All cases with some integral gain(Ki=0.1, 0.2, 1.0) show that the reference temperature is reached more quickly than with
proportional control alone. The reference temperature is reached at about 17 seconds, but
there is some overshoot associated with all cases. For Ki=0. 1, no oscillation occurs after
the overshoot, and the reference temperature is slowly approached. For Ki=0.2, reference
temperature is overshot a second time, as seen 39 seconds into the simulation. Ki= 1.0
shows the oscillations in inlet temperature that can occur when the integral gain is too
large. For this scenario, Ki=0. I1 is chosen for optimal tuning, since there are no
oscillations.
The derivative component is not used in this case because of the previously mentioned
complications associated with its use. All controllers used in TSCYCO implement the PI
controller scheme for its stability and ease in tuning.
3.2.3 P1 Controllers Present in the TSCYCO Recompression Cycle
The tuning of the controller previously discussed uses the main compressor inlet
temperature as the process variable and the set point is user-defined. The controller sends
a signal to the valve to open or close to adjust the precooler water mass flow rate and,
thus, the main compressor inlet temperature. Process variables, set points, and controllers
for recompression cycle controls discussed in Section 3.1 are further explained here.
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The integrated control strategy uses the load-following scheme discussed by Kao9.
Guided by an electrical-load demand signal, the controllers attempt to control the reactor
power to obtain the generator power needed to match the demand power. This control
strategy is used because the primary loop has a much larger thermal inertia than the PCS.
That is, the primary loop is the master or lead controller, while the PCS is the slave.
3.2.3.1 Reactor Power Control Model
The reactor power control model for TSCYCO is much more simplified than SCPS,
which is discussed in Appendix B - Notable Differences Between TSCYCO and SCPS.
Figure 3.11 displays the control block diagram for the reactor power control system. The
control sensor reads in two variables: reactor fission power and average reactor
temperature. These variables are compared to two reference values: the power demand
and a user-defined normalized average reactor temperature polynomial. The total error is
the summation of these two errors, and the reactor fission power is a variable directly
adjusted by the PI power controller.
Power Demand
PCS Reactor Qx
Thermal- Thermal- +
Core Avg. Temperature
Ref. Avg. Temp
Reactor Power
Controller (PI)
Figure 3.11. Reactor Power Control Block Diagram
3.2.3.2 Flow Split Valve Control Model
The flow split valve controller works to maintain the flow split between the main and
recompression compressors for optimum cycle efficiency while avoiding recuperator
pinch point. It is located downstream of the main compressor, and induces a small
pressure drop to increase or decrease the mass flow rate, thus achieving the desired flow
split. Figure 3.12 shows the block diagram for the PI controller. The reference flow split
is determined by the user, and is based on a normalized polynomial dependent on the
current operating power.
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Ref. Flow Split
Figure 3.12. Valve Split Control Block Diagram
3.2.3.3 Recompression Compressor Throttle Control Model
As previously discussed in Section 3.1.1.2, there is no controller used to control the
recompression compressor throttle. Because of the hyperbolic shape of the form loss
coefficient in Figure 3.1, it is very difficult to match system pressures by adjusting valve
position. Pressure drops are automatically matched instead, where recompression
compressor exit pressure is dropped to match the low-temperature recuperator cold-side
outlet.
3.2.3.4 Turbine Throttle Control Model
An upstream valve is installed upstream of the turbine to reduce the pressure ratio
available for work. In doing so, the generator power can be controlled to match the
demand and reactor power. The controller measures the turbine power and reactor
average temperatures, and compares them to the power demand and reference
temperatures. The turbine valve then opens and closes to match the set point. The
turbine power reference point is user-defined in a normalized polynomial. The turbine
power PI controller is displayed in Figure 3.13.
Q Demand
Figure 3.13. Turbine Power Control Block Diagram
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3.2.3.5 Bypass Valve Control Model
In the event of an LOEL, there is a shaft overspeed, which must be controlled to prevent
damage to turbomachinery. One method of controlling this overspeed is by opening a
valve that bypasses flow around the turbine, so that there is more compressor work
relative to the turbine work. The PI controller measures the shaft speed and compares it
to the reference shaft speed. The reference shaft speed is a function of the demand
power, and the normalized polynomial coefficients are user-specified. If desired, one can
specify the reference shaft speed to be independent of demand power, and remain at 3600
rpm for partial load operation. The block diagram for this controller is shown in Figure
3.14.
Ref. Shaft Speed
Reactor PCS Shaft
Thermal- Thermal- Cshaft Dynamics
Hydraulics Hydraulics
V(bypass) Bypass Valve
Controller (PI)
Figure 3.14. Bypass Valve Control Block Diagram
3.2.3.6 Low-Temperature Control Model
Maintaining the cycle low temperature allows for efficient main compressor compression
and increases cycle efficiency. The PI controller that signals the precooler water mass
flow rate valve to open and close uses a thermocouple to measure the main compressor
inlet temperature. The reference temperature is user-defined and stays constant over all
power ranges. The block diagram is shown in Figure 3.15.
Ref. Temperature
Figure 3.15. Low-temperature Control Block Diagram
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3.2.3.7 Inventory Control Model
An inventory control tank is added to TSCYCO for two reasons:
1) To maintain high efficiencies during partial load operation and handle slower
transients, as discussed in Section 3.1.2.
2) To mitigate fluctuations in system pressures and help the system run more stably.
In the event that system pressures deviate from reference operating points, mass is added
or removed from the system. The inventory tank is installed as shown in Figure 3.3. The
inventory tank is initially at an intermediate pressure between the high- and low-pressure
legs. With this setup, mass flow rate occurs via a pressure gradient. If the system
pressure is too high, mass can be removed from the high-pressure leg, where some of the
fluid exiting the main compressor goes to the inventory tank. In the event that the system
pressure is too low, the inventory tank adds mass to the system at the precooler hot-side
inlet.
The controller is set up to maintain system pressures at reference values at various
nominal powers. The block diagram is shown for the inventory control system in Figure
3.16. The controller measures the error in the high- and low-pressure nodes. These
pressures are compared to reference pressure values at the normalized nominal power.
Reference pressure values are provided by the user via a normalized polynomial. The
user specifies the normalized polynomials for the high- and low-pressure nodes. The
total error is the sum of the errors for each node. If the total pressure error is positive,
and above some threshold value, then mass will be discharged into the tank to reduce
system pressure. Mass is added to the system to increase system pressure for negative
pressure errors.
Reference HP
Node Pressure
Inventory Tank
Valve Controller
(PI)
Figure 3.16. Inventory Control Block Diagram
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3.3 TSCYCO Controller Subroutines
Several controllers are required to sufficiently control recompression cycle behavior
during transients. These controllers are included in TSCYCO in an object-oriented
programming style (OOPS) for modularity and simplicity. Because of the large code
development time with the OOPS, the subroutines and their parent and daughter classes
are included here to aid reader understanding.
3.3.1 Controller Initialization
TSCYCO controller initialization is simple and shown in Figure 2.17. new CPU, which
is located in the PLANTCOMPUTER. F90 source file, initializes all of the controllers
previously discussed. The subroutines on the RHS of Figure 2.17 are those that initialize
variables for the component of interest, as listed below:
* NEW INVENTCNTRL - The pressure error for the high- and low-pressure legs is
initialized to zero.
* NEW POWER CNTRL & INIT POWER CNTRL- Power and temperature errors
are initialized to zero. Power and temperature sensors are initialized to read a
value of unity at the beginning of the simulation.
* NEW PRECOOL CNTRL - Temperature sensors are initialized appropriately.
Temperature error and integral gain have values of zero.
* new TRBCNTRL - Power and temperature error and gain have values of zero.
Power and temperature sensors are initialized appropriately.
* NEW FLOWsptCNTRL - Flow split sensors are initialized appropriately. Flow
split error and gain have values of zero.
* CONTROLINPUT - Calls a large input file called cpu. in via the INPUTFILE
subroutine. For all controllers previously discussed, important variables are
obtained from the user, including:
o Proportional, Integral, and Derivative Gain for all the controllers
o Initial values and set points for all controllers
o Normalized polynomials for set points dependent on demand power
o Controller thresholds and proportional bands
* All subroutines relating to the "Print Parameters" box in Figure 2.17 print all
initialized controller data from TSCYCO and input files.
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new CPU
• Initialize
InventorySInventory : - NEW INVENTCNTRL
: Controller
: Power - NEW POWER CNTRL
- INIT POWER CNTRL
: Controller
: PrecoolerSPrecooler : - NEW PRECOOL CNTRL
: Controller -
Turbine Throttle - new TRBCNTRL
Flow Split 
- NEW FLOWspt CNTRL
Bp Control
S Bypass Control - new BYPASSCNTRL
: Read :
• Controller - CONTROLINPUT
: Parameters
• - PWRInitOut
• • - TRBCNTInitOut
Parameters : - INVENTTRBInitOut
Figure 3.17. Schematic of Controller Subroutine Initialization
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3.3.2 Controller Transient Response
For transient simulation, the controller subroutines are displayed in Figure 3.18. The
controller of interest is in the dotted box with its subroutines connected on the RHS of the
figure. A summary of all the functions of all these subroutines is provided below. It
should be noted that all controllers call the PID Controller subroutine, which
utilizes the theory and algorithms discussed in Section 3.2.
* Power Controller
o REACTOR TRIP - This subroutine checks if transients encountered by
the code will cause a reactor SCRAM. These transients include large
margins between power mismatch between reactor and demand power,
reactor temperature and reference reactor temperature, and reactor and
generator power mismatch (e.g. LOEL). Margins are set by the user in the
cpu. in file.
o power cntrl - This subroutine utilizes the power control block
diagram in Figure 3.11. Comparisons are made between reactor power
and temperature and reference values. A controller output is calculated
based on sensor readings.
o REF THERM POWER - This subroutine calculates the reference reactor
power for some demand power. The reference power is determined from
a polynomial whose coefficients are user-specified in cpu. in.
o POWER CHANGE - This subroutine calculates the rate of change of heat
generation to achieve the reference power calculated in
REF THERM POWER. Power rates of change for reactor decrease,
increase and scram are user-specified in cpu. in.
* Bypass Controller
o Bypass Controller - This subroutine determines the error between
the current shaft speed and the reference shaft speed. A controller output
is determined by the theory and algorithm discussed in Section 3.2.1.
Based on controller output, the bypass valve opens or closes.
o Ref_Speed - This subroutine is parallel to the REFTHERM_POWER
subroutine and calculates the reference shaft speed for a certain demand
power.
* Inventory Control
o PCS PRESSURE CONTROL - This subroutine is parallel to
Bypass Controller, and determines inventory control tank valve
position needed to maintain PCS pressure at reference conditions.
o REF PRESS HP and REF PRESS LP - These subroutines are parallel
to Ref Speed and calculate the reference high- and low-leg pressures of
the PCS.
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Figure 3.18. Schematic of Transient Controller Subroutines
* Turbine Power Controller
o Turbine_Controller - This subroutine is parallel, but slightly
different, to Bypass Controller, and determines the turbine throttle
valve rate of change needed to maintain the turbine power at reference
conditions.
o Ref _Value - This subroutine is parallel to REF THERM POWER, and
determines reference turbine power based on the current demand power.
* Precooler Controller
o PRECOOL_CONTROL - This subroutine is parallel to
Turbine_Controller, and determines the precooler cold-side valve
rate of change needed to maintain main compressor inlet temperature.
o PRE_VALVE_CONTROL - This subroutine calculates the precooler valve
position based on user-defined change rates in cpu. in.
* Flow Split Controller
o FLOWSPT_CONTROL 
- This subroutine is parallel, but slightly different,
to Turbine_Controller, and calculates the valve change rate needed
to maintain the reference flow split condition at the current demand power.
Flow split valve position is also calculated in this subroutine.
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3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter analyzed the control system used by TSCYCO for the SCO 2 recompression
cycle. The inherent instability of a parallel compressor system requires valves
downstream of each of the compressors to maintain a flow split. To handle transients
such as LOEL, various bypass locations are installed or suggested with advantages and
disadvantages discussed. Inventory control theory and dynamic models are covered as
well. When used with low-temperature control, one can avoid the two phase dome and
critical point of CO 2 when operating at part-load.
PID control theory is discussed in-depth with a tuning example provided. Control
schemes and block diagrams for all recompression cycle components are analyzed. The
implementation of control theory into TSCYCO is covered to obtain desired cycle
behavior for transients. Some simulations run with TSCYCO are covered in the next
chapter.
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4 Simulation Results
This chapter will present the results of the simulations of the SC0 2 recompression cycle
completed using TSCYCO. The reader is assumed to have read the preceding chapters
for background on the cycle (Chapter 1), code solution method and component models
(Chapter 2), and an overview of the control system (Chapter 3). Material covered in
these chapters will not be reviewed here.
Because of the late development of the fully complete code, only a couple of full-
capability simulations were completed. These simulations are:
* Steady State
* 10% LOL
The chapter will discuss the results of these simulations and the cycle controls
implemented. Suggestions for improving results are also provided
4.1 Steady State
It is necessary to test TSCYCO once the appropriate models and controls have been
implemented. The first test as to whether the code is working correctly is to run at steady
state in a transient mode for an extended period of time to assure that the code can
maintain steady state. The operating conditions and controls used for the current
simulation are listed as follows:
* 600 MWt (254 MWe)
* 650'C Turbine Inlet Temperature
* 35.25'C Compressor Inlet Temperature
* 500 second simulation
1) A PI controller is used to control the precooler CO 2 hot-side temperatures by
adjusting the cold-side water mass flow rates. The CO 2 hot-side outlet
temperature set point is 35.250 C, as stated previously.
2) A PI controller is used to control the reactor reference temperature. The PI
controller will control reactor power so that this reference temperature is
maintained. For example, if the PCS is removing insufficient heat from the
reactor via the IHX, then the average reactor temperature will increase. The
reactor controller will decrease reactor power to maintain the reference average
temperature.
3) A PI controller is used to control the turbine inlet throttle and, hence, the turbine
power.
4) A PI controller is used to control the valve downstream of the main compressor
and, hence, the flow split between the parallel compressors.
5) A throttling valve is used to match compressor pressures at the flow merge.
Results are plotted in Figure 4.1 through Figure 4.15. There are oscillations at the
beginning of the simulation. These are caused by the discrepancies in calculated
operating conditions between CYCLES (input to TSCYCO) and TSCYCO. A certain
amount of time is needed (-10 seconds) before new steady state operating conditions are
reached.
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Figure 4.2. TSCYCO Steady State Run - Turbomachinery Power
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Figure 4.6. TSCYCO Steady State Run - Compressor Exit Pressures
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Figure 4.8. TSCYCO Steady State Run - Main Compressor Performance Parameters
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The reactor power is plotted in Figure 4.1. As can be seen, the reactor power shows some
small decrease over time. The generator power, which is proportional to shaft speed,
operates at 97% of its nominal power. The primary reason for this behavior is the
difference between operating conditions calculated by TSCYCO and CYCLES.
CYCLES calculates an optimal flow split to the main compressor for the operating
conditions previously described as 70.85%. TSCYCO, on the other hand, converges to a
flow split of-71.5%. The flow split valve must close to induce a pressure drop and
obtain the desired flow split, as seen in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.4. This difference in
flow split calculations comes from different inlet conditions for the main and
recompression compressors. In Figure 4.8, the main compressor inlet density is 0.5%
higher than reference, whereas the recompression compressor inlet density in Figure 4.9
is 1% higher than reference. The performance maps shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9
reveal the larger change in main compressor performance with a change in density. Thus,
the main compressor performance is better than the recompression compressor, so the
TSCYCO calculated steady state flow split is higher than CYCLES' calculations.
The recompression compressor is designed to output a higher exit pressure than is needed
to allow for controllability of cycle flow split and matching of cycle pressures at the flow
merge. At steady state, the recompression compressor downstream throttle is expected to
be partially closed, as seen by the induced pressure drop of the valve in Figure 4.15.
The partially closed valves create flow resistances in the loop, and can reduce mass flow
rates. In this simulation, the cycle mass flow rate is less than reference, so there is less
heat removal than is required from the reactor via the IHX. Because there is insufficient
heat removal from the reactor, the core temperature increases. The reactor controller
responds by decreasing core power until the reference temperature for the current demand
power is reached. Reduced mass flow rates are also associated with higher compressor
pressure ratios and lower turbine pressure ratios. The net effect is that there is more
negative torque on the shaft and, hence, generator power, as seen in Figure 4.1.
Turbomachinery power and pressure ratios stay constant during the simulation, as seen in
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.5. PCHE heat transfer is also constant in Figure 4.3.
Of special note is the increasing trend seen in system pressures in Figure 4.6 and Figure
4.7. Main compressor exit pressure increases by about 5 kPa, whereas recompression
compressor pressure increases by 200 kPa. Turbine exit pressure increases by 30 kPa
during the simulation. The increasing pressures stem from the presence of the flow split
and recompression compressor. The decreased mass flow rates as a result of the valves
results in insufficient heat removal from the reactor. There is energy accumulation in the
reactor (and the PCS), which results in increased temperatures and pressures. The core
power in Figure 4.1 does not reach a steady state horizontal asymptote, which is the
reason that the turbine exit pressure continues to rise in Figure 4.7. Moreover, the energy
accumulation is seen in the increasing turbine inlet temperature in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. TSCYCO Steady State Run - Turbine Performance Parameters
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Figure 4.14. TSCYCO Steady State Run - Flow Split Valve Pressure Drop
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Figure 4.16. TSCYCO Steady State Run w/ No Flow Split Valve - Core Power
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Figure 4.17. TSCYCO Steady State Run w/ No Flow Split Valve - Turbine Exit Pressure
A separate steady state simulation was performed where the flow split valve was
deactivated, meaning that it was fully open for the entirety of the run. In this scenario,
reactor core temperatures do not increase as much. As seen in Figure 4.16, steady state
conditions are reached at 99.5% nominal power. Turbine exit pressures increase by only
10 kPa, as seen in Figure 4.17. The abrupt changes in exit pressure at 20 and 200
seconds are the result of a change in precooler water flow rates to maintain the desired
main compressor inlet temperature.
The energy accumulation experienced in the PCS can be offset by removing mass via
inventory control, but this solution will only provide a short-term solution. System
temperatures may increase even more with less mass and heat capacity to transport heat
from the reactor.
4.2 10% Loss of Load
The 10% LOL scenario is introduced here to illustrate the capability of TSCYCO to
simulate transient scenarios. The steady state operating conditions and controllers are the
same as those of the previous section. More information on the loss of load transient is
listed below:
* 50 seconds run at steady state
* 10% generator loss of load at 50 seconds
* Turbine and IHX bypass valve to mitigate shaft overspeed
* Turbine upstream throttle used to obtain desired turbine power
Figure 4.18 through Figure 4.39 show the results of this simulation. It should be noted
that comparisons will be made to GAS-PASS/C02 for benchmarking purposes.
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Figure 4.21. TSCYCO 10% LOL - Compressor Exit Pressures
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Figure 4.22. TSCYCO 10% LOL - Turbine Exit Pressure
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Figure 4.23. TSCYCO 10% LOL - Main Compressor Performance Parameters
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Figure 4.25. TSCYCO 10% LOL - Turbine Performance Parameters
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Figure 4.18 shows the behavior of the reactor and generator power as a result of the 10%
loss of load. As expected, the loss of load causes a shaft overspeed. The demand power
is reduced by 10%, causing the reactor to change its heat generation accordingly. PCHE
power in Figure 4.19 has some fluctuation, but ultimately settles at a lower power.
Fluctuations are the result of shaft overspeed and bypass mechanisms during the
simulation. Turbomachinery pressure ratios in Figure 4.20 behave as expected.
Compressor pressure ratios increase during shaft overspeed and then settle at a lower
pressure ratio after some time has passed. The turbine pressure ratio initially increases as
mass flow rates increase from shaft overspeed. Once the bypass valve opens, mass flow
rate to the turbine decreases, which explains the abrupt drop in pressure ratio afterwards.
The 10% LOL event reveals a problem that requires more examination. That is,
turbomachinery can experience choke during shaft overspeed. This phenomenon can be
seen in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22. At 50 seconds, the cold-side pressure node
(downstream of the compressors) increases, while the hot-side pressure node
(downstream of the turbine) decreases. The opening of the bypass decreases the turbine
pressure ratio (as seen in Figure 4.20), which should cause an increase in turbine exit
pressure. This does not happen because the turbine experiences choke, where the
maximum mass flow rate occurs, and the compressors are still operating with no
restrictions and higher mass flow rates from shaft overspeed. Thus, immediately after the
LOL, mass accumulates to increase cold-side pressure in Figure 4.21, whereas mass is
depleted and decreases hot-side pressure in Figure 4.22.
This problem could be mitigated in two ways:
1) Increase the bypass flow rate so that more flow bypasses the turbine to avoid
choke. One should take care not to bypass flow to the point that causes choke and
failure in the compressors.
2) Develop better correlations for turbine performance. Current turbine performance
models assume that turbine performance is independent of shaft speed.
Compressor performance models do account for shaft speed variations. These
differences may be the cause of the behavior currently seen, and the assumptions
need to be validated accordingly.
Solutions are suggested here to improve results, but not implemented in this report due to
time restraints. These suggestions will be left for future work.
The use of bypass alone, as this simulation shows, is not enough to slow down the shaft
to desired part-load speeds. One must also use turbine throttle to reduce turbine inlet
pressure and, hence, decrease the positive torque applied by the turbine to the shaft. The
normalized shaft speed is plotted in Figure 4.23. The bypass mass flow rate and turbine
throttle pressure drop are plotted in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29, respectively. Shaft
speeds remain above reference for up to 50 seconds after the LOL occurs. The abrupt
drop of the shaft speed at 100 seconds to its reference speed comes from the partial
closing of the turbine throttle at 100 seconds, as seen in Figure 4.29. It is possible that
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bypass can independently control shaft overspeed if one has higher bypass mass flow
rates. However, the problem of compressor choke must be addressed.
Because of the slow response of the bypass control method in bringing shaft speed back
to reference, one sees the rise in reactor power at 60 seconds in Figure 4.18. Higher shaft
speeds mean higher mass flow rates, which means more heat removal from the reactor.
As more heat is removed, core temperature decreases. The reactor controller responds by
increasing reactor power to maintain the same core reference temperature. This behavior
can be mitigated by increasing the bypass mass flow rate to decrease the shaft speed more
quickly or by tuning the turbine throttle to be more responsive during the LOL.
To ensure the code is working as expected, one must compare to the results of an
independently developed code. Carstens developed GAS-PASS/C02 and ran a -/+10%
power swing simulation, which is documented in his report'. The initial decrease in
power will be compared to the 10% LOL case. Similarities and differences in results will
be explained here.
The differences in operating conditions are numerous. When comparing Figure 4.30
through Figure 4.39, one should remember to consider the following differences:
* Cycle operating conditions are different e.g. the fraction of the flow split to the
precooler, the rated power, and cycle pressures are different.
* If there is a step decrease in generator load, then there will be some shaft
overspeed, and generator power as a result of the loss in negative torque. It is
difficult to see whether this phenomenon exists in GAS-PASS/C02 code because
of the resolution of published results. The shaft overspeed is present in the
current TSCYCO transient.
* One similarity is that GAS-PASS/C02 and TSCYCO use bypass control to
operate at part-load. GAS-PASS/CO2 uses a turbine bypass while TSCYCO uses
a turbine/IHX bypass.
* Controllers are tuned to operate differently. The flow split valves in GAS-
PASS/C02 code are operated to close over a 200 second interval. The flow split
valves tuned in TSCYCO can close as quickly as 10 seconds. This quick closing
time can cause perturbations throughout the entire system, and have some effect
on cycle behavior.
* There is uncertainty about the operating shaft speed in GAS-PASS/C02 results.
It is possible that the GAS-PASS/CO2 results are for a variable shaft speed
system. TSCYCO currently operates by maintaining a shaft speed that matches
the power grid frequency, which is 3600 rpm. In the event that there is shaft
overspeed, or there is part-load operation, the controller tries to maintain this shaft
speed. Information for reference shaft speed for different operating powers was
unavailable, but can be specified in TSCYCO. The determination of variation in
shaft speed as a function of operating power will be left for future work.
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Figure 4.31. GAS-PASS/C02 10% Power Swing - Flow Split to the Main Compressor
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Figure 4.34. TSCYCO 10% LOL - Main Compressor Inlet Pressure
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Figure 4.37. GAS-PASS/CO2 10% Power Swing - Turbomachinery Power
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Behavior in cycle flow splits is very similar for TSCYCO and GAS-PASS/CO2. In
Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31, there is an initial increase in flow to the main compressor,
which decreases as the flow split valve closes to maintain reference conditions.
Main compressor inlet temperature variation in both codes is similar as well, as seen in
Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33. The main compressor inlet temperature increases because
of the shaft overspeed, which increases mass flow rates. The precooler water flow rate
controller can not react instantly to this abrupt change. Therefore, insufficient heat
removal in the precooler is present during the initial LOL. As a result, hot-side CO 2
temperatures are higher than reference. Once precooler flow rates adjust, one reaches the
reference inlet temperature. There is some overshoot in Figure 4.32, which is most likely
the result of two controllers arguing with each other. The precooler flow rate adjusts to
match the higher mass flow rate during shaft overspeed. However, the flow split valve
sees the flow split imbalance in Figure 4.30, and closes to reduce the split. At 55
seconds, one sees that the precooler flow rate has adjusted for the increased mass flow
rate from shaft overspeed. At this time, however, the mass flow rate has decreased
significantly from closing of the flow split valve. Thus, main compressor inlet
temperatures become lower than reference since too much cooling is provided.
Main compressor inlet pressures show different behavior, as seen in Figure 4.34 and
Figure 4.35. This is most likely the result of turbine choke discussed previously.
There are several reasons for the differences in turbomachinery power and mass flow
rates plotted in Figure 4.36 through Figure 4.39. TSCYCO uses bypass to obtain the
reference shaft speed after a power demand decrease. Shaft speed is not a function of
demand power. In the case of GAS-PASS/CO2, it is suspected that variation in shaft
speed is accounted for. The bypass valve in TSCYCO closes when the reference shaft
speed at 100% is reached, whereas the bypass valve in GAS-PASS/C02 stays open
during part-load operation.
4.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter has performed simulations to demonstrate capabilities of TSCYCO for
certain operating conditions and transients. Due to time restraints, more simulations
could not be performed, but will be left for future work. Results for steady state
simulation are promising, showing that the system and the controllers work. There may
be some energy imbalances that accumulate with time.
In the case of 90% part-load operation, the system can operate stably. However, care
must be taken so that turbine choke is avoided. One solution is to bypass more flow.
However, one must be careful not to cause compressor choke. System behavior during
the transient is similar to results produced by the independently developed GAS/PASS-
CO2 code. Differences may stem from several factors, including operating conditions,
controller tuning, and a slightly different transient scenario.
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5 Summary, Conclusions, and Future Work
This chapter will provide a general overview of this work. The chapter is sub-divided
into three sections: summary, conclusions, and recommended future work.
1) The first section provides a standalone summary of this work. Background
regarding motivations for research, TSCYCO code modeling, control theory, and
results will be briefly reviewed. No new information will be presented here. All
ideas will be consolidated here for a short summary.
2) The second section discusses conclusions and results. This section will present
findings from TSCYCO output.
3) The final section provides recommendations for future work.
5.1 Summary
5.1.1 Background
Most of the Gen IV designs have operating temperatures that are higher than those seen
in Gen III designs. Use of the Rankine cycle with the Gen IV reactors is limited because
of the low efficiency gain involved with higher core outlet temperatures and the
requirement to go to higher pressures ( 30 MPa). It is more advantageous to couple the
advanced designs with the closed Brayton cycle.
The SCO 2 Brayton cycle has long been proposed for use in converting thermal energy to
electricity more efficiently. If one operates the compressor near the critical point of CO 2,
then one can take advantage of the fluid's higher density for more efficient compression.
As a result, the PCS becomes more efficient in energy conversion. The change in
properties of CO2 near its critical point that is attractive for efficiency gains also
complicates cycle control. The specific heat capacity of CO2 increases dramatically near
its critical point, thus creating concerns for recuperator pinch points.
Dostal4 performed a systematic, detailed major component and system design evaluation
and multiple-parameter optimization on a family of supercritical CO 2 Brayton power
cycles to determine the most cost and thermally efficient, compact, and simple cycle. It
was determined that for turbine inlet temperatures greater than 5000 C, the SCO 2 Brayton
cycle was the most attractive option. As seen in Figure 5.1, the helium Brayton cycle
needed to operate at temperatures around 7000 C to obtain the same efficiency as the
SCO 2 Brayton cycle, thus creating concerns over material thermal limits.
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Dostal suggested the recompression cycle layout, which is displayed in Figure 5.2. There
are many unique features in this layout. One should note that there are two compressors
operating in parallel on the same shaft. This feature is used to create a flow split to
alleviate pinch point concerns. The use of two separate recuperators also alleviates pinch
point concerns. The cycle is highly recuperative, and heat is added over a relatively
narrow range (-1500 C).
The compactness of the SC0 2 recompression cycle is credited largely to the use of
printed circuit heat exchangers (PCHEs). For a given power rating, PCHEs are much
smaller than shell-and-tube heat exchangers. PCHEs use plates with chemically etched
channels. These plates are diffusion bonded and stacked on top of one another. The
PCHE hot- and cold-fluid channels are countercurrent.
The compactness of the SCO2 recompression cycle is credited partly to the size of the
turbomachinery as well. In general, turbomachinery radius scales with its volumetric
flow rate. In the case of the main compressor, where the fluid density is high, the
turbomachine dimensions are small. Turbine dimensions will be about the same as for
other conventional conversion systems since fluid behavior resembles that of an ideal
gas. Real gas properties of CO2 in the main compressor will need to be accounted for in
this work.
5.1.2 Previous Work
Dostal developed CYCLES to maximizing SC0 2 cycle efficiency through system design
evaluation and multiple-parameter optimization. His work determined that the
recompression cycle was the most promising layout at steady state conditions.
Modeling of transient behavior was performed by several authors, including Moisseytsev
and Carstens. Moisseytsev developed a numerical method that utilized Taylor
expansions, while Carstens worked with a fully implicit numerical method originally
developed by Vilim. Carstens' code GAS-PASS/C02 (Gas Plant Analyzer and System
Simulator) was based on Vilim's code GAS-PASS/HE.
GAS-PASS/CO2 uses a one-dimensional lumped parameter approach. It assumes perfect
mixing in any specified control volume. Mass and energy are conserved, while a quasi-
static momentum conservation equation is used. The code is modular and flexible and
uses a general Newtonian root-finding algorithm.
Kao developed the code SCPS (Super-critical CO 2 Power System), which utilizes the
momentum integral model approach and a semi-implicit scheme. The code models the
SCO 2 simple cycle, which has two turbomachines (compressor and turbine) and one
recuperator.
Developments on cycle components were performed by other authors. In particular,
Langewisch developed the MATLAB code HXMOD. HXMOD is developed specifically
for using PCHEs. In situations where the PCHE operates near the CO 2 critical point, the
specific heat capacity increases substantially, causing a pinch point to occur. Developing
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a method similar to the log-mean temperature difference approach would treat the PCHE
as a black box, and one would not be able to determine where the pinch point occurred.
Thus, HXMOD nodalized the PCHE and solves the energy equation semi-implicitly
along the flow channel.
Gong and Ludington performed significant work in developing turbomachinery
performance and efficiency maps for the SC0 2 cycle. Gong worked with codes designed
by NASA and incorporated the real gas properties of CO2. Ludington developed the code
Real Gas Radial Compressor (RGRC) code, which was user-friendly and eliminated
problems experienced in Gong's codes.
Experimental loops for SCO 2 research have been built by some universities and
laboratories. At Seoul National University, Sohn is developing the COSMOS loop to
study the SC0 2 recompression cycle. Wright at Sandia National Laboratories has
installed and operated the Sandia Brayton Loop (SBL). Recent experiments have been
performed to determine compressor behavior near the critical point of CO 2.
5.1.3 Project Objectives and Contributions
As previously mentioned, the GAS-PASS/CO2 code developed by Carstens models the
recompression cycle through a fully implicit general Newtonian root-finding algorithm.
However, there are many simplifying assumptions that may cause non-physical solutions
(e.g. quasi-static momentum conservation and perfect mixing). The SCPS code
developed by Kao uses less assumptions and models fluid properties more accurately in
component control volumes. However, this code models a simple cycle layout versus the
recompression cycle layout suggested by Dostal.
Thus, the goal of this work is to develop a new code using SCPS models for the SC0 2
recompression cycle. At the time of this work, the SCPS code was recently released.
Thus, there are many other changes in component modeling as well. Significant
modifications led to the development of the final product named Transient Supercritical
Cycle Code (TSCYCO).
The major contributions are listed below:
* Simplification of the SCPS reactor model to a TSCYCO generic heat source
* Modification from a reactor water coolant to a sodium coolant
* Development and derivations of the models used for the recompression cycle
* Improved turbomachinery performance modeling in TSCYCO
* Improvement of the control system for the recompression cycle
* Modification and retuning of the cycle controllers
5.1.4 Simulation Code and Methods
Development of TSCYCO required, initially, the understanding the models and theory
implemented in SCPS. SCPS is a transient simulation control design and cycle scoping
code for the simple SC0 2 Brayton cycle. It is written in FORTRAN 90, and utilizes the
object-oriented programming style (OOPS). SCPS uses a lumped parameter model and a
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momentum integral model approach. The fluid is assumed incompressible over a flow
path, but compressible within a control volume. Fluid density is a function of enthalpy
and thermally expandable.
Turbomachinery behavior is determined by user-defined performance maps, which vary
based upon mass flow rate, shaft speed, and other inlet conditions. Heat exchanger
response is calculated via a previously developed code called HXMOD, which utilizes
the Newton-Raphson method for steady state calculations and a semi-implicit method for
transient response. Fluid properties are calculated using NIST RefProp 8.0, which
utilizes equations of state.
Plant system response is calculated via the energy, mass, and momentum conservation
equations. The conservation equations are coupled and represented semi-implicitly, then
solved by Gaussian elimination. System operating conditions are defined by the user.
TSCYCO, as stated before, uses models very similar in SCPS that are implemented into
the recompression cycle. Features present in TSCYCO that are not found in SCPS are
listed here:
* Simplified reactor model allows for a more general approach: TSCYCO uses a
simpler model, which makes it more user-friendly and easier to use than SCPS.
* Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor model to obtain desired turbine inlet temperatures
without the complications that arise from supercritical water reactor model. One
can model an SFR with TSCYCO to obtain desired operating conditions whereas
SCPS cannot.
* Recompression cycle layout
* Improved and better coupled conservation models
* Improved turbomachinery models: TSCYCO uses compressor performance maps
developed by Ludington's RGRC code, whereas SCPS uses generic performance
maps. Moreover, TSCYCO models turbine performance with performance maps,
whereas SCPS models the turbine as a valve.
* Improved recompression cycle controls: The parallel compressor layout in the
recompression cycle complicates controls that are accommodated appropriately in
TSCYCO.
* Modified and tuned controllers: A PID control scheme is incorporated into
TSCYCO, whereas a more complicated lead/lag control scheme is used in SCPS.
Use of PID controls in TSCYCO allows for more clarity and ease of use.
5.1.5 Cycle Controls
The parallel compressor scheme in the recompression cycle layout complicates controls
for the PCS. In particular, one must be able to control the flow split between the
compressors. Moreover, a throttle is needed to match system pressures at the flow
merge. In controlling transient behavior, other valves are needed as well. The locations
of these valves can be seen in Figure 5.3. Some valves have already been implemented
into the TSCYCO recompression cycle, while others will be left for future work. The
numbered valves in Figure 5.3 are explained here accordingly:
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1) Flow split valve - opens and closes to control the flow split between the parallel
compressors.
2) Recompression compressor downstream throttle - Throttles recompression exit
pressures to match system pressure at the flow merge.
3) Turbine upstream throttle - opens and closes to control the turbine power during
steady state and transient scenarios.
4) Upper cycle bypass valve - Opens to bypass flow around the turbine in the event
of a loss of external load (LOEL)
5) IHX/turbine bypass - Opens to bypass flow around the turbine in the event of a
loss of external load (LOEL)
6) Turbine bypass - Opens to bypass flow around the turbine in the event of a loss of
external load (LOEL). Not yet implemented into TSCYCO
7) Precooler bypass - Bypasses flow around the precooler for better control of main
compressor inlet temperature. Not yet implemented into TSCYCO
3
6
Figure 5.3. Recompression Cycle Valve Controls
The inventory control feature has also been incorporated into TSCYCO. The model
allows the recompression cycle to discharge fluid from the main compressor outlet into
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the tank when there is power demand decrease. In the event that there is a power demand
increase, mass can be added to the system at the low-temperature recuperator hot-side
outlet. The model utilizes the lumped parameter approach and solves the mass and
energy conservation equations.
5.1.6 Controllers
All controllers in the SCO 2 recompression cycle are described here, with their measured
inputs and outputs:
Reactor Power Controller:
Measured value and set value:
Output:
Flow Split Valve Controller:
Measured value and set value:
Output:
- Reactor power and demand power
- Average core temperature and reference core
temperature
Reactor heat generation
- Compressor flow split and user-defined flow split
Flow split valve setting
Recompression Compressor Throttle Control Model:
Measured value and set value: - Recompression compressor exit pressure and system
pressure at flow merge
Output: None. The controller is ideal in current
implementation.
Turbine Throttle Valve Controller:
Measured value and set value: - Turbine power and demand power
Output: Turbine throttle setting
Bypass Valve Controller:
Measured value and set value: - PCS shaft speed and current demand power shaft
speed
Bypass valve setting
Low-temperature Controller:
Measured value and set value: - Main compressor inlet temperature and desired main
compressor inlet temperature
Output: Precooler cold-side valve setting
Inventory Controller:
Measured value and set value: - System pressure and desired system pressure at the
current demand power
Output: Discharge and charge valve settings
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Output:
5.1.7 Simulation Results
With all components installed in an integrated system and properly tuned controllers,
TSCYCO is able to successfully simulate quasi-steady state conditions and a 10% LOEL
scenario. Other transient scenarios will be left for future work.
In the case of the steady state simulation, the system can operate for long periods of time
without external disturbances. Of special note is the change in reactor power and system
pressures experienced in the steady state simulation, as seen in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.
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The decrease in core power is the result of the partially closed flow split and
recompression compressor throttle valves. These valves impart a flow resistance reduce
the system mass flow rate. As a result, there is insufficient heat removal from the reactor
as core and PCS temperatures increase. The reactor power controller sees that the core
temperature is rising and reduces the thermal power to maintain the desired temperature.
Hot-side pressure increases because of this energy accumulation, as seen in Figure 5.5
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For the 10% LOL, one observes that there is turbine choke that causes a decrease in hot-
side pressures. The compressors, which are still able to operate under the initial shaft
overspeed, continue pumping fluid into the cold-side and one sees the initial pressure
increase in Figure 5.6. Even with bypass control, turbine choke is still experienced after
shaft overspeed, as seen in Figure 5.7.
5.2 Conclusions
The turbine choke experienced during the LOEL may be the result of using incorrect
performance maps. It is currently assumed in TSCYCO that turbine performance is
independent of the shaft speed, which may not be the case. This will have to be
examined further in future work. One could also bypass more flow around the turbine,
but care should be taken to avoid compressor choke.
In the case of improving steady state results, the increasing system pressures and
variation in reactor power is a direct result of physical phenomena from controller
response and energy accumulation. There may not be much that can be done to obtain
more steady conditions.
It has been shown that the SCO 2 recompression cycle can be modeled successfully, as has
been shown by Carstens and Moisseystev. For TSCYCO, results are also promising. It
should be noted that the code experiences problems when one operates too close to the
critical point of CO 2. That is, TSCYCO encounters oscillations in mass flow rates and
pressures and is unable to settle at a steady state condition. For the previously discussed
results, main compressor inlet conditions were raised to operate further from the critical
point. Whereas the critical point of CO 2 is at 30.9780 C and 7.3778 MPa, the current
cycle parameters used by TSCYCO are 35.25°C and 9.24 MPa. It is possible that the
TSCYCO semi-implicit solution method is not robust enough to accommodate the highly
non-linear behavior of CO2 at its critical point. One may have to resort to a sort of
Runge-Kutta technique instead. Further validation of this conclusion will be left for
future work.
5.3 Suggested Future Improvements
A discussion of future work is listed here. The list is a compilation of suggestions and
problems encountered during this work. The reader should take care to heed the current
problems with TSCYCO when using it.
1) It has been determined that TSCYCO can not operate too close to the CO 2 critical
point. This phenomenon may stem from using a semi-implicit method. A more
robust solution method could be implemented, such as Runge-Kutta instead of
Euler.
2) Compressor maps are still under development by Ludington. Once the final
version of RGRC is complete, one should incorporate the new maps accordingly.
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3) Modify TSCYCO so that the 1h2c (1 hot channel facing 2 cold channels)
geometry from the PCHE works correctly. Currently, it is not updated with
Hejzlar's IHXcode, so it does not work correctly. This problem also exists in
SCPS.
4) 4) TSCYCO does not work correctly when more than one PCHE module is
used. The problem was discovered when testing TSCYCO code output for a
PCHE that uses one module to achieve the desired operating power and
comparing to a 5 module PCHE. The number of modules in a PCHE can be
specified in line 14 of Figure 7.1. The one module PCHE maintained the same
volume and outlet conditions as the 5 module PCHE. However, when used in the
TSCYCO quasi-steady state code simulation, the one module PCHE power is
calculated correctly whereas the 5 module PCHE power is calculated incorrectly.
This problem also exists in SCPS.
5) Heat transfer correlations for sodium heat transfer are not entirely accurate. The
IHX PCHE has semi-circular conduits for fluid to flow through and transfer heat.
Current literature available shows limited correlations for non-circular
geometries. For fluids with high Prandtl numbers, like those of liquid metals, the
conduit geometry becomes an important factor in heat transfer. Further
discussion is provided in Appendix B - Notable Differences Between TSCYCO
and SCPS. One can input a more accurate correlation for sodium heat transfer
coefficients here.
6) Model the circulation pumps more accurately, treating them less as boundary
conditions and more like actual objects. A controller should be modeled as well,
and can be used to control the mass flow rate (and power) for a power plant
component like the reactor.
7) The hyperbolic behavior of the form loss coefficient for valve stem position
complicates matters in controlling flow and tuning controllers. It is suspected that
this hyperbolic behavior is characteristic of a gate valve. It has been determined
that globe valves are primary utilized for controlling flow instead of gate valves' 6 .
8) Moisseytsev has determined that installing a precooler bypass helps to control
low-cycle temperature during external disturbances 20 . This cycle control has not
yet been implemented into TSCYCO and would be useful for validating results.
9) Controllers measure a signal and compare it to some reference value. One must
determine the normalized polynomials for the following parameters at different
operating powers for part-load operation: cycle flow split, shaft speed, operating
pressure curves for inventory control. In doing so, one can operate more
efficiently and stably at part-load.
10) A scaling method is currently used to simulate turbomachinery performance.
Validation of the accuracy of using this scaling method needs to be performed.
11) The process to transfer CYCLES output to TSCYCO input is time consuming.
For situations where one must run many different cycle layouts, it would be
beneficial to develop a small code that directly transfers the needed data between
CYCLES and TSCYCO
12) To prevent surge in the compressors, one should install a bypass back to the
suction line.
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7 Appendix A: TSCYCO Quickstart Guide
7.1 Appendix Introduction
The development of TSCYCO enables one to determine the response of a secondary
SCO 2 cycle to various external disturbances and cycle controls. The input and output
format of TSCYCO is made simple and as clear as possible. Each line of input clearly
explains to the user what information is needed by the code. To ease any confusion, this
chapter will go step-by-step through an example that discusses all relevant information
needed to perform a successful transient run. It is hoped that after going through the
example provided in this chapter, the user will have developed an understanding of the
concepts presented and be able to model other scenarios. To make this guide easier to
use, any input data discussed will be displayed in a Courier font.
7.2 Appendix Goals
* Understand the input format of TSCYCO
* Set up and run a transient problem on TSCYCO
* Interpret TSCYCO output data
7.3 TSCYCO Input File Format
Because of the many components and detail involved in modeling the SCO 2
recompression cycle, there are many input files needed to accurately model the system.
Many input files have similar formats, mainly because they are modeling similar
components (e.g. high- and low-temperature recuperators). The input files relating to
each recompression cycle component are listed below.
* Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers
o Intermediate Heat Exchanger - ihx. in
o High-temperature Recuperator - ht r. in
o Low-temperature Recuperator - t r . in
o Precooler- pre. in
* Turbomachinery
o Main compressor - mcp. in
o Recompression compression - rcm. in
o Turbine - trb . in
* Valves
o Bypass valve - f lwbyp. in
o Flow split control valve - f lwspt. in
o Recompression compressor exit pressure throttle valve - thr rcm. in
o Upstream turbine throttle - t hr trb. in
o Inventory control charge valve - inv chg. in
o Inventory control discharge valve - inv dis . in
* Headers - hdr. in
* Shaft- shft.in
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* Bypass location - byps. in
* Inventory control tank - invt. in
* Plant controllers - cpu. in
* Primary Loop - rcs. in
* Simulation and transient parameters - time. in
* Output plot title - plot. in
One should note that other input files in TSCYCO irrelevant to the recompression cycle
components are listed here, such as time. in and plot . in. These input files are
necessary to modeling the desired transient scenario and obtaining data. The following
sections will further describe input files listed previously.
7.3.1 Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers
Printed circuit heat exchangers (PCHEs) allow for effective heat regeneration and heat
addition/rejection. There are many of these components in the recompression cycle (e.g.
intermediate heat exchanger, high-temperature recuperator, low-temperature recuperator,
and precooler). Background and theory on PCHEs are provided in Sections 1.3.3 and
2.7, respectively.
!C02 Recompression Cycle IHX
!289 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 28.75C cooling water out
!Last updated 6-2-08 TQT
!geometry
0.002
0.002
0.0015
0.0015
5.0
5.0
11 40.0
12 0.6
13 0.75872
14 1
15 600000.0
16 200000.0
17 22276.8416
18 19383300.0
19 387872.4048
20 675.00
21 502.55
22 2834.4
23 3263.1
24 ! metal pro
25 7900.0
522.0
21.4
0.00001
'co2'
'na'
' lhlc'
'zig'
2.3
7.4
!hot channel diameter (m)
!cold channel diameter (m)
!hot plate thickness (m)
!cold plate thickness (m)
!hot pitch divider
!cold pitch divider (Pitch=channel diameter + (channel
diameter)/(pitch divider)
!HX height (m) - this is total for 4 submodules (actual module
H=height/4=5.5)
!HX width (m) - this is maximum size of photo etching (2x0.6
submodules separated by chamber)
!Length (m)
i # of modules - how many modules stacked, hence total H=H/4* # of mudules
! Thermal Power (kW)
! Inlet Pressure - hot fluid (Pa)
! Pressure drop - hot fluid (Pa)
! Inlet Pressure - cold fluid (Pa)
! Pressure drop - cold fluid (Pa)
! Hot-Side inlet temp - Steady (C)
! Cold-Side inlet temp - Steady (C)
mass flow rate on hot side (kg/s)
! mass flow rate on cold side (kg/s)
perties
! density of plate (kg/m3) (approx density of stainless steel @
300oC)
! specific heat of plate (J/(kg K))
!thermal conductivity of the plate (W/mK)
!plate roughness (m)
!cold fluid type
!hot fluid type
!platetype
! pche type 'str' or 'zig'
i zigzag heat transfer multiplier
! Nusselt slug number, characterizing the coefficient for noncircular
conduits for metallic fluids
Figure 7.1. PCHE Input File
The input file for the intermediate heat exchanger is shown in Figure 7.1. In Figure 7.1,
each line is numbered to aide in the explanation provided here. These numbers in the
leftmost column do not appear in the actual input files. It should be noted that each line
has a comment on the RHS of the entry (after the ! character). Explanations below may
skip some explanations because the comments provide enough information already.
Lines 1 -- 4: Comment lines for the current model. The character ! in the first column
denotes the line to be a comment. The user can specify whatever
information is needed to aide in modeling.
Lines 5->14:Necessary dimensions for heat exchanger modeling. Lines 9 and 10 are hot
and cold pitch divider dimensions. Note that one must know the channel
pitch beforehand to calculate these dimensions:
D(.
Pitch Divider = Dc (A.1)
Pitch 
- DC
In line 12, the maximum width of a PCHE is 0.6 m. This is a limitation in
the design of the component. Line 14 provides the number of modules
combined to make the final PCHE. It is possible to have several modules
welded together in reality for the final product, and TSCYCO allows for this
level of realism. As cautioned in Section 5.3, one should always model a 1
module heat exchanger because there appears to be problems stemming
from using multiple modules.
Lines 15->23: Steady state operating conditions for the heat exchanger. Acquisition of
this data comes from use of the CYCLES and the IHXcode codes, which
will be discussed later.
Lines 25--28: Metal properties of the heat exchanger. The material of the heat
exchanger is chosen by the user based on operating fluid. For example, one
should consider using titanium when water is flowing through the heat
exchanger to prevent oxidation.
Lines 29--34: Fluid and heat transfer correlations to be used. Lines 29 and 30 allow the
user to specify the working fluid. There are three working fluids to choose
from: co2, na, and h2o. Line 31 gives the number of hot channel
dimensions relative to the cold channel dimensions. There are three options
to choose from: Ihlc, 2hlc, and lh2c. As discussed in Section 5.3,
because of the problems experienced with these options, it is recommended
that the user implement only the 1 h 1 c option. Improvement of these option
functionalities will be left for future work. Line 31 allows the user to
specify the channel path type: straight or zigzag. These path types are
specified as st r and z i g, respectively. If one chooses a straight-type
channel PCHE, then the zigzag heat transfer multiplier on Line 33 should be
specified as 1.0. If one chooses the zigzag-type channel heat exchanger,
then Line 33 should be specified by 2.3. Line 34 is the Nusselt slug number,
as determined by Section 8.3.2.2 in Appendix B - Notable Differences
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Between TSCYCO and SCPS. As TSCYCO is still in development, the
value of this variable has no effect on code simulations.
The input file described for the intermediate heat exchanger in Figure 7.1 follows the
same format for all of the other heat exchangers. The next recompression cycle
components of interest are the turbomachinery.
7.3.2 Turbomachinery
There are three turbomachines in the SCO 2 recompression cycle: main compressor,
recompression compressor, and turbine. The parallel compressor layout mitigates pinch
point concerns. Background and theory for turbomachinery is provided in Sections 1.2.3
and 2.6. The input file for the main compressor is shown in Figure 7.2.
1 !main compressor input data
!289 MWe,
!Last upda
2311.9
3600
3.81E+07
9.3058E+06
2.1492
2.965869+0
0.90
3.78911262
1.35325450
1.17011406
'co2'
1.17123424
-0.0262052
-0.2243448
0.09911982
-0.0198039
0.75502449
0.86681331
-1.0306969
0.51814818
-0.1092890
0.6
2.3
600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 28.75C cooling water out
ted 6-2-08 TQT
!reference mass flow rate [kg/s]
!reference shaft speed [rpm]
!reference power [W]
!inlet pressure [Pa]
!reference pressure ratio
5 !reference inlet enthalpy [J/kg]
!reference efficiency
!rotor diameter [m]
7 !fluid volume [m3]
4 !cross-sectional area, m2
7
41
69
4
'61
8
9
3
:5
71
!fluid type
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
surge limi
choke limi
Figure 7.2.
head polynomial coefficient at degree=0
head polynomial coefficient at degree=l
head polynomial coefficient at degree=2
head polynomial coefficient at degree=3
head polynomial coefficient at degree=4
efficiency coefficient at degree=0
efficiency coefficient at degree=1
efficiency coefficient at degree=2
efficiency coefficient at degree=3
efficiency coefficient at degree=4
t, minimum normalized mass
t, maximum normalized mass
%ain Compressor Input File
flow rate
flow rate
Lines 1 -. 3: Comment lines for the current model. The character ! in the first column
denotes the line to be a comment. The user can specify whatever
information is needed to aide in modeling.
Lines 4- 10:Steady state conditions for the turbomachinery. All input values are
obtained from CYCLES output.
Lines 11-*13: Turbomachinery dimensions.
Line 14: Turbomachinery working fluid. At the moment, the only working fluid
available for TSCYCO turbomachinery is CO2.
Lines 15- 19: Turbomachinery normalized performance map. The coefficients for the
4 th order polynomial come from Figure 2.8 generated by Ludington's RGRC
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code' 5. It is recommended that these curves remain unchanged, as they are
normalized to the most recently developed compressor curves. The
coefficients should be changed if newer maps are available.
Lines 20-+24: Turbomachinery normalized efficiency map. The coefficients for the 4 th
order polynomial come from Figure 2.10 generated by Ludington's RGRC
code' . It is recommended that these curves remain unchanged, as they are
normalized to the most recently developed compressor curves. The
coefficients should be changed if newer maps are available.
Lines 25 & 26: Turbomachinery surge and choke limits. These limits are based on the
low- and high-end points of the performance maps in Figure 2.8 generated
by Ludington's RGRC code 1 .
The explanation of input data for the main compressor is the same for recompression
compressor and axial turbine. Thus, their input files will not be explained to avoid
redundancy. Explained next is the input file for the valve components.
7.3.3 Valves
The valves installed in the recompression cycle perform a variety of functions, ranging
from controlling flow split through the compressors to providing a flow bypass around
the turbine. Background and theory for valves is provided in Section 3.1.1. The input
file for the recompression cycle flow split valve is provided in Figure 7.3. Each line is
discussed in detail here.
1 C02 Recompression Cycle Recompression Compressor Upstream Flow Split Valve
2 !289 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 28.75C cooling water out
3 !Last updated 8-12-08 TQT
4 0.5 i Initial relative valve stem position 0.145
5 1.0 ! Maximum relative valve stem position (1.0/0.0=open/closed)
6 0.1 ! Minimum relative valve stem position (1.0/0.0=open/closed)
7 1.0 ! tsthrottle open=throttle open stroke time, 1/s
8 1.0 ! tsthrottle close=throttle close stroke time, 1/s
9 1.094 ! valve diameter (m)
10 3.0 ! valve volume (m3)
11 0.1 65.234 ! throttle relative valve stem position and corresponding
form loss coefficient, stem position 1
12 0.5 2.699 ! throttle relative valve stem position and corresponding
form loss coefficient, stem position 2>stem position 1
13 1.0 0.0 ! throttle relative valve stem position and corresponding
form loss coefficient, 1.0 means fully open
Figure 7.3. Flow Split Valve Input File
Lines 1-+3: Comment lines for the model of interest.
Line 4: Initial position of the valve at time t=0. This valve position could change
during the simulation based on output signals from the controllers. In the
special case of the flow split and recompression compressor throttle valves,
the initial positions of the valves are automatically calculated to match the
inlet pressures of the low-temperature recuperator cold-side and flow merge
header, respectively.
Lines 5-+6: Maximum and minimum valve positions. Adjust these variables in the
event that the user wishes to limit the operating range of the valve. For
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example, one may not want to stop the flow altogether for a flow split valve,
as flow will stop and the system will fail. In this case, the minimum valve
position is 0.1 (greater than zero).
Lines 7 & 8: The rate that the valves open and close. User input determines how long it
takes for the valve to close based on controller output. For instance, a value
of 1.0 means that the valve will close in one second from the fully open
position.
Lines 9 & 10: Valve dimensions. Used for determining valve flow resistance and amount
of fluid inventory in the component.
Lines 11-+13: Values used to determine the valve form loss coefficient hyperbolic curve.
The values currently used form the hyperbolic curve in Figure 3.1. More
information on the chronology of input data is found on the RHS of these
lines.
The explanation of input data for the flow split valve is the same for all other valves
listed in Section 7.3. Thus, their input files will not be explained to avoid redundancy.
Explained next is the input file for the headers.
7.3.4 Headers
Headers/pipes provide a means of transporting fluid from one cycle component to the
next. For the recompression cycle, there are 12 headers, as seen in Figure 7.4. The LHS
provides the recompression cycle layout, with headers labeled as 1-12 between cycle
components. The RHS of Figure 7.4 provides more detailed description.
9-------->------- 9
1--<--PRE-10- I
M= 11
I I
MCOMP RECOMP-
I I
I
I I I
2-->-LT
9 ---- <----9
--- >-3----4->---
R<--<---8---<--H
7---> ---- 7
A
TURB
I I
6
4 I
S ^
.TR->-5>-IHX
7------<---------- 7
Figure 7.4. Recompression Cycle Header
ip - pipe path number
=1 precooler to main compressor
=2 Main compressor and LTR
=3 LTR to flow merge tee junction
=5 LTR to flow merge tee junction
=4 flow merge tee junction to HTR
=5 HTR to IHX
=6 IHX to turbine
=7 turbine to HTR
=8 HTR to LTR
=9 LTR to flow split junction
=10 flow split junction to precooler
=11 flow split junct to recomp. cmp
=12 recomp. cmp to flow merge tee jnct
Layout (from CYCLES4'"~
The input file format for headers descriptions is different from other components. All
headers for the recompression cycle are located in a single text file, whereas cycle
components are located in different text files (e.g. high- and low-temperature
recuperators). The general input format for a single header will be described to avoid
redundancy.
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1 ! Pipings, headers, and plena data (289MWe)
2 !RECOMP, 289 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 28.75C cooling water out
3 !Last updated 6-2-08 TQT
4 7900.0 ! density of vessel (kg/m3)
5 522.0 ! specific heat of vessel (J/(kg-K))
6 25.0 ! thermal conductivity of the vessel (W/mK)
7 ! 1 - Precooler to main compressor (MCP-HD)
8 0.73 ! diameter, m
9 0.419 ! cross-sectional area, m2
10 5.853 ! flow length, m
11 2.453 ! volume, m3
12 5.0 ! form loss coefficient
13 0.032 ! vessel thickness [m]
14 27.770 ! heat transfer area [m2]
Figure 7.5. Header Input File
Lines 1 ->3: Comment lines for the model of interest.
Lines 4-+6: Material properties of all headers in the recompression cycle. Material data
is needed to calculate energy storage in the piping during transients.
Line 7: Comment line for the header of interest. The value of one in line seven
denotes header 1 in Figure 7.4.
Lines 8-*14:Header dimensions used for pressure drop, energy storage, and mass
storage.
The input file hdr. in, as previously mentioned, is longer than what is presented in
Figure 7.5, as avoidance of redundancy is desired. Shaft specifications are discussed
next.
7.3.5 Shaft
The shaft plays a crucial role in recompression cycle operation. The shaft speed impacts
turbomachinery performance, which impacts flow rates and heat transfer. Theory
regarding the recompression cycle shaft is discussed previously in Section 2.3.2.6. The
shaft input file is shown in Figure 7.6.
1 !generator shaft design data
2 !289 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 28.75C cooling water out
3 !Last updated 6-2-08 TQT
4 2454.7 !Total Moment of Inertia [kg-m**2]
5 3600.0 !reference shaft speed [rpm]
6 0.3 !Rotor Diameter [m]
7 0.02 !Windage Loss fraction
8 253.53 !rated generator power [MW]
Figure 7.6. Shaft Input File
Lines 1 -*3: Comment lines for the model of interest.
Line 4: Moment of inertia for the shaft and all components connected to shaft e.g.
compressors, turbine, shaft, generator.
Line 5: Steady state shaft speed
Line 6: Rotor diameter
Line 7: Windage loss fraction. Value used to calculate the loss in torque as a result
of friction between gas and the moving shaft.
Line 8: Steady state generator power
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Bypass location is discussed next:
7.3.6 Bypass Location
Controlling shaft overspeed requires the use of turbine bypass and turbine throttle.
Discussion for these controls is provided in Section 3.1.1. The bypass location input file
is provided in Figure 7.7.
1 !C02 Recompression Cycle Plant Control System
2 !289 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.96C turbine inlet, 28.75C cooling water out
3 !Last updated 05-30-08 TQT
4 ! bypass valve design data
5 ! bypass valve position type (0/1/2/3/4/5)
6 ! 0=no bypass
7 ! 1=Turbine Bypass - IHX outlet to HTR-HS inlet - Not yet Added
8 ! 2=Turbine and IHX Bypass - HTR-CS outlet to HTR-HS inlet
9 ! 3=Upper Cycle Bypass - LTR-CS Outlet to LTR-HS Inlet
10 ! 4=TBD
11 ! 5=TBD
12 0
Figure 7.7. Bypass Location Input File
Lines 1 ->5: Comment lines for the model of interest.
Line 6: No bypass installed
Lines7, 10, 11 :Bypasses not yet installed or added. This will be left for future work.
Lines 8 & 9: IHX and upper cycle bypasses, respectively. Further information provided
on the RHS of these lines.
Line 12: Input value denoting the desired bypass location.
7.3.7 Inventory Control Tank
Inventory control provides a means of efficient partial load control. Discussion on theory
and models is provided in Section 3.1.2. The inventory control tank input file is provided
in Figure 7.8.
!C02 Recompression Cycle Recuperator
!289 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 28.75C cooling water out
!Last updated 6-2-08 TQT
! inventory control system design data
1.4e7 ! inventory-control storage-tank initial pressure [pa]
45.0 i inventory-control storage-tank initial temperature [C]
5.0 i inventory-control storage-tank volume [m3]
'co2' ! inventory fluid type
Figure 7.8. Inventory Control Tank Input File
All lines of input are self-explanatory. They will, therefore, not be discussed further.
One should note that CO2 is the only fluid type currently available on the last line of
Figure 7.8.
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7.3.8 Plant Controllers
Controllers are crucial in ensuring that cycle controls behave as desired. Controller
theory and models are discussed in Section 3.2. Like the header input file discussed in
Section 7.3.4, the controller input file encompasses all of the controls implemented in
Chapter 3. These controls are listed here for further clarity.
* Power controller
* Upstream turbine throttle valve controller
* Bypass valve controller
* High- and low-pressure node pressure controllers (inventory control)
* Low-temperature controller (precooler water flow rate valve)
* Flow split valve controller
To avoid redundancy, only a single example is provided for the power controller. As
discussed in Section 3.2.3.1, the power controller gives an output signal based on the
measured errors from reactor power and demand and reference operating temperature.
Figure 7.9 provides the format of the input file for the power controller.
1 !C02 Recompression Cycle Recuperator
2 !289 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.96C turbine inlet, 28.75C cooling water out
3 !Last updated 6-2-08 TQT
4 ! controller parameter data
5 ! power controller parameters
6 41.66 ! reactor power-error proportional gain [C]
7 1.0 ! reactor power-error integral gain [1/s] (1 sec)
8 1.0 ! reactor power-error derivative gain [1/s] (1 sec)
9 0.5 ! average-temperature error proportional gain [/C]
10 0.1 ! average-temperature error integral gain [l/s]
11 10.0 i average-temperature error derivative gain [1/s]
12 5.0 ! controller max. avg. error
13 0.5 ! controller min. avg. error
14 3 ! controller type=P,PI,orPID
15 0.0 ! thermal power control program polynomial coef. of power=0
16 1.0 ! thermal power control program polynomial coef. of power=l
17 0.0 ! thermal power control program polynomial coef. of power=2
18 0.0 ! thermal power control program polynomial coef. of power=3
19 0.0 1 thermal power control program polynomial coef. of power=4
20 0.02 ! normal rate of change of thermal power, w/o a power trip (fraction/s)
21 0.005 ! normal rate of change of thermal power after a power trip (fraction/s)
22 3.597 ! max. change rate of normalized thermal power of the reactor (fraction/s)
23 50.0 1 overpower trip setpoint [%]
24 50.0 ! reactor over-temperature trip setpoint [C]
25 99.0 ! reactor/generator power mis-match trip setpoint [%]
26 0.5 ! delay time [s]
Figure 7.9. Controller Input Data
Lines 1 ->4: Comment lines for the model of interest.
Line 5: Pertains to the particular controller of interest.
Lines 6--8: Proportional, integral, and derivative gain of the controller that measures the
error between the reactor thermal power and demand power.
Lines 9--+ 1 :Proportional, integral, and derivative gain of the controller that measures the
error between the current average reactor temperature and reference average
reactor temperature at that demand power.
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Line 12: Proportional band of the controller. Defines the gain or sensitivity of the
controller. The magnitude of the error signal required to cause 100%
change in the output of the controller.
Line 13: Noise filter. Minimum value of error before the controller makes any
action.
Line 14: Controller type. I=P type controller, 2=PI type controller, 3=PID type
controller.
Lines 15-* 19: Coefficients of a normalized polynomial providing the reference reactor
thermal power as a function of the demand power.
Lines 20-+22: As discussed in Appendix B -Notable Differences Between TSCYCO
and SCPS, the TSCYCO reactor model is much more simplified than that of
SCPS. To maintain some physical behavior with the simplified reactor
model, the rate of normalized power change follows the behavior seen in the
SCPS reactor model.
Lines 23-*26: Conditions that can cause reactor scram. In the event that one of these
thresholds is passed, the reactor will scram with a delay time specified in
Line 26.
7.3.9 Primary Loop
The primary loop supplies the thermal energy necessary for heat addition into the
secondary loop. The reactor model is further discussed in Section 0. The primary loop
input file is shown below in Figure 7.10.
1 !C02 Simple Cycle Recuperator
2 !230 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 30.59C cooling water out
3 !Last updated 6-2-08 TQT
4 !reactor primary loop input
5 1.0 ! initial normalized power
6 600.0 ! rated thermal power (MWt)
7 0.2 ! Inlet Pressure - hot fluid (MPa)
8 2834.4 ! mass flow rate (kg/s)
9 675.0 ! Core outlet temp (C)
10 591.115 ! Avg. Core temp. at HFP (C)
11 507.23 ! Avg. Core temp. at HZP (C)
12 2.0 1 core coolant transport time constant (s)
13 2.0 ! IHX primary-side coolant transport time constant (s)
14 1.0 ! Hot-loop coolant transport time constant (s)
15 1.0 ! Cold-loop coolant transport time constant (s)
16 0.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=0
17 1.0 1 norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=l
18 0.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=2
19 0.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=3
20 0.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=4
21 'na' i fluid type
22 0.0 ! neutronic power heat transfer time [s]
23 1.0 ! thermal power exponential decay constant [s]
Figure 7.10. Primary Loop Input File
Lines 1-->4: Comment lines for the model of interest.
Line 5: Initial normalized power of the reactor. One can begin the system initially
at part-load.
Line 6: Steady state 100% operating power
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Line 7: Reactor inlet pressure. It should be noted that this pressure is assumed
constant throughout the loop as there is little pressure drop associated with
an incompressible working fluid like sodium.
Line 8: Fluid temperature at core outlet.
Lines 8->11 I:Fluid temperature at various points in the reactor. Line 8 specifies fluid
temperature at the core outlet. Line 10 specifies the average core
temperature, which in this case is the linear average of the inlet and outlet
fluid temperatures. Line 11 specifies the fluid temperature at core inlet.
Lines 12-- 15: These lines discuss the amount of time it takes for the fluid to pass through
the specified control volume. For example, in Line 12, it takes two seconds
for sodium to pass from core inlet to core outlet. Line 13 refers to the
transport time in the IHX. Line 14 refers to the hot leg exiting the core,
while Line 15 refers to the cold leg exiting the IHX.
Lines 16--20: These lines allow the user to specify the coefficients of a normalized
polynomial that determines the average core temperature as a function of
demand power.
Line 21: Reactor fluid type. It should be noted that one can also simulate an LWR by
specifying the fluid as h2 o in this line. Care should be taken that the
appropriate changes to this input file are made, such as core temperatures
and operating pressures.
Lines 22 & 23: In the event that reactor power changes, Line 22 determines the amount
of time it takes for reactor neutronic heat generation changes to be
transferred to the coolant. For reactor power changes, it takes a certain
amount of time before the neutronic power equals thermal power. Thus, the
user is able to specify the exponential decay constant for this process.
Further discussion is provided in Appendix B - Notable Differences
Between TSCYCO and SCPS. It should be noted that these lines are no
longer used in code calculations, as their value has no effect on simulation
results. In the event that such phenomena become important, code
developers should re-incorporate the subroutine that was removed.
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7.3.10 Simulation and Transient Parameters
The time. in input file is one of the most important input files, as it determines
simulation time, transient events, and the amount of data recorded. The input file is
shown in Figure 7.11.
!C02 Simple Cycle Recuperator
!10 MWe, 47 MWth, 315.56C turbine inlet, 29.56C cooling water
!time control and transient input data
90.0 ! maximum simulation time [s]
0.01 ! max. time-step size [s]
0.001 ! min. time-step size [s]
10 ! # Time Steps between Data Print
10.0 ! steady-state time [s]
0.0 ! Power Demand Change delay time #1 [s]
0.0 ! Power Demand Change #1 [%]
0.0 ! Power Demand Rate of Change #1 [%/s]
0.0 ! Power Demand Change delay time #2 [s]
0.0 ! Power Demand Change #2 [%]
0.0 ! Power Demand Rate of Change #2 [%/s]
0.0 ! generator load Change delay time [s]
-10.0 ! generator load Change [%]
0.0 ! generator load Rate of Change [%/s]
0.0 ! Precooler H20-side inlet temperature changes
0.0 ! inventory-control valve open area
Figure 7.11. Simulation and Transient Parameters Input File
[C]
Lines 1 -3:
Line 4:
Line 5:
Line 6:
Line 7:
Line 8:
Lines 9-+11
Comment lines for the model of interest.
Simulation time after the steady state time in Line 8 has passed. For
example, the total simulation time of TSCYCO for 15 seconds in Line 4 and
5 seconds in Line 8 is 20 seconds.
Maximum time-step taken by TSCYCO during simulation.
Minimum possible time-step taken by TSCYCO during simulation. In the
event that the Courant limit for fluid in a control volume is exceeded, the
maximum time-step used in line 5 is no longer used, and a reduced time-step
will be used that equals the minimum possible time-step specified in line 6.
Number of iterations that pass before data is printed to the screen and to
output files. It should be noted that the more data that is printed, the longer
a simulation will take, since printing data is computationally expensive.
Amount of time that the code runs with no transients to allow for steady
state operation. This convergence time applies to transients on Line 15-+19,
which will be discussed shortly.
:Parameters that one can specify for a power lead scheme. In this transient,
the reactor power changes and the secondary loop follows. There may be
some confusion as to how the steady state time on Line 8 and the delay time
on Line 9 interact. The power demand change delay time specified in Line
9. In the event that the steady state time is longer than the power demand
delay time, then the power demand changes immediately after the steady
state time in Line 8 is reached. In the event that the power demand delay
time is longer than the steady state time in Line 8, then the power demand
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change occurs at a delay time td after time t=O.The percentage demand
change can be specified on Line 10. One can specify whether a step change
or a gradual change in power demand is desired on Line 11.
Lines 12-414: Equivalent applications to Lines 9411. Convenient when there are
multiple power demand changes in a simulation. To avoid any confusion, it
should be noted that the power demand change delay time specified on Line
14 is the delay time from time t=0 and not from the first power demand
change. Also, either power demand change (#1 or #2) can be used
independently of each other. That is, one can use the power demand change
#2 functions in place of the power demand change #1 functions.
Line 15417: The delay time in the simulation before generator load change occurs. The
same relations between generator delay time and steady state delay time in
Line 8 apply. Line 16 specifies the percentage of generator load change.
Line 17 allows for a step-change or gradual change in generator load.
Line 18: After a steady state time t specified in Line 8 has passed, a change in inlet
precooler H20-side temperature occurs.
Line 19: This line is obsolete, as changes have been made to TSCYCO that perform
inventory control manually instead of through this input.
7.3.11 Output Plot Title
TSCYCO interfaces with the Gnuplot3 plotting software and provides plots to the user
after a simulation has been completed. The output file shown in Figure 7.12.
1 !CO2 Recompression Cycle Plot Automation Input File
2 !230 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 30.59C cooling water out
3 !Last updated 6-2-08 TQT
4 ! Titles, and other items of interest TQT
5 I know how to use TSCYCO!!! i Title to be used for the
plot
Figure 7.12. Plot Title Input File
Lines 1-+4: Comment lines for the model of interest.
Line 5: Titles that are automatically printed to the plots generated by the Gnuplot
executable. The method that TSCYCO uses to read input data requires that
the title has no space characters. In the event that a space character is
encountered, it is assumed that the end of the title has been reached.
7.3.12 Section Summary
This section has provided the reader with all information regarding the input needed to
run a successful TSCYCO simulation. It is expected that the reader knows the
capabilities of TSCYCO and can easily interpret reference conditions from previous
simulations. This section can serve as a reference in the future for other simulations. The
next section will apply the concepts discussed in an example.
7.4 Example Problem
To get the reader comfortable with using TSCYCO quickly, an example problem is
provided in the bullets below. The reader will be guided through the process to set up all
input files. Moreover, explanation is given on how to run the code and interpretation of
data.
* 600 MWt, 254 MWe SFR
* 6500 turbine inlet temperature
* 35'C/9.25 MPa main compressor inlet conditions
* 10% Loss of Load
With the boundary conditions described, one must determine other system parameters,
such as heat exchanger sizes, while optimizing cycle efficiency. To accomplish this, one
must use CYCLES4, 15. CYCLES, as previously discussed in Section 1.3.1, optimizes the
performance of the recompression cycle by multiple parameter variation under user-
defined working constraints. Initial CYCLES code development was performed by
Dostal. Legault later improved on this work with CYCLES II by rewriting subroutines,
providing more logic, making more easy-to-interpret nomenclature, and consolidating all
output into one neat text file. The code, however, was only able to calculate one
specified operating condition. Ludington made further improvements with CYCLES III
by allowing for optimization and single point calculations. CYCLES III allows one to
use different working fluids in the cycle. Moreover, one can operate a simple or
recompression cycle. CYCLES III is used in this work. It is outside the scope of this
chapter to explain the inner workings of CYCLES. The reader can look to other
references to learn how to use this code4,15'33 . Presented here will be the input and output
files used as input for TSCYCO. The following sections will guide the user on where to
find needed input from CYCLES to be put into TSCYCO. Further clarification will be
provided where judged it is needed. The CYCLES input and output files are presented in
Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14. Each line is labeled on the LHS in a numerically increasing
manner for easy reference that is used later in this chapter.
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7.4 Example Problem
To get the reader comfortable with using TSCYCO quickly, an example problem is
provided in the bullets below. The reader will be guided through the process to set up all
input files. Moreover, explanation is given on how to run the code and interpretation of
data.
* 600 MWt, 254 MWe SFR
* 6500 turbine inlet temperature
* 350 C/9.25 MPa main compressor inlet conditions
* 10% Loss of Load
With the boundary conditions described, one must determine other system parameters,
such as heat exchanger sizes, while optimizing cycle efficiency. To accomplish this, one
must use CYCLES4 ' 5. CYCLES, as previously discussed in Section 1.3.1, optimizes the
performance of the recompression cycle by multiple parameter variation under user-
defined working constraints. Initial CYCLES code development was performed by
Dostal. Legault later improved on this work with CYCLES II by rewriting subroutines,
providing more logic, making more easy-to-interpret nomenclature, and consolidating all
output into one neat text file. The code, however, was only able to calculate one
specified operating condition. Ludington made further improvements with CYCLES III
by allowing for optimization and single point calculations. CYCLES III allows one to
use different working fluids in the cycle. Moreover, one can operate a simple or
recompression cycle. CYCLES III is used in this work. It is outside the scope of this
chapter to explain the inner workings of CYCLES. The reader can look to other
references to learn how to use this code4, 15'3 3 . Presented here will be the input and output
files used as input for TSCYCO. The following sections will guide the user on where to
find needed input from CYCLES to be put into TSCYCO. Further clarification will be
provided where judged it is needed. The CYCLES input and output files are presented in
Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14. Each line is labeled on the LHS in a numerically increasing
manner for easy reference that is used later in this chapter.
CYCLES III INPUT FILE, PART 2
!ls module length (m)
!vol heat exchanger volume (m3)
!condsht plate thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
!nodes number of axial nodes for heat exchanger modeling
!epsrecvol precision
!step initial step
!stepdiv initial step adjustment
HX type
!chtype Channel type (str for straight channels, lhlc for 1 hot/lcold plate)
!dh hot channel diameter (m)
!dc cold channel diameter (m)
!pth hot plate thickness (m)
0.75
28.0
25.0
40
0.005d0
100
1.3d0
PRE data
pre
strlhlc
0.002
0.002
0.0015
0.0015
1.0
1.53846154
0.65
11.0
25.0
40
0.0005d0 !epsprec precision
late thickness (m)
ime (m3)
mal conductivity (W/m-K)-titanium
axial nodes for heat exchanger modeling
80 Pipe data (12 sets) - for GFR Layout
81 IP Nsec Npipe Dpipe(ip) Apipe(ip)
82 (m)
precooler to main compressor
1 5 60 0.0354 0.018000
1 56352 0.0030 0.000090
1 10 0.3500 0.140000
1 2 0.5176 0.210416
1 2 0.3000 0.070686
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
main compressor to LTR
2 3 2
2 16
2 96
LTR to merge
3 3 96
3 16
3 16
From merge T
4 3 16
4 16
4 96
From HTR to
5 5 96
5 16
5
5
5
0.4699
0.3048
0.0822
T junction
0.0822
0.3556
0.3779
junction to
0.3779
0.6096
0.0822
IHX (reactor)
0.0822
0.3302
0.3779
0.7524
0.6500
ELpipe(ip) xsi pipe(ip)
(m2) (m)
0.2800
0.0050
0.6000
5.1200
0.1500
0.04
1.20
0.40
1.32
0.40 1.OE-04
0.173421 7.5000 2.92
0.072966 0.3000 0.40
0.010410 1.7800 0.70
0.010410
0.099315
0.112161
HTR
0.112161
0.371612
0.010410
0.010410
0.085634
0.112161
0.444618
0.331831
From IHX (reactor) to turbine
6 1 2 0.6500 0.331831
From turbine to HTR
7 4 16 0.3779 0.112161
7 16 0.3500 0.140000
7 171516 0.0030 0.000090
2.0000 0.70
0.3000 0.40
2.2000 1.80
0.5500 1.40
0.3000 0.40
2.6500 0.70
2.6500
0.3000
5.0000
0.3000
13.900
0.70
0.40
4.50
1.40
2.80
24.000 3.80
3.3000 1.20
2.6500 0.40
0.0050 1.20
rough_pipe(ip)
(m)
1.OE-04 !precooler outlet plenum LP
1.OE-04 !precooler outlets LP
1.OE-04 !precooler side plenum LP
1.OE-04 !pipe to main compressor
!Nozzle for Compressor inlet
1.OE-04 !pipe to LTR
1.OE-04 !LTR inlet side plenum HP
1.OE-04 !LTR inlet distribution plena HP
1.OE-04 !LTR outlet distribution plena HP
1.OE-04 !LTR outlet side plenum HP
1.OE-04 !Pipe from LTR to merge T junction
1.OE-04 !Pipe from merge T junction to HTR
1.OE-04 !HTR inlet side plenum HP
1.OE-04 !HTR inlet distribution plena HP
1.OE-04
1.OE-04
1.OE-04
1.0E-04
1.OE-04
!HTR outlet distribution plena HP
!HTR outlet side plenum HP
!Pipe from HTR to collecting plenum
!HTR collecting plenum
!Pipe from collecting plenum to IHX (reactor)
1.OE-04 !Pipe From IHX (reactor) to turbine
1.OE-04 !Pipe From turbine to HTR
1.OE-04 !HTR inlet side plenum LP
1.0E-04 !HTR inlets LP
176
!ptc cold p
!hs module height (m)
!ws module width (m)
!ls module length (m)
!recmod heat exchanger volt
!condsht plate ther
!nodes number of
!hxtype
113 7 96 0.0354
114 From HTR to LTR
8 7 96 0.0359
8 171516 0.0030
8 16 0.3500
8 1 16 0.4699
8 16 0.3500
8 124740 0.0030
8 96 0.0358
From LTR to split T jl
9 4 96 0.0358
9 124740 0.0030
9 16 0.3500
9 16 0.3779
From split T junction
10 4 10 0.3779
10 10 0.3500
10 56352 0.0030
10 60 0.0354
From split T junction
11 2 2 0.6096
11 2 0.3000
From recomp. comp. to
12 1 2 0.6096
CYCLES III INPUT FILE, PART 3
0.018000 0.2800 0.40 1.0E-04 !HTR inlet plenum LP
0.090000 0.2800
0.000090 0.0050
0.140000 2.6500
0.173421 0.5000
0.140000 1.7800
0.000090 0.0050
0.072000 0.2800
unction
0.072000 0.2800
0.000090 0.0050
0.140000 1.7800
0.112161 0.5000
to precooler
0.112161 1.0000
0.140000 0.5000
0.000090 0.0050
0.018000 0.2800
to recomp. comp.
0.291864 4.3400
0.070686 0.1500
merge T junction
0.291864 4.3000
0.40
1.20
0.40
1.12
0.40
1.20
0.40
0.40
1.20
0.40
1.12
1.12
0.40
1.20
0.04
0.50
0.40
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139 Data !for optimization purposes
140 70.0!Total volume of all cycle heat exchangers (m3)
141 1.0 !Step for optimization of heat exchanger volume
0.05!Step for
0.05!Step for
0.05!Step for
10.0!guess of
1.05!guess of
0.60!guess of
0.75!guess of
0.65!guess of
1.OE-04
1.0E-04
1.OE-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.OE-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
!HTR outlet plenum LP
!HTR outlets LP
!HTR outlet side plenum LP
!Pipe From HTR to LTR
!LTR inlet side plenum LP
!LTR inlets LP
!LTR inlet plenum LP
!LTR outlet plenum LP
!LTR outlets LP
!LTR outlet side plenum LP
!Pipe From LTR to split T junction
!Pipe From split T junction to precooler
!precooler side plenum LP
!precooler inlets LP
!precooler inlet plenum LP
1.0E-04 !Pipe From split T junction to recomp. comp.
1.0E-04 !Nozzle for Recompressing Compressor
1.0E-04 !Pipe From recomp. comp. to merge T junction
split between precooler and recuperators (m3)
optimization of precooler length (m)
optimization of recuperator length (m)
optimization of the ratio of high temperature recuperator volume/low temperature recuperator volume
precooler volume (m3)
the ratio of high temperature recuperator volume/low temperature recuperator volume
high temperature recuperator length (m)
low temperature recuperator length (m)
precooler length (m)
Figure 7.13. CYCLES Input File
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CYCLES III OUTPUT FILE, PART 1
150 RECOMPRESSION CYCLE SCHEMATIC
9-------->------- 9
I 1--<--PRE-10-I
I 11 7---> ---- 7
11
I MCOMP- ....... RECOMP----- -TURB
I 12 I I
I \/
\/ 6 I
I 3--->-3----4->---4 I
I I I ^
2-->-LTR<--<---8---<--HTR->-5>-IHX
165 I
166 I
167 I
compressor
168 I
merge tee junction
169 9----<----9
170
171
172 HEAT EXCHANGERS
173
174
Re
175
176
177 HTR hot
16370.2
178 HTR cold
11611.3
179 LTR hot
22317.0
180 LTR cold
5533.0
181 PRE C02
34656.6
182 PRE H20
2757.6
183
184
185 FURTHER HEAT
186
Passages
562
125
139
55
63
20
7------<---------- 7
Tin Tout
(C) (C)
.71 139.91
.19 503.10
.51 63.24
.30 125.10
.06 35.56
.00 32.87
EXCHANGER DATA AS CALCULATED
U eff Mod Height
Pin
(kPa)
9658.0
19911.2
9512.2
19901.1
9430.9
Pout
(kPa)
9604.2
19864.1
9455.9
19880.6
9420.6
ip -
=1
=2
=3
=5
=4
=5
=6
=7
=8
=9
=10
=11
=12
dP
(kPa)
53.875
47.089
56.308
20.444
10.234
pipe path number
precooler to main compressor
Main compressor and LTR
LTR to flow merge tee junction
LTR to flow merge tee junction
flow merge tee junction to HTR
HTR to IHX
IHX to turbine
turbine to HTR
HTR to LTR
LTR to flow split junction
flow split junction to precooler
flow split junction to recompressing
recompressing compressor to flow
Q
(MWt)
-1622.8
1622.8
-385.7
385.7
-338.0
mdot
(kg/s)
3263.1
3263.1
3263.1
2311.9
2311.9
vout
(m/s)
4.984
2.280
2.806
0.746
0.927
6288.8 0.039
BY CYCLES III
Mod Width Mo
188 (W/m2-K) (m) (m)
189
190 HTR 1564.32 0.96 1.00 1.67
6913080.
191 LTR 2099.15 0.84 1.00 1.33
5156172.
192 PRE 1760.25 1.00 1.54
2340657.
193
194
195 HEAT EXCHANGER DATA FOR HEATRIC MANUFACTURED PLATES
196
197 Mod Width Mod Length Tot Height Core Vol
198 (m) (m) (m) (m3)
199 HTR 0.60 0.60 83.33 30.00
200 LTR 0.60 0.75 62.22 28.00
201 PRE 0.60 0.65 28.21 11.00
d Length
(m)
0.60
0.75
0.65
Plates H
27749.
20719.
9392.
Core Vol
(m3)
30.00
28.00
11.00
Passages H
6913080.
5156172.
2340657.
Plates C
27749.
20719.
9392.
204 TURBOMACHINERY
206 Tin
Pratio throttle dP
207 (C)
208
209 MCOMP 35.25
2.15 472.59
210 RECOMP 62.72
2.12 69.35
211 TURB 649.77
1.89
Tout
(C)
55.37
125.67
562.78
Pin
(kPa)
9305.8
9404.8
18418.9
Pout
(kPa)
20000.0
19943.1
9721.6
dP
(kPa)
-10694.2
-10538.3
8697.3
W
(MWt)
-38.1
-36.1
332.5
mdot
(kg/s)
2311.9
951.2
3263.1
eta
0.00
0.00
0.00
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PIPES
Tin Tout
(C) (C)
35.56
55.37
125.10
125.27
503.10
650.00
562.78
139.91
63.23
63.15
63.15
125.67
35.25
54.86
125.07
125.19
502.43
649.77
562.71
139.51
63.15
63.05
62.74
125.65
OVERALL CYCLE
235 etal
236 %
237
238 43.1
0.71
239
240
241 The following
242
243 308.3954
244 328.5237
245
246 922.9155
247 835.9329
248
249 412.6606
250 336.3862
251 328.4485
252 398.2496
253
254 835.8557
255 413.0579
256 398.3384
257 776.2549
258
259 335.8699
260 398.8212
261 336.2063
262 308.7100
263
264 502.4291
265
266 125.6530
267 125.0710
268 125.2728
269
270 63.1543
271 63.1543
272 63.1543
273
274 0.7085
eta2 eta-net Q in Q out
% % (MWt) (MWt)
43.6 41.4 599.74
data can be
9305.7769
20000.0000
18418.8646
9721.6036
9512.2097
9455.9017
19901.0760
19880.6323
9658.0409
9604.1661
19911.1938
19864.1047
9404.7556
19943.0567
9430.8746
9420.6312
19383.3477
19867.1423
19866.9691
19936.4902
9445.4613
9445.4748
9445.4748
3263.0747
275 Detailed pressure drop di
Path # Section #
Precooler
1 1
1 2
1 3
1 4
1 5
2 1
2 2
2 3
LTR-cold side
3 1
3 2
3 3
dp
10.2
0.8
0.1
0.8
32.4
80.5
93.7
1.0
4.1
20.4
8.4
1.1
4.0
337.96
W net W pump dT min
(MW) (kW) (C)
253.53 -266.12 0.0(
dP IHX Main Comp
(kPa) Flow Frac
0 400.00
pasted into the statepoints excel spreadsheet.
296.5869
313.0646
1160.5548
1058.6638
561.3104
443.1226
313.0998
479.9159
1058.6224
561.3125
479.9249
977.2366
442.7003
480.6775
443.0892
296.9057
976.8156
480.6775
479.9285
479.9500
443.0921
443.0921
443.0921
stribution
(kPa) fractional dp%
3418 0.1099766
3266 0.0089478
9963 0.0021452
5659 0.0092050
3365 0.3485324
3179 0.8653956
'1132 0.4685566
8942 0.0054471
2325 0.0206163
4368 0.1022184
3457 0.0421729
.4073 0.0057037
8797 0.0204399
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Pipe No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Pin
(kPa)
9420.6
19527.4
19880.6
19936.5
19864.1
18914.6
9721.6
9604.2
9455.7
9445.5
9445.5
19873.7
Pout
(kPa)
9305.8
19428.5
19867.0
19911.1
19383.3
18418.3
9658.0
9512.2
9445.5
9430.3
9404.7
19867.1
dP
(kPa)
114.9
98.9
13.7
25.3
480.8
496.3
63.6
92.0
10.2
15.2
40.7
6.6
vout
(m/s)
24.2
3.1
3.4
8.5
38.2
48.3
31.3
3.3
7.4
8.7
27.4
4.3
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290
291 4 1 6.12502 0.0306251
292 4 2 0.15963 0.0007982
293 4 3 19.06484 0.0953242
294
295 HTR-cold side 47.08908 0.2370561
296 5 1 55.46720 0.2792333
297 5 2 8.92403 0.0449254
298 5 3 59.05762 0.2973082
299 5 4 72.20595 0.3634996
300 5 5 285.10224 1.4352635
301 Reactor/IHX 400.00000 2.1071099
302 6 1 496.30550 2.6144256
303 7 1 36.18154 0.3721767
304 7 2 9.00076 0.0925851
305 7 3 0.48178 0.0049558
306 7 4 17.89853 0.1841109
307 HTR-hot side 53.87487 0.5609531
308 8 1 0.29641 0.0030863
309 8 2 0.20064 0.0020891
310 8 3 3.75470 0.0390945
311 8 4 83.35265 0.8678802
312 8 5 3.50097 0.0364527
313 8 6 0.38284 0.0039862
314 8 7 0.46811 0.0048741
315 LTR-hot side 56.30809 0.6050874
316 9 1 0.27320 0.0029358
317 9 2 0.22348 0.0024016
318 9 3 2.05228 0.0220539
319 9 4 7.65753 0.0822879
320
321 10 1 10.01799 0.1076534
322 10 2 2.33998 0.0251455
323 10 3 0.55103 0.0059213
324 10 4 2.29784 0.0246926
325
326 11 1 3.20928 0.0344869
327 11 2 37.52586 0.4032534
328
329 12 1 6.56644 0.0328322
330
Figure 7.14. CYCLES Output Data
As can be seen, the CYCLES input and output files are expansive, hence some
explanation should be given to guide the user to become comfortable with navigating
through the data. The following sections will list where TSCYCO input data can be
found from CYCLES for each component. To present information in an easy to read and
concise format, references will be made that link the input files previously described in
Section 7.3 to the lines of data presented in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14. For example,
for the main compressor, the term "4-208,8" means that input for Line 4 of the
turbomachinery input file explained in Figure 7.2 comes from Line 208, Entry 8 of the
CYCLES input and output data.
7.4.1 Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers
To explain how to set up the TSCYCO PCHE input files, the high-temperature
recuperator will be used. The terminology previously described will be presented in
Table 7.1.
Table 7.1. High-te perature Recuperator Data Reference
5-34,1 11-199,4 17-176,6 23-178,8 32-33,1
6-35,1 12-199,2 18-178,4 25-material prop 33-data
7-36,1 13-199,3 19-178,6 26-material prop 34-assumption
8-37,1 14-Always one 20-177,2 27-42,1
9-Calculated* 15-177,7 21-178,2 28-assumption
10-Calculated* 16-177,4 22-177,8 31-33,1
*- The user must know the pitch in advance and calculate the pitch divider from Equation
A.1.
It should be noted that no information is provided in CYCLES for IHX dimensions.
TSCYCO IHX input parameters are obtained by using the IHXcode code.
Documentation for this code can be found in other references1 o. Obtaining IHX
parameters from this code is simple, and it will not be explained here.
7.4.2 Turbomachinery
Obtaining TSCYCO input data for the main compressor input file shown in Figure 7.2 is
explained here. Location of input data is shown in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2. Main Compressor Data Reference
4-209,8 9-243,3 14-Data+  19- Data+  24- Data+
5-assumption 10-18,11 15- Data+  20- Data +  25- Data+
6-209,7 11-Calculated* 16- Data+  21- Data+  26- Data +
7-209,4 12-Calculated* 17- Data+  22- Data+
8-15,1 13-Calculated* 18- Data+ 23- Data+
* - Scale up these
+ - Obtained from
dimensions with mass flow rate until better data becomes available.
performance and efficiency maps discussed in Section 2.6.1.
7.4.3 Headers
Header data is obtained from an unpublished program written by Ludington. This
program converts the header dimensions output by CYCLES into a conduit form more
usable by TSCYCO, while conserving pressure drops.
7.4.4 Other Input Files
Other input is not readily taken from CYCLES. Other input is made based on
assumptions or looking in relevant references. The remainder of input required will be
discussed here with clarifications made where needed.
Valve input data in Figure 7.3 is determined by the user. The initial position of the valve
on Line 4 is set based on its desired operation. For example, the initial position of the
bypass valve is closed (0.0), while the initial position of the turbine throttle will be open
(1.0). One should take care not to specify very low valve positions for the flow split and
turbine throttle valves because of the hyperbolic variation in form loss coefficient with
stem position seen in Figure 3.1. The valve diameter on Line 9 matches the diameter of
the header where it is located. The valve volume on Line 10 is assumed to be three cubic
meters.
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Shaft input data in Figure 7.6 is taken from Pope24, which has published dimensions for a
similar system. The steady state generator power on Line 8 can be found in CYCLES
Line 238 and entry 6.
Bypass location input data in Figure 7.7 is user-defined based on the transient of interest.
Inventory control tank input data in Figure 7.8 is predefined from SCPS and remains
unchanged for simulation purposes.
Plant controller input data in Figure 7.9 should be unchanged. The tuning of controllers
discussed in Section 3.2.2 is a long and involved process. This input file should be left
unchanged unless there is undesired controller response.
Primary loop parameters from Figure 7.10 are taken from other references26 . In the case
of the transport time constants in lines 13- 15, the values from SCPS were taken. A
linear relation is assumed between reactor reference temperature and demand power in
lines 16-20.
Simulation and transient parameters in Figure 7.11 are essential to modeling the desired
transient. The example provided in this section calls for a 10% loss of load. The input
file in Figure 7.11 should be used verbatim. The simulation runs at 10 seconds to allow
for steady state convergence, as seen in Line 8. At time t= 10 seconds, a 10% loss in
generator load occurs, as seen in Line 16. The PCS runs at 90% for the remaining 90
seconds of the 100 second run, as seen in Line 4.
Output plot title input file in Figure 7.12 is free for the user to choose. One can specify
the title in line 5, and an example is provided in the figure.
7.5 Running TSCYCO and Plotting Data
The process of setting up a model, as can be seen, is very long and involved. Fortunately,
the process of running TSCYCO and plotting data is very simple. Running TSCYCO
requires that the user has certain software installed. Data plotting is automated, so
relevant information is readily available. The software required to run TSCYCO is listed
below:
* Intel Visual Fortran, v10.0
* Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003
* Gnuplot
Current operating system and hardware used for the simulation is as follows:
* Microsoft Windows XP, Version 2002, Service Pack 2
* Intel Core2 CPU, T7200 @ 2.0 GHz
* 1 GB of RAM
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The first two items can be obtained from Rachel Morton of the Nuclear Science and
Engineering Department at MIT. The third item should be included with the code. When
all software is installed, running TSCYCO is as simple as compiling and running the
source code.
Output data can be found in the directory ...\outputs. Upon successful simulation, all
plots with end name .png are generated. It should be noted that if the simulation fails,
new plots will not be generated. For the example problem described in this chapter, some
plots are provided below. If data has been input correctly, then the user should obtain the
same plots seen here.
After 10 second steady state run time, the system experiences a 10% LOL. This loss of
load causes a decrease in negative torque in the shaft, causing the overspeed and
increased generator power seen in Figure 7.15. The bypass controller is tuned to open the
bypass valve after a certain threshold has been reached. The bypass valve opens almost
immediately after the LOL, as seen in Figure 7.17. This bypass reduces the turbine
pressure ratio, as seen in Figure 7.16.
Normalized Core vs. Generator Power, highermcp_conddec23
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Figure 7.15. 10% LOL Example Problem - Core Power
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Figure 7.16. 10% LOL Example Problem - Turbomachinery Pressure Ratio
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7.6 Appendix Conclusion
After reading this chapter, the user should be able to understand and change input files as needed
to run the desired transients. Input files for all components in the recompression cycle were
covered, as well as where to obtain needed data for boundary conditions of interest. After
running TSCYCO, the user will have all needed software installed successfully. Finally, the user
can successfully obtain plots needed to analyze simulation results.
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8 Appendix B - Notable Differences Between TSCYCO
and SCPS
8.1 Appendix Introduction
Section 2 covered the theory and numerical models used to model the SCO2
recompression cycle. Substantial effort was put forth to implement these models into
TSCYCO. There are many differences between the TSCYCO code and SCPS. For
example, TSCYCO models an entirely different layout from SCPS. However, it uses
subroutines from SCPS in implementing some calculations. Other differences between
TSCYCO and SCPS are noted here.
8.2 Simplification of the Reactor Model
SCPS used a fairly detailed reactor model for code simulations. The reactor model
accounted for many components, including fuel, gas gap, cladding, coolant, control rods,
etc. It was determined, however, that this level of detail for the reactor model was
unnecessary, since the focus of the research is the power conversion system (PCS). The
SC0 2 Brayton cycle is a secondary loop that will be coupled to a variety of reactor types,
not just the LWR modeled in SCPS. This section will discuss the simplification of the
reactor model. The reactor in TSCYCO is modeled as a heat source more than an actual
reactor. It provides energy to the coolant, with minimal consideration for the actual
nuclear physics involved.
8.2.1 Input File Changes
Several input files have been removed from the SCPS code, which include core. in,
crd. in, and react. in. The input file core. in described the fuel and cladding
properties for power and heat transfer purposes. The input file react . in gave
reactivity coefficients of the control rods, and also their initial positions in the reactor at
steady state. The input file crd. in file contained data regarding SCRAM delay time
and control rod movement rates for controlling reactor power. These input files are not
included in TSCYCO.
* core. in - REMOVED
* react. in - REMOVED
* crd. in - REMOVED
* cpu. in - MODIFIED
* rcs . in - MODIFIED
The input file cpu. in, as discussed in Appendix A: TSCYCO Quickstart Guide, allows
the user to tune the controllers and adjust the system transient response. Since the input
file crd. in was removed, much of the information regarding reactor shutdown and
power control was lost. These features were incorporated into the controller input file
cpu. in. Extra input to the cpu. in input file allows the user to specify how fast the
power can change in the event that a reactor trip occurs. Like the crd.in file, the user can
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still specify the degree of power mis-match and over-temperature trips before the reactor
scrams. The realism of controlling reactor power via control rods is lost. This
simplification makes the code more user-friendly, so that users do not need to know
about control rod behavior or reactivity. A portion of cpu. in is shown below for
further explanation of changes made to the input file. The input file is an example of the
input parameters that the user can specify. Some of these variables were introduced so
that original code results could be replicated, as will be shown later in this section.
0.02 ! normal rate of change of thermal power, w/o a power trip
(fraction/s)
0.005 ! normal rate of change of thermal power after a power trip
(fraction/s)
3.597 ! max. rate of change of thermal power of the reactor for a
normalized power (fraction/s)
50.0 ! overpower trip setpoint [%]
50.0 ! reactor over-temperature trip setpoint [C]
99.0 ! reactor/generator power mis-match trip setpoint [%]
0.5 ! delay time [s]
Time delay variables are added to the end of the rcs . in file to account for any time
delays that occur for fissions transferring heat into the coolant. The changes to the
rcs . in input file are highlighted below.
!C02 Simple Cycle Recuperator
!230 MWe, 600 MWth, 649.99C turbine inlet, 30.59C cooling water out
!Last updated 6-2-08 TQT
!reactor primary loop input
1.0 ! initial normalized power
600.0 ! rated thermal power (MWt)
0.2 ! Inlet Pressure - hot fluid (MPa)
2834.4 ! mass flow rate (kg/s)
670.0 ! Core outlet temp (C)
586.115 ! Avg. Core temp. at HFP (C)
502.23 ! Avg. Core temp. at HZP (C)
2.0 ! core coolant transport time constant (s)
2.0 ! IHX primary-side coolant transport time constant (s)
1.0 ! Hot-loop coolant transport time constant (s)
1.0 ! Cold-loop coolant transport time constant (s)
0.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=0
1.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=l
0.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=2
0.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=3
0.0 ! norm. average temperature polynomial coef. of power=4
'na' ! fluid type
0.0 ! neutronic power heat transfer time [s]
1.0 ! thermal power exponential decay constant [s]
These input files were changed in order to simplify the reactor model for TSCYCO.
Further changes were made to the source code, which ultimately removed a handful of
subroutines from SCPS and changed the code structure.
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8.2.2 Code Structure Changes
While the reactor model is simplified, the system of equations used to solve the primary
loop in Section 2.4.3.2 remains unchanged. The method in which reactor heat generation
is calculated, however, is different. SCPS used a PID controller to change the position of
the control rods in the reactor. Changing the position of the control rods would
add/decrease reactivity in the reactor. This change may increase/decrease the amount of
fissions occurring in the reactor and, hence, change the thermal power. This power
would be used in the semi-implicit system of equations to find the state variables for the
next time step.
TSCYCO makes the calculation of the reactor thermal power at the next time-step very
simple. The PID controller merely changes the thermal power as needed based on what
transient has occurred, or if reference reactor temperatures need to be accommodated.
Figure 8.1 compares the SCPS and TSCYCO code structure for changing reactor power.
Change Add/Decrease Change Amount of
control rod 0 Reactivity Fuel/Poison in
position System
Change State Change heat Change fission
Variables removal rate of rate of Rx
(e.g. Hout) coolant from Rx
SCPS Code Structure
Change State
Change Power Variables
(e.g. HRx-out)
TSCYCO Code Structure
Figure 8.1. SCPS and TSCYCO Code Structures for Calculating Reactor Power
8.2.3 Heat Transfer Time Delay
Simplification of the reactor model means that not all naturally occurring physical
phenomena are being accounted for. The reactor model is simplified to ease
computational efforts and complications, but it should still account for important
occurring phenomena. TSCYCO accounts for the fission heat transfer time delay and
also has a time constant. The user can directly change these variables through the
cpu. in and rcs. in input files:
* Fission heat transfer time delay - Time it takes for fission heat to heat the coolant
* Time constant - Characterizes the amount of time it takes for thermal power to
converge with the neutronic power after a neutronic power change
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TSCYCO features can be understood by observing Figure 8.2. When the neutronic
power changes, there is a time delay before there is heat transfer to the coolant. In Figure
8.2, this time delay is 5 seconds. Afterwards, there is an exponential convergence
between the thermal power and the neutronic power. It should be noted that the scenario
in Figure 8.2 is arbitrary and presented only to further explain the concept of fission heat
transfer time delay. The actual value of the time delay is not necessarily 5 seconds for
either SCPS or TSCYCO reactor models.
0 5 10 15 20
Time [s]
- Qneutronic(t) - Qthermal(t)
Figure 8.2. Operating Values of Neutronic and Thermal Powers
The behavior of the thermal power relative to the neutronic power can best be described
by a piecewise function:
Othermal(t = fort < T
neutronic (t)+ (0 - neutronic (t)- e(t) ) fort > T
(B.1)
where T = time delay
Q = Initial thermal power before the neutronic power changed
, = time constant
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To simplify the time delay feature in TSCYCO, c is a value that is derived from the
SCPS, where neutronic and thermal powers are plotted versus time and a z can be found.
It turns out the time delay and time constant are very difficult to determine, because the
values of the neutronic and thermal power are nearly the same for any time t. Even when
examined at each time step, the thermal power is difficult to distinguish from the
neutronic power, as seen in Figure 8.3. The author has not found any evidence of SCPS
accounting for fission heat time delay. However, SCPS accounts for delayed neutrons,different fuel compositions, etc., which TSCYCO eliminates.
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Figure 8.3. Original SCPS Neutronic and Thermal Power Results
This time delay accounted for the time it took for fission heat generated in the fuel to
transfer to the coolant in the reactor. The effect of time heat transfer time delay is
analyzed here. TSCYCO simulates the transient behavior of a PCS coupled with an
LWR during a 40% LOL. The heat transfer time delays were arbitrarily chosen below:
* 0 sec time delay
* 3 sec time delay
* 10 sec time delay
Effects on thermal power, cycle efficiency, and average core temperatures are plotted in
Figure 8.4, Figure 8.5, and Figure 8.6. As can be seen, the value chosen for time delay
has an effect on the time response of the system during a transient. The behavior of the
reactor for the 3 second time delay is similar to that for no time delay. When heat
transfer time delays get sufficiently large, such as for 10 seconds, reactor behavior
becomes noticeably different. The average core temperature stays significantly higher
than for no time delay, as seen in Figure 8.5. This behavior is most likely the result of the
decrease in neutronic power, which does not show in the core until 10 seconds after the
event has occurred. The core temperature remains high as a result, and the higher
temperatures are observed in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.4. Neutronic and Thermal Powers for Different Time Delays
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Figure 8.6. Cycle Efficiency for Different Time Delays
8.2.4 Reactor Decay Heat
If one treats the reactor as a black box heat source, some physical phenomena, such as
nuclear decay heat, will not be accounted for. Nuclear decay heat comes from nuclear
fission product decay.
8.2.4.1 Theory
For any given fission, the energy released is about 200 MeV. 187 MeV is released
instantaneously from the fission in the form of kinetic energy from the fission products,
gamma rays, and gamma rays from the capture of neutrons. The remaining 23 MeV is
released some time later. 10 MeV is released from the P decay of fission products in the
form of neutrinos. However, since neutrinos are weakly interacting radiation, this energy
is not seen in the core. The other 13 MeV is what is deposited in the core. This means
that 6.5% of the energy released from a single fission is in the form of decay heat.
During a nuclear reactor shutdown, when fissions are no longer occurring, the primary
source of heat generation is from the 3 decay of fission products. Immediately after
shutdown, core power will be 6.5% of its operating state, which comes from decay heat.
Since decay heat depends on the half-lives of the fission products, this decay heat will
decrease with time as a sum of exponentials, eventually reaching 1% reactor operating
power after an hour.
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8.2.4.2 Decay Heat Model
TSCYCO accounts for this physical phenomenon by representing the fission products in
7 groups, based on their decay fraction yields and decay constants, as seen in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1. Decav Fraction Yields and Decay Constants
Group Decay Fraction Yield Pi Decay Constant ki (s)
1 0.097 1.28
2 0.22 0.152
3 0.237 1.93x10-2
4 0.187 1.88x10 3
5 0.132 1.43x10 -4
6 0.072 1.25x10 -5
7 0.055 2.2x10 7
For a given time step At, the total decay power for a single group i is:
,decay At, fission - Orotal,decay) (B.2)
S+,deca Ai,decay
7
Qtotal,decay = Oi,decay (B.3)
i=l
where Pi is the decay fraction yield for group i, Qfssion is the heat generation from
fissions, Q1~ ,decay is the heat generation from the decay of all 7 decay groups from the
previous time step, and ki, decay is the decay constant for the ith group. The change in
decay power with time, which is useful for reactor transients, is represented as:
7
Aototal,decay = i,decayj i  (B.4)
i=1
8.2.4.3 Decay Heat Implementation
To account for this model, subroutines from SCPS were used, and incorporated into the
simplified reactor model in TSCYCO. Changes were made to the calculation of the
normalized power. The normalized power was originally changed directly by the power
controller. Now, the fission power is changed directly by the power controller. The
decay power, which was not calculated before, is now used in the definition of the
normalized power (the sum of the fission and decay powers), as seen in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7. New Normalized Power Calculation Scheme for TSCYCO Code
8.2.5 Different Scenarios
SCPS, which was completed for another unrelated research endeavor, is believed to be
working properly. Therefore, the results of TSCYCO will be compared to SCPS as a
benchmark to ensure that the simplified reactor model does not significantly change PCS
behavior. The transients simulated are listed below:
1) 40% Loss of Load
2) 20% Power Swing
3) 100% Loss of Load
To minimize variations in simulation setup, all controllers are pre-tuned according to
simulations from previous work done with SCPS. This way, the only change observed is
the effect of the simplified reactor model. The specifications for the system are as
follows:
* 48 MWt (10 MWe) LWR
* 316'C turbine inlet temperature
* 35.560 compressor inlet temperature
* 29.560 cooling water temperature
* 24% cycle efficiency
The cycle runs at steady state for a few seconds to allow the system converge on a steady
state operating condition. A transient is then introduced to the system, and the behavior
is observed.
8.2.5.1 40% Loss of Load
In a LOL transient, the generator becomes decoupled from the electrical power grid. This
scenario looks at a 40% LOL transient. Results for normalized power and efficiency are
plotted in Figure 8.8 through Figure 8.11. Values relevant to the simplified reactor model
are provided below:
* 40% step decrease in generator load
* 100 second run time
* 0.5 second fission heat transfer time delay
* 1 second time constant
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Figure 8.8. 40% LOL - Normalized Power - SCPS Results
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Figure 8.9. 40% LOL - Normalized Power - TSCYCO Results
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Figure 8.11. 40% LOL - Cycle Efficiency - TSCYCO Results
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Results of TSCYCO follow very closely with SCPS. There is one minor difference in the
results between the two codes. If one observes the normalized power plots in Figure 8.8
and Figure 8.9, the TSCYCO normalized core power flattens around 40 seconds versus
the SCPS normalized core power, which constantly changes. This phenomenon is most
likely from the controllers and the simplification of the reactor. The reactor controller
changes the power (in TSCYCO) based on two variables: the error in the power demand
and the error in average core temperature. In the case of TSCYCO, the combined errors
of the reactor power and temperature have fallen below the error band of the reactor
controller longer than for SCPS. This difference between SCPS and TSCYCO is minor,
and will not be explored further in this work.
8.2.5.2 20% Power Swing
Another scenario used for benchmarking TSCYCO against SCPS is the power swing
scenario, where there is a power demand decrease, followed by a power demand increase.
SCPS simulations for the power swing transient were already available from previous
work, and TSCYCO is benchmarked against the results. The simulation parameters are
as follows:
* Run the simulation for a few seconds at quasi-steady state to allow the cycle to
settle
* 20% power demand decrease at start of transient
* Hold core power at 80% for 60 seconds
* 20% power demand increase after 60 seconds at 80% power
* 150 second simulation time
Results of the modified code follow the same general trend as the original SCPS code.
There are deviations in small time intervals during the transient simulation, which is
believed to be from reactor behavior not accounted for in the modified code, such as
delayed neutron effects. Results are plotted in Figure 8.12 through Figure 8.15.
8.2.5.3 100% LOL
The final and most difficult benchmark for TSCYCO is the 100% LOL transient. This
benchmark will determine the impact of the simplified reactor model on simulations, and
also the accuracy of the current decay heat model. The simulation parameters are as
follows:
* Run the simulation for a few seconds at quasi-steady state to allow the cycle to
settle
* Generator load decreases by 100%
* Simulation time of 60 sec
Results are plotted in Figure 8.16 through Figure 8.19.
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Figure 8.13. 20% Power Swing - Normalized Power - TSCYCO Results
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Figure 8.12. 20% Power Swing - Normalized Power - SCPS Results
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Figure 8.14. 20% Power Swing - Cycle Efficiency - SCPS Results
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Figure 8.15. 20% Power Swing - Cycle Efficiency - TSCYCO Results
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Figure 8.17. 100% LOL - Core Power - TSCYCO Results
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Figure 8.19. 100% LOL - Cycle Efficiency - TSCYCO Results
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The normalized power and efficiency plots are fairly consistent with one another. One
difference is that the cycle efficiency reaches negative values during the simulation. This
phenomenon is caused by the bypass, which diverts flow from the turbine to the
compressor so that more work is done on the fluid by the compressor. SCPS shows that
for the 100% LOL, -50% efficiency is reached at 20 seconds. TSCYCO shows that -10%
efficiency is reached at 15 seconds. It has been determined by the author that this
difference is from simulation using a less up-to-date version of SCPS. Unknown changes
were made that changed the behavior of the system. A more recent version of the code
was tested (but not plotted here), and results are consistent with TSCYCO.
The similar behavior between SCPS and TSCYCO for various transients reveals that the
reactor simplified model can approximate, reasonably well, reactor behavior with no need
for detailed core dimensions and materials. This simplification eliminates the complexity
of the primary loop, which makes TSCYCO more user-friendly. Moreover,
computational time is reduced because a less detailed reactor model is used.
8.3 Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor
When the TSCYCO code was written to have a simplified SCPS primary loop model, it
was suspected that new scenarios could be run easily with output from CYCLES4' 15
However, this is not the case, as TSCYCO requires more detail for the primary system
than CYCLES provides. For example, CYCLES models only the secondary loop using a
user-defined IHX power, cold-side pressure drop, and cold-side outlet temperature
(turbine inlet temperature). For the primary loop, TSCYCO requires IHX power, inlet
temperatures, primary pressure, mass flow rate, etc. This means that further changes to
TSCYCO had to be made before new scenarios can be run.
Since TSCYCO is based on SCPS, it is only able to model an LWR. It is possible to use
an LWR to obtain desired turbine inlet temperatures, but at higher operating
temperatures, the coolant (water) becomes supercritical. Running such a system is
undesired because of the fluctuating properties of water in the supercritical regime.
Given that there are already issues with the CO2 on the secondary side near the critical
point, there is no need to introduce additional complications. Therefore, it is appropriate
to modify TSCYCO further to simulate a Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR) as opposed
to an LWR.
The SFR has also been chosen for use in TSCYCO because of its incorporation into the
GNEP. Therefore, one needs the appropriate SFR temperatures, pressures, and be able to
calculate fluid properties and appropriate heat transfer coefficients. Differences in
coolants can lead to differences in heat transfer coefficients and, hence, power in the
IHX.
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8.3.1 Code Changes for an SFR
REFPROP does not have a library for sodium properties, so it was necessary to introduce
subroutines which could calculate needed values (e.g. temperature, enthalpy, density,
thermal conductivity, viscosity) for a given state. These subroutines were obtained from
Hejzlar, and use polynomials described by Finks . The subroutine for calculating sodium
properties is called PROPERTYNA. F90, and is located in the RCS folder of TSCYCO.
Several subroutines of TSCYCO were modified to accommodate the needed changes.
These subroutines calculate properties of liquids when they are called. Some of the
subroutines changed include:
* NEW PCHEXSS
* QPCHE
* UpdateProperties
* UpdateFluidProperties
* RCSProperty
Modifications were made to the subroutines in any case where the IHX subroutine was
modeled, so that the hot-side fluid properties could be modeled accurately. The steady
state and transient PCHE model subroutines discussed in Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2, named
NEWPCHEXSS and QPCHE respectively, were modified so that when hot-side fluid
properties were called, polynomials developed by Fink would be used as needed. These
modifications were carried out in other relevant subroutines, such as the
UpdateProperties, UpdateFluidProperties, and RCSProperty.
Fink's correlations calculated sodium fluid properties, such as density, thermal
conductivity, and heat capacity. These correlations, however, did not determine heat
transfer coefficients for sodium.
8.3.2 Heat Transfer Correlations for Liquid Metal Flowing Through a
Noncircular Conduit
PCHE fluid heat transfer coefficients calculated in the TSCYCO code are taken from
Carstens' GAS-PASS/C02 code, which uses the Hesselgreaves and Gnielinski
correlations to model laminar and turbulent flow for Pr20.5 for a semi-circular conduit,
respectively. These correlations are provided below:
Nu = 4.089 (B.5)
(Re- 1000)Pr
Nu = (B.6)
1+12.7 8 (Pr -)
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For the transition flow regime between 1800 and 2800 Reynolds numbers, a linear
relation is assumed and the Nusselt number is calculated by interpolating between the
two correlations. These correlations are valid where the working fluid has a high Prandtl
number (non-metallic fluids like CO 2 and H20). Liquid sodium, however, has low
viscosity and high thermal conductivity properties. Hence, since Pr-=C/k, then Pr<<1,
and the Hesselgreaves and Gnielinski correlations are no longer valid.
8.3.2.1 Lyon and Martinelli Heat Transfer Correlation
New correlations must be used, which account for the fact that the working fluid is liquid
metal and flowing through a noncircular conduit. The heat transfer of metals can be
estimated by combination of contributions from molecular heat conduction C and
turbulent heat exchange.
Nu = C(Nu, )+ turbulent contribution (B.7)
where Nus is the slug Nusselt number, which is highly related to the cross-sectional shape
of the conduit flow area. In the case of a circular conduit, Lyon and Martinelli 26 both
developed an equation to find the Nusselt number, which was of the general form:
Nu = 7.0 + 0.025(Pe)° 8  (B.8)
Before further discussion is continued, it should be noted that the Lyon and Martinelli
correlation is chosen to determine the sodium heat transfer coefficient. This correlation is
not entirely accurate for the PCHE, since flow channels are semi-circular, and the Lyon
and Martinelli correlation applies to circular flow channels. However, for turbulent flow,
other documents found would also require an assumption on the geometry, since there is
limited work on heat transfer coefficients for semi-circular geometry. All technical
references discovered have turbulent correlations for other geometries besides a semi-
circular channel. Therefore, the circular channel approximation will be as good as
another non-semi-circular channel. In addition, the complexities of using another
channel geometry can be avoided. It should be noted that there are laminar Nusselt
values for semi-circular channels from Rohsenow 34.
Other relevant heat transfer correlations are provided in the following section, in the
event that code developers wish to obtain more accurate heat transfer coefficients for
sodium. However, for the scope of this work, the Lyon-Martinelli correlation is
adequate.
8.3.2.2 Other Heat Transfer Correlations
For a channel of any other cross-sectional shape, Hartnett and Irvine8 proposed the simple
approximate equation for turbulent flow and uniform wall heat flux and uniform wall
temperature, respectively:
Nu = 7 Nu, + 0.025(Pe)0 8  (B.9)
8
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Nu = 5 Nus + 0.025(Pe)0 8  (B.10)5.8
Experiments performed by Lubarsky and Kaufman revealed that Equations B.9 and B.10
consistently overestimated the heat transfer coefficient for noncircular conduits6 . To
mitigate this error, Equations B.9 and B. 10 were revised downwards. This revised
equation is:
Nu = 2 Nus + 0.015(Pe)0.8 (B.11)3
Determination of the slug Nusselt number Nus is made from observation of figures, such
as Figure 8.20 and Figure 8.21. In Figure 8.20, one can determine the slug Nusselt
number for a rectangular duct if the dimensions are known. Similarly for Figure 8.21,
one can determine slug Nusselt number if the apex angle a is known. For the IHX of
interest, a is 1800. However, observation of Figure 8.21 reveals that slug Nusselt
numbers are known only for apex angles less than 600. A polynomial could be developed
which allows for extrapolation of Nusselt values beyond 600, but this is prohibited since
the needed value is far beyond what is known.
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Figure 8.20. SlugN ss lt mbers for a Rectangular Duct (from Hartnett and Irvine
Figure 8.20. Slug Nusselt Numbers for a Rectangular Duct (from Hartnett and Irvine )
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Figure 8.21. Slug Nusselt Numbers for Circular-sector Duct and Isosceles-triangular Duct
(from Hartnett and Irvine8)
There were no other technical documents found that give information on turbulent flow
heat transfer coefficients for semi-circular conduits. Therefore, an assumption could be
made on the geometry that is close to that of a semi-circle while conserving the cross-
sectional flow area Af, wetted perimeter Pw, and equivalent diameter Deq. The best
geometry would be an equilateral triangle, mainly because it has about the same number
of corners as a semi-circle. The equilateral triangle has three comers as opposed to two
comers for the semi-circle. Unfortunately, the only available data for the equilateral
triangle is for the boundary condition where there is uniform wall temperature in the axial
and periphery directions, which is not relevant to the IHX scenario where the fluid and
wall temperatures vary axially.
Another available choice is the rectangular duct, like that of Figure 8.20. Thus,
dimensions of the rectangular duct could be chosen so that the same values of Af, Pw, and
Deq could be obtained for heat transfer coefficient calculations. From these dimensions,
the slug Nusselt number could be obtained for use in Equation B. 11. It should be noted
that by using a rectangular duct geometry, the calculated heat transfer coefficient will be
underestimated. This is because there are more comers with the rectangular duct as
opposed to the semi-circle (4 comers as opposed to 2 comers). The laminar boundary
layer is larger near the corners than near flat and curved surfaces. Therefore, there is less
contribution from the more efficient turbulent heat transfer phenomenon.
It should be noted that laminar flow correlations for semi-circular cross sections are
available, and these correlations could be used34 . However, use of the appropriate
correlation is the responsibility of the designer.
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For constant heat input on both walls, the temperature of temperature fields are needed.
For a rectangular geometry, the energy equation has the following form:
T+ a =T -v (B.12)
x2 ay2 k az
where v is the velocity that is taken to be constant at any cross section or axial position.
Velocities in the x and y direction are zero, and the axial conduction term 02T/az 2 term is
zero under the assumed fully developed thermal conditions.
In the case of laminar flow, Eckert and Irvine collected available velocity-distribution
solutions for non-circular contributions and obtained solutions for new shapes 8. Their
results show that the slug Nusselt number is proportional to the product of the friction
factor with the Reynolds number.
fxRe
Nu, (B.13)8
8.4 Appendix Conclusion
This chapter provides further discussion on differences between SCPS and TSCYCO.
The most notable difference, as discussed in Section 2, is that SCPS models a simple
SC0 2 cycle, whereas TSCYCO models an SCO 2 recompression cycle. However, other
less obvious differences are noted here. Substantial work was performed to simplify the
SCPS reactor model, so that TSCYCO could run more quickly and be more user-friendly.
The TSCYCO simplified reactor model still accounts for heat transfer delay and decay
heat. To obtain desired PCS operating conditions, while avoiding primary coolant
property complications, the TSCYCO reactor model was changed from an LWR to an
SFR. This required new property and heat transfer correlations.
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Figure 8.22. Limiting Wall-temperature Distribution for Equilateral-triangular Duct with Constant
Heat Flux Everywhere (from Hartnett and Irvine8)
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